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DAY1 Claimant: Katarzyna Paczkowska/Unrepresented
10AM Respondent: Peninsula Business Services -Laura Halsall, Michelle Haliwell

Index Inicial Comment Column1
1 Judge 

Sherratt:
Good morning everyone. Just remind me of your name.

2 Katarzyna 
Paczkows
ka(KP):

Katarzyna Paczkowska, or Kat (Paczkowska)

3 Judge: Counsel?
4 Laura 

Halsall(LH
):

Yes.

5 Judge Are you a representative in person?
6 KP Yes
7 Judge We have a Bundle and it doesn't seem to have an index?
8 KP Yes, it is missing the index.
9 LH Uhmm, I have got an index. Do you want me to pass the index? Because I don't know why is it missing an index?

10 Judge We need 4 copies, don't we?
11 Judge In the absence of the index to the Bundle it is difficult for us to know where things are properly in the Bundle.
12 KP Yes, certainly, I noticed. I only had a viewing of the Bundle just before this hearing because the Respondent printed the 

bundle but I prepared it and the index was there for them to print. I have got my copy of the Bundle which has got the index 
in.

13 Judge You have got the index?
14 KP Yes, because I printed myself.
15 Judge You've done your own.
16 KP Yes
17 LH It’s the Panel's one that's missing. We just printed it …the index sat there, but I don't think we have spare copies of the index.

18 Judge (Judge addressing Clerk) The Respondent have 7 witnesses?
19 LH 8 Sir, 8. 
20 Judge (Inaudible)only for me to know how long statements take
21 LH They will be relatively short. Some, like  in regards to the Claimants request for information was not actually relevent to my 

ability at all. That would be Grace Lyons, all she says she pass information to a Manager. She won't be attanding (Courtney 
Norris). So it is a matter for you to take from them (statements).

22 Judge Of all the witnesses how long do you anticipate asking questions to Claimant?
23 LH Probably an hour Sir.
24 Judge How long do you anticipate asking questions to the Respondent's witnesses?
25 KP I don't know, uhmm, I don't know. Few of the witnesses are irrelevant, like Grace Lyons, she just says what this witness will 

say (Shell Halliwell). It’s the same information. Grace Lyons in my opinion is not relevent. I don't know how long it will take to 
question or cross-examin.

26 LH If I may say, our main witnesses are Ashley Jackson, all the acusations of sex discrimination and harassment are against him. 
Chris Heresnape his are race discrimination and possible harassment, and miss Halliwell with HR questions. In terms she dealt 
with the reference.

27 Judge In terms of the claims, where has the Claimant got it set out?
28 KP It is all in the Bundle.
29 Judge Yes, I know they are in the Bundle, but to say that where in the Bundle?
30 KP Yes, we need an index.
31 Judge Yes, we do.
32 LH I have an index, but I don't have spare.
33 KP I have spare Bundle, because I suspected something will be wrong I prepared another copy of the Bundle. So I have a spare 

copy, if I can approach Tribunal?
34 Judge Is it your Bundle, or yours?
35 LH There were 5 copies the Respondent had to print, which it came on a CD and that's what been printed. The index came 

separately.
36 Judge So you have got the index?
37 KP That's the exct same Bundle, just with an index.
38 Judge (Inaudible)If that's the same index then we will be able to copy 
39 KP Bundle has been provided with an index to print.
40 Judge Yes, yes. (To the Clerk) Can you then do 5 copies of that?
41 Judge Where do you say, on which pages is the claim set out in the Bundle?
42 KP Just a moment...It starts at 18 to 27, 40-45, 56-58, 69-73, 82-85, this is for the main case, then for the D4digital added claim is 

344, 353-362, 375-379, and for the victimisation and refusal of references 409-412.
43 Judge Will that’s encompass what Employment Judge Warren set out in very short terms. Question with the disability, 

discrimination, harassment?
44 KP Sorry what is the question?
45 Judge EJ Warren when you met her on the 16th of March set out were you a person with the disability 
46 KP Yes, all the documents are there.
47 Judge Yes, have they subjected you to treatment by sending the derregatorry e-mail and failure to supply a reference?

48 KP Yes, that's also there.(interrupted)
49 Judge And also in sense did they engage in conduct by sending you a derrogatory e-mail? Are all the allegations?
50 KP Yes, it is all in the Bundle however the starting submissions are on those pages, but…all the information is in the Bundle

51 Judge So this are all the claims
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52 Judge Where are ET3 forms?
53 LH Page 38-39 is our response, and then the second response is 388-390
54 Judge So that’s' where the claims are that’s where responses. We have got the index.
55 LH There is an issue of medical evidence, Sir. The Respondent feels that it should be in the Bundle and we have got it separately. 

56 Judge That's the documents here?
57 LH Yes, those are medical evidence. The Claimant objected for it to be in the Bundle, but we are disputing it.
58 Judge Why shouldn't it be in the Bundle?
59 KP Uhmmm…
60 Judge If we have to decide on disability and medical evidence is not in the Bundle?
61 KP The medical evidence is there. The Respondent was supplied with all the sick notes throughout the 1 year 8 months, so this is 

in the Bundle as the proof of the ill health. The medical information is a sensitive in my opinion privete and confidential 
records, which is in public hearing its a breach of my personal information, so under the Rule 50 of ET Rules of Procedure I 
would like to ask to exclude it from the Bundle and use it for the remedy and damage hearing only.

62 Judge If we can't find you a person with the disability you don't get very far, do you?
63 KP But there is plenty to go through before that, in my opinion. And this can be kept separate to reference at the time, but not in 

a public hearing.
64 Judge Are you asking under Rule 50 to consider for your medical records?
65 KP Yes
66 Judge Is there any reason why we shouldn't do it? (To the Respondent)
67 LH In the Bundle there are 2 sick notes, the first one from when she first go off sick and the second from Apr 2018…
68 KP But the Respondent had all the sick notes.
69 Judge That's not your turn at the moment
70 KP Sorry
71 LH In our view, we disputing disability so would need those documents in the Bundle to refer to. I don't think that there is 

anything in a public hearing that's going to come out that didn't come out in remedy hearing anyway
72 Judge Well, if you don't claim to be a person with the disability on what basis do you claim to be a person with the disability?

73 KP So, I sustained to be off sick since Sep 2016, so this is almost 2 years I have been waiting for this hearing to seek justice and 
….(interrupted)

74 Judge Why do you claim to be a person with the disability is the question?
75 KP This is all in the sick notes, the consecutive sick notes where supplied to the Respondent and to the legar representative. The 

only reason they are not all in the Bundle is that there are already 430 documents
76 Judge What do the sick note state?
77 KP The sick note state anxiety, depression, low mood. Its all there.
78 Judge Its fine.
79 KP It is all there. It is all from the GP and states not fit for work and the dates
80 Judge Presumably your statement will tell us about your illness on how it effected you?
81 KP Yes, the disability statement consist of all the information.
82 Judge Right. I think what we need to do is read through the statements in the Bundle and see where it takes us. We won't be 

making any conclusions without having the opportunity to see those documents. Bear in mind there is no one at this public 
hearing.

83 KP No, but there may be.
84 Judge That is not to say that they may come in later.
85 KP Yes
86 Judge One of the things we could consider is whether or not we should make in that respect the Rule 50 or not.
87 KP Yes, I would like the Rule 50 to be put forward, because the Respondent said that they will cross-examin me on the basis of 

medical evidence, which is very sensitive information and in a public hearing this is a breach of my human rights, in my opinion

88 Judge That is something we have said we will be looking at when we are reading through this papers. When we come back to see 
you later on when we have read them we then will look at Rule 50.

89 KP Thank you.
90 Judge There is nobody to see or hear anything of a private nature, but we need to know this things. So if I would to say to you all to 

get away until probably 2 o'clock I would think for us to read through the pages that we were referred to and think about Rule 
50.

91 KP There are other organisational things I would like to apply. I had a look in the Bundle just before the hearing and some pages, 
because they have been reprinted are illegible, like not visible. So I have printed all the copies to be replaced with page 
numbers in the Bundle, because what's the Respondend printed they are not visisble due to poor quality. So I would like to 
replace in all Bundles it is 5 documents in total.

92 Judge What page for example you say they are of poor quality?
93 KP It is 251-252 it is cutting the text on top of the page, another one is 235, 311, one audio corrected.
94 Judge We need to get on with the reading so pass those to the Clerk -will come and find you at 11 o'clock to see what's been 

decided. Can we invite you to come back at 2 pm.
Reading time 3h

95 KP I also send newest report to the Tribunal and have been asked to print myself copies for the Respondent and the Panel, 
because I will be refering to those documents

96 Judge When you intend to refer to those?
97 KP In my opening statement and throughout the hearing
98 Judge Are you aware that we have got 3 days?
99 KP I will be refering only to few pages from it, not to the whole documents

100 KP I have 2 copies
101 Judge There are 3 of us
102 KP Yes, I apologise I did not have the resources
103 Judge You better leave it with us
104 KP Thank you.
105 Judge Anything else that we need to hear from either side before we start our reading?
106 KP No Sir
107 Judge If you would like to gather all your things. We will be staying in here to do our reading.
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108 FROM 2 PM
109 Judge Sherratt: You asked about restrictions of publicity in your disability case
110 Katarzyna Paczkowska(KP): Yes
111

Judge:

There has to be evidence of a personal nature, which means any evidence of a medical or other intimate nature which may

reasonably be assumed to likely to cause significant embarrasment to the complaimant, if reported
112 KP Yes
113 Judge What is it to likely to cause significant embarrasment by being intimate?
114 KP They are my medical records. They are my medical records.
115 Judge Yes, I know that. But all we have is one page.
116 KP Sorry, 1 page???
117 Judge Yes. No, we have 2 pages? 2 pages of your doctor medical records. That's all.
118 KP There was 85 documents
119 Judge There may have been, but dare say we have been given those.
120 Laura Halsall(LH) No, it's made up of different documents from your doctor, in the bundle is just 2 pages
121 Judge The medical records is just 2 pages
122 LH Just 2 pages, just 2 pages.
123 KP I mean I'm very confused, because everything the so called Selfhelp Services are all NHS service providers
124 Judge Yes, yes. What is of a nature that may cause you significant embarrasment?
125 KP It's exactly that. It's the details of medical records
126 Judge What in the medical records?
127 KP Everything, everything in medical records in my opinion is a sensitive information
128 Judge We haven't got everything. All we have of medical records is this 2 pages…
129 KP But all of documents have been provided by NHS service providers and they form sensitive information
130 Judge The fact that you do take Propranolol tablets?
131 KP Yes
132 Judge What does the Respondent has to say on this question?
133 LH The test is it is in the interest of justice
134 Judge No, The test is…(interrupted by LH)
135 LH Obviously, whether it is sensitive information
136

Judge

The restriction, section 12 of the ET Act 1996 this section applies to the proceedings relate to a complaint where the
complaint relates to the disability in which evidence of a personal nature is likely to be applied at the Employment Tribunal
during the complaint

137 LH Is is Rule 50
138 Judge Rule 50 refer back to section 12
139 LH Section 29 is what it refer to…
140 Judge Section 12 it refers to also
141 LH Yes. It our view that this is a disability discrimination claim
142 Judge It is or it isn't?
143

LH

It is and it relates to the e-mails send by Sue Dando it is not the whole claim. It is our position she is not disabled under section

6 of the Equality Act, therefore it is in the interest of justice for the Respondent to be able to use such an evidence
144

Judge
It isn't to use it is if the Tribunal made an order it would be to restrict publicity in relation to that. Nobody is here to listen
anyway…

145
KP

May I just say that the Respondent said that they will be questioning me, they will cross-examin me on base of my medical
references

146 Judge Yes
147

KP
So my medical reference, my weakest points have been provided to my opponent to use it against me (breaking down
voice)This is surely not right

148
Judge

You have to satisfy us you are the person with disability under Equality Act 2010. The records show that you last worked was
it Sep 2016?

149 KP Yes
150 Judge That you presented on the 10th of April 2017 with low mood for the first time
151 KP Sorry, no this is entirely wrong. This entirely not right
152 Judge What is not right?
153 KP The information. Who did I presented this information to on the 10th of April?
154 Judge To your GP surgery, dr Said
155 KP For the first time?
156 Judge Says low mood problem 
157

KP
No, the problem was there since Sep 2016 and the document you see it is not comprehensive, there are sick notes, there are
service providers documents

158
Judge

Well, in which case we have not seen the full records. When would you say you became a person with the disability?

159 KP Its not up to me isn't it? It's for this Tribunal to decide. I can not decide myself
160 Judge No
161 KP I can only claim
162 Judge When do you claim you became a person with the disability?
163 KP I can not decide when I became. I am not medical professional
164 Judge I am asking you when do you claim you became a person with the disability
165 KP I claim the disbility discrimination against this employer because they…(interrupted)
166

Judge
That's not the question!When do you say, when will you invite us to conclude you became a person with the disability? You
understand what am I asking you?

167
KP

The disability discrimination has been added to the claim after the incident with D4digital Ltd. Sue Dando and refusal to give
references

168 Judge So you are claiming in relation to that?
169

KP
Yes, however it depends on the judgment because when it comes to the remedy and damages potential hearing, if such to be
then I will explory this disability in depth

170 Judge Well, If we haven't found that you are a person with the disability that you dont have disability discrimination
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171 I will take that chance because I have a proof that this employer did make me disabled. I think before is about to be talked
about I mean it is a lot to go through, like there is a lot of background information, there is witness statement mine and theirs
and it is all relevant before aknowledging if the disbility is there or not. The disbility discrimintion or arising from
discrimination

172
Judge

Yes, but as I understand it the disbility only relates to the matters that you brought in later concerning the letter from Sue
Dando

173 KP and the victimisation, refusal of references. 
174 Judge Yes,  That is all disability relates to, isn't it?
175 KP At this stage yes. At the stage of damages is a different story because damages will be all about disability
176 Judge So, when do you say you became a person with the disability
177 KP If I would refer to the Eauality Act 2010…
178 Judge Without referencing to that, all I am asking you is the date you say you became a person with disability?
179

KP
I don't know. I am confused by this question. I don't know. Because the Equality Act states …what does it state? That for
prelonged time unable to …

180 Judge doing day to day activities, how it affect's you
181 KP Yes 
182 Judge When do you say that problem started?
183 KP Recommended time of 12 months. Around that time, although I am off sick for almost 2 years
184 Judge Which time?
185 KP I don't know I am confused by that question
186 Judge Well, You have brought claims under the Equality Act
187 KP Yes
188 Judge You remain the employee of the Respondent
189 KP Yes
190 Judge And you have made various allegations concerning sex and your race
191 KP Yes
192 Judge And then there is a diferent claim that simingly relates to an employee of a different company
193 KP Sorry, what company?
194 Judge I understand that Sue Dando isn't employee of r-com?
195 KP It is, that was decided on the 16th of March 2018
196 LH Yes, the Judge said that there was a sufficient link to link employee of r-com and D4digital
197 KP This is a group of companies under the same Managing Director
198

Judge
So you claim against her, in relation to her activity. That is quite some time after and you claim that that is related to your
disability. Is your claim disbility discrimination?

199 KP Yes, in that case yes
200

Judge
So you are presumably alledging to us that by the time she wrote to you that e-mail you were the person with the disability

201 KP It's not up to me to decide
202

Judge
That is what you are alledging, you are saying to us that you were the person with the disability, because you are bringing
claim based on protected characteristic of disability

203 KP Yes
204 Judge So how long before that  or not at all you wishes to find you were the person with disability?
205

KP
I would just like assert that I claim disability discrimination when the incident of e-mail from Sue Dando and victimisation of
not providing reference happened.

206 Judge So that is June 2017, 29 of June is the Sue Dando e-mail
207 KP Yes, 29 of June
208 Judge And refusal to provide references was Oct 2017?
209 KP Yes
210 Judge And it is anly those things that relate to disability?because your other claim didn't mention it
211

KP
I am not sure now.I mean the Judge during preliminary hearing added the disability discrimination to this claim, as a whole. 

212 Judge Does it the claim as a whole?
213

LH
That wasn't my understanding. There was consolidation between two, the D4digital was a consultant that we took the liability
for Sue Dando

214
Judge

Yes. We need to know what it is that we are here to deal with before we start dealing with others. So, it looks like the
allegations concerning the disability only come from June 2017 onwards for those claims. Is that right?

215 KP Yes
216 Judge So we take disability from June 2017 and Oct 2017. June relates to Dando and Oct relates to references
217 KP Yes
218 Judge Your opening statement seems to set out what your claims are. Have you received it?
219 LH Yes, I have Sir.
220 Judge So you have there a table which set outs briefly allegations?
221 KP Yes
222 Judge But you say 4 of those were stopped at preliminary hearing
223 KP Yes I did present them as incidents of harassment and there is a new evidence about some of them
224 LH 16 and 17 were allowed in, 18 and 19 weren't
225 Judge But 17 relates to disability
226

KP
It was a disability from the start, as r-com discriminate against unattractive, or who may feel unattractive people. It was from
the start pull of disabled people

227
Judge

We are trying to get to grisps of where we are, what we doing here and where we need to be. Where in CMO this relates to?

228 LH I think its second one, page 77
229

KP
After preliminary hearing there was further rectifying information, as everything got mixed up. There was communication
after this case mgmt order after this few incidents

230 LH P18 relates to being good looking and very well presented
231 Judge So 16 and 19 were allowed and 17 and 18 weren't according to Employment Judge Porter
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232
KP

However 16 relates to 17, as Lauren Hibbert was a model and they aimed to hire another model. This is linked to the job
description in point 17

233
Judge

But 17 and 18 EJ Porter said they are not allowed so they are not before us. Because otherwise this allegations up to 21

234 LH There are few new claims added to this list that I found
235 Judge The problem with this is that I won't have time to deal with the case
236 LH I know
237 Judge 16 and 19 are in, 17 and 18 are not
238 LH That was 13 that I found that hadn't been mentioned
239 KP It was included in the schedule of incidents
240 Judge That is page 23 to 43
241 KP It is exactly the same number on page 43
242 LH Ok
243

Judge

So we are dealing with thse allegations 1 to 21. We know which the disbaility claims are. So in terms of Rule50 and medical
notes you know there is no body here this afternoon logical thing to deal with this so we can make decision when there is
nobody here to listen

244 KP It make sense it will be dealt with
245

Judge
No you will be asked questions about medical references so that, because the Respondent doesn't accept that you are a
person with the disability

246

KP

Can I just say that I am representing myself and this cause prejudice in the beginning of the hearing for me to representing

myself when my weakest points and my flows are being explored and highlighted in the beginning of the hearing
247 Judge Shall we have it at the end of cross-examination?
248 KP I would rather leave it if there would be one for the remedy and damages hearing
249 Judge If you leave it there would be no evidence upon which we can conclude  that you are a person with disability
250 KP But the evidence are the sick notes provided by General Precticioner…(interrupted)
251 Judge That doean not mean that you are a person with disability
252 KP And my witness statement that covers everything that is presented
253 Judge There is nothing I can see how it affects you on day to day basis…
254 KP I mean do I have any choice here?Because…(interrupted)
255

Judge

Well if you want to pursue the allegation that you are or were a person with disability the Tribunal asks for the evidence of it

and the Respondend is entitled to ask you questions about it because disability is not conceded. So if you don't want to deal

with disability questions if you withdraw disability allegations then we don't have to do anything about it.
256 KP No I don't. I don't. I will not
257

Judge
All right, so on some stage this household is entitled to ask you questions about what you state you consider the disability but
luckely there are no spectators here this afternoon to hear it…

258 KP It will still cause prejudice as this panel will hear about it
259 Judge Still how can we make the findings without hearing anything about it?
260

KP

I don't know it is a predicament because I am representing myself, if I had a big large legal company representing me like the

Respondent I would just sit there and be safe and certain that somebody represents me to the level I would like to, but in this

case when I represent myself and the beginning of the hearing or even when I give witness statement I think it causes

prejudice to my representation

CLAIMANT
BREAKING
DOWN
VOICE/ON EDGE
AND CRYING

261 Judge No evidence for diability…
262 KP But the evidence is in Employment Tribunal possesion since 30 of October
263

Judge

The evidence is the matter for this Tribunal, none of us have seen anything of ill health presenting there. (inaudible) so all I

know is in this files. I know you claim to be a person with the disability in relation to allogations and its up to you to satisfy the

Tribunal that you were at the time a person with disability. I'm sorry but that is what it is.
264 KP This is causing me a great upset (CRYING)
265 Judge Sorry what you are doing?
266 KP I am looking for Rule100 if I can please address this to the Court of Justice of European Union please
267 Judge How do you want to proceed Rule 100?
268 KP Yes please.
269 Judge (Reads Rule 100)
270

KP

If I can please refer this predicament to the Court of Justice of European Union for this predicament. To be cross-examined by

the Respondent who causes me detriment in the beginning of the hearing where I represent myself after two years of the

psychological turmoil, to cros-examin me for me to prove that they have caused me the detriment
271

Judge
I hate to be awkward, but could you repeat what you said? I understand what you are saying. To be cross-examin by the
person who causes you turmoil

272

KP

No, no to be cross-examined by the Respondent who caused me the detriment on that detriment for me to prove to them

that they actually have caused me harm and this is in the beginning of the hearing where I represent myself and stand alone
273 Judge (You do realise to claim disability you have to prove it first?)
274 KP But they will cross-examin me, yes?
275 Judge Yes
276 KP And for me this is not right
277 Judge Any thoughts on this section?
278

LH

In terms of if she insist my cross-examination simply goes to what happened when obviously we don't know what the day to

day affects are from the prints we have got. But it seems to me that the Claimant is talking about immediate feelings involved

rather than (...) in our point of view it is down to whether what happened has caused harm affecting
279 Judge Did you follow that?
280 KP Yes
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281

Judge

Potentially a different question. Why then if you succeed you would be in position to settle the remedies including by the
effect of psychological harm by the matters that the Tribunal found in which case there could be an award on psychological
damage as well as (inaudible). The question we have to be asking are you a person with the disability for the purposes of the
employment rights Equality Act 2010 in relation to two matters alledged in 2017. The two distinct questions the second one is
dealing with the question about disability now because if we don't have any evidence we can't find you a person with
disability. The earlier one in terms of compensation you won't need to be disabled now to try to claim psychological damage
should the Tribunal find it. Did you follow that? 

282 KP Its just in my heart it feels wrong to me that I am being asked
283 Judge Yes, I understand that
284

KP
At the time Sue Dando sent this e-mail at the time they refused reference they knew I was on long term sick. They knew
about it

285 Judge The fact that someone is on long term sick doesn't mean is a person with disability
286 KP But this is for this Tribunal to decide
287 Judge  I know and we can only decide when we see the evidence
288 KP Yes, but the Tribunal has got in possession all the evidence
289 Judge If you are presenting a case then the Respondent has the right to ask you questions
290 KP But the evidence is medical records
291

Judge
So if you do decide and we agree to refer the case to the European Union then probably 4 or 5 years down the line will be
decision

292 KP That's fine I am not in it for the money WHAT I CARE TO SHOW WHAT THEY HAVE DONE TO ME AND I WILL
293

Judge

We need to find a way forward. If we would to refer your case to court that would be interesting thing for me to do because I

never have referred one and find out I will need to talk to the Regional Judge of Employment Tribunal who is in charge of but

he is away now. I don't know what view, guidance is to be by my colleague but the difficulty is you have a case it is a case that

affects you deeply and if it was to be referred to the European Court of Justice to deal with an issue it will take 3 or 4 years to

deal with it and the case is not resolved for another 3 or 4 years
294

KP
This is obviously not what I want because this is a huge burden on me as a person. But this again came from the Respondent it
didn't come from the Tribunal this order, there was no order about it

295 Judge This came because you wanted to claim that you have a disability discrimination claim this is when it all started
296 KP Yes, but is cros-examination not based on witness statement only?
297 Judge No because we have witness statement and we have also medical information
298

KP
Yes, but medical evidence wasn't originally included in the Bundle it was only provided in the end for the Respondent to see
but it was not included in the Bundle as a part of the case

299

Judge

It is relevent it is relevant potentially. We have 3 days to deal with this case we are less and less likely to finish and if we don't
finish it in 3 days we will have to find time to come back. It is more difficult for you because you are there by yourself with no
one to discuss. And I am here to get things done but not to the exclusion of justice. There are many claimants who represent
themselves and are claiming disability and are being asked questions sometimes in separate hearing sometimes in the same
hearing so what you are being asked potentially to deal with is not unusuall. It is unusuall for you becuse you but many are

being asked questions about they disability
300

KP
Can I please ask in that case for the full notes on this part to be included in the judgment please in case I have to challenge it
later

301 Judge If that is the case fine, then will potentially give information but yes
302 KP Thank you
303 Judge  So, on that basis are you all right to get started?
304 KP Yes
305 Judge Would you please come around to the witness table around you?
306 KP Is it for the witness statement or…
307 Judge Yes, witness statement should be a copy on that table there
308 KP The clerk has not taken the witness statement from me
309 LH It has a copies of what I printed out
310 Judge Is it important it is on the table there in green paper there(on witness stand)
311 KP Is it the witness statement about disability?
312 LH No, its yours
313 KP Is it the witness statement …
314 Judge The witness statement about disability although we may refer to it I found in 
315

KP
I mean I wasn't being asked for the signed witness statements today. I wasn't asked. The witness statements that there are
without reference to the Bundle and the only copies that I have with reference to the Bundle

316 Judge Your witness statement on the table there is it your witness statement
317

KP

I don't know it has not came from me I don't know where it came from. It comes from the Respondent. My witness statement
comes from the Respondent, because I wasn't asked about it and the witness statement that they have given I even wasn't
aware , it is without the reference to the Bundle

318 Judge So you have copies of your witness statements?
319 KP Yes
320 Judge How many?
321 KP Five 
322 Judge Perhaps would you like to give it to us
323 KP And this is disability statement
324 Judge And it is the same that is in the Bundle
325 KP No, because the Judge asked me for more comments
326 Judge Well, have you seen what appears to be amended one?
327 LH I have one that you have got the one that's on your desk
328 Judge We saw it this morning in the Bundle, that was v1 from July, that is version 2
329 LH I haven't seen version 2. I bearly have seen what's in the Bundle
330

KP
You have been provided with it because you disputed it. The Judge asked me to update it and I sent it to all the parties

331 Judge So, are you saying that is in red it is new?
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332 KP Yes
333 Judge Well, you didn't have a chance to see this?
334 LH No
335 KP But they have been provided with it
336

Judge
That's seemingly unimportant. Well you take those and we will have few minutes up untill 3 o'clock for you to read the
amendments so we will come back at 3 o'clock. Oh did I give you one? Come back at 3 o'clock

337 BREAK 10MIN
338 Judge Would you like to go around to witness stand, please?
339 KP Yes
340 Judge But you won't need your file, etc.
341 KP I wasn't able to make the opening statement, so
342 Judge We have read it.
343 Judge Before you sit, take the yellow card, there is a Bible there. You can read it.
344 KP I swear by Almighty God, that evidence I shall give is truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth
345

Judge
Thank you very much, you can sit down. You are provided with a witness statement 24 pages and you are also provided with
v2 of disability statement 6 pages?

346 KP Yes
347 Judge Both of this statements are true to your knowledge and It sets out evidence in your case?
348 KP Yes
349

Judge
It's now over to Ms Halsall to ask you some questions about the represented statement and what is in the Bundle. You should
have both statements there. Anything else you should put back

350 KP It's just reference to the Bundle
351

Judge
Yes, but there is highlighted text there. You might need some paper to write on what you would like to come back later. So
Ms Halsall how would you like to start?

352 LH Are you happy with me to start with a disability fist?
353 Judge Certainly, there is not  anyone else in the room, so it make sense to do that.
354 LH You say that relevent disabilities are anxiety and  depression, is that correct?
355 KP I went off sick due to this illness, but not limited to
356

LH
If I can ask you to turn to page 446 in the Bundle. Now that's a medical note shortly before Ms Dando wrote the e-mail to you
is that right?

357 KP It is a Sick Note, yes.
358 LH And on that Sick Note it records low mood, not depression, is that right?
359 KP It does say low mood, you are not fit for work.
360 LH And there is no further information on there, is there?
361 KP The GP puts only  limited information on the notes
362 LH If you turn to page 447 that’s your next sick note, is that right?  
363 KP I don't know, are they all here consecutive?
364 LH Yes, they go to Oct 2017 which is on page 451 and it still recording low mood, is that right?
365 KP Are they all picked up for the low mood
366 LH Yes
367 KP So you have picked up sick notes for low mood out of all that siad depression in it
368 Judge You are being asked in sequence from the start
369 KP But they are not all here, there are only 4
370 LH If you turn to page 451 they carry on, it’s a perscription in between
371 KP I cannot tell you they are consecutive notes
372 Judge You can look on the dates
373

KP
Because I wasn't prepared to be questioned on disability, because I objected to it, but I have not received response for this
hearing. They are not all sick notes here, although I did send all Sick Notes to the Respondent

374
LH

On Page 453, that's the sick note that changes to include anxiety, is that right? So on page 453, that’s when it changes to
include anxiety, is that right? And that's October 2017

375 KP I have been consecutively off sick for the same reason up untill this stage
376 Judge Up untill this stage?
377

KP
Up untill this time I am off sick with the same reasons and I have no influence what the GP, and I do see different GP every
time, puts on the note 

378
LH

But you appreciate that you inicially went off sick with stress at work and the reason changed on the sick note to generally low 
mood

379 KP No, it is the entire time it's the same reason the entire time. The entire time it is the same reason
380 LH If you turn to p 453 you appreciate that it changed, there is low mood, anxiety and rhinitis?
381

KP
As I said the GP, it is different GP I see every time, puts on the note what we talk about every time, although he signed me off
sick based on the reason of the same sickness

382
LH

If you turn to page 467, that's when the reason on Sick Note changes to depression, anxiety, is that correct? In February 2018.

383

KP

It haven't changed. The Sick Notes were consecutive and I see different GP every time the and one week the highlight points
we talked about he signed me off sick on those points, although the underlying reason is was all the same, it was stress,
anxiety, depression, low mood from the beginning throughout

384 LH Ok, on page 474 it says the script start date April 2018, that's when you started taking tablets, is that right?
385

KP
No, no, no! No, it's not, no. I didn't send all prescriptions, I only sent some perscriptions as a proof to say that I am taking this
and that drug, but I do take from the time I'm of sick

386 LH You confirmed to my colleague by the e-mail that this was all the medical evidence available?
387 KP Available to me, available to me. However the perscription is not a record, this is a receipt from the pharmacy
388 LH And it is from that point in April, that the Sick Notes are continuous read anxiety and depression. Is that right?
389 KP No
390 LH April 2018 is when it started anxiety and depression
391 KP No, no
392 Judge Which page are you on?
393 LH 476
394 KP No, its from the beginning I'm off sick throughout
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395 LH Now, it's your position isn't it that the oldest sick notes relate to your work environment, is that right?
396 KP Yes
397 LH And it’s the reaction to that work environment?
398 KP Yes
399 LH And the sickness isn't caused by anything else outside your work, it was purely a reaction to those events?
400 KP Not, that I am aware of, no
401

LH
And again when we look at your impact statement its consistent with that does say it is because of work that you been off?

402

KP

It is because of work, the proceedings, obviously I have different problems, it's not I just that I live thinking about this work

days I worked 4 months in, but I have different problems like debt and health issues and money problems
403

LH
For confirmation you told the employer you were sick by the way of Sick Notes, you had no correspondence with them since
off sick?

404 KP I did, I did sent e-mails I am still off sick
405 LH But You didn't go into further details about that, they just received this Sick Notes?
406 KP They did receive medical evidence on 30 Oct (2017) up to date
407 LH That was for the Tribunal
408 KP No, that was sent directly to the Respondent
409 LH That was for the proceedings
410 KP I don't know, who picks the e-mail, I don't know. I sent all medical information on the 30 of Oct.
411 LH Do you think you might get back soon?
412 KP I am unable to say at this point, because the hearing affects me to great extent
413

LH

Thank you, there is no more questions on disability. And you started working for the Respondent on the 10th of May 2016,

didn't you?

Going directly
from disability
to main cross-
examination

414 KP Yes
415 LH And you have been on sick leave since the 14th of Sep 2016 ?
416 KP Yes
417 LH And you were originally recruited by separate D4digital into the company, is that right? D4DIGITAL LTD
418 KP I have been recruited by the Group Director, Sue Dando
419 LH But she works for D4digital, isn't she?
420 KP For the Group, she is the Group Manager
421 LH But she also recruits for outside of group?
422 KP I don't know that
423

LH
And in order to be recruited by them, you attended an interview with the Director, Mr Rathore and also Ms Greehalgh, is that
right?

424 KP Yes
425 LH This is a sales business, isn't it?
426 KP It’s a group of companies with different businesses.
427 LH And one of your allegations is that there is an employees retention rate within R-com, is that right?
428 KP Yes, that was what upset me in the first place.
429

LH
Was it that Ms Greehalgh was leaving in the beginning of your employment, or was it that you had a new Manager?

430
KP

Sorry? No, not at all Ms Greegalgh did not leave up untill September and I was only told I will have a different Manager once I
signed the contract

431 LH If you turn to page 19 in the Bundle, that's your particulars of the claim?
432 KP I don't have the Bundle.
433 LH Now, on page 19 that's a list of people you said had left whilest you at the company, is that right?
434 KP At the time I wrote this, yes, but later there were 11 more people and it is in my witness statement on page 6.
435 LH So if we work off your witness statement, are you aware of how many people are employed by R-com?
436 KP At the moment?
437 LH When you were there.
438 KP Not exactly, about 24 including the owner.
439 LH Out of that list, can you say why any of those people left that you know of for deffinate?
440 KP No, I did request this information, but it wasn't given to me
441 LH You said that some of this people left because they were made redundant?
442 KP No, I never said that they were made redundant
443 LH But you were aware that some people left to go to work for competitors?
444

KP
I don't know. I don't know. I just know, thare were many people leaving, when I started and met new friends and suddenly its
been announced they are leaving on the day

445 LH But its normal for people to leave the company, wasn't it?
446 KP I don't know. It's 21 people in a year left this company with women based on 'no commission' 
447 LH There are multiple males and females on that list, aren't there?
448

KP
Yes, that's true, but males I think is mainly commission base, which I know is a tough trade to be a sales person, but 

449 LH Because if you look at that list 50% are non-commission, is that right?
450 KP I don't know, where does it say that, sorry. 
451

LH
You highlighted it. And you accept that the company in order to run it have to replace those people, is that right?

452 KP I don't know that. I don't know how it works
453 LH But you accept people need staff to run business?
454 KP Yes, I think that is the case
455

LH
If you turn page to 165 in the Bundle, now I know you are disputing the sitting plan, but your is on the following page with
comments

456 KP Yes
457

LH
How I understand the sitting plan, the people on the right for example Sue Dando, Chris Walker they work for the company
D4digital, don't they on that bank?
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458 KP Yes
459 LH And then if we look to the left R-com has sat on those two banks, is that right?
460 KP Yes, and the offices
461 LH So there isn't 24 people on that sitting plan, isn't there for R-com?
462 KP I don't know, I have not counted, could be 
463

LH
If you just have a look on that sitting plan you take issue with this plan that its male dominated, but there are females on that
sitting plan, aren't there?

464 KP Are we looking on the page 166?
465 LH 165 and 166
466

KP

Because there are discepencies which are very relevant, because your plan show more female where I sat, for example Emma

Crump was actually sitting in D4digital bank up untill 1 week or 2 when I left, Damian Herok was sitting (opposite)
467

LH
For clarity Ms Greehalgh have left in September, wasn't she in 2016?So she sat opposite you while you were there?

468 KP Its been announced that she is leaving when I was still there so I don't know exactly when she left.
469 LH So she left after you went off sick?
470 KP I don't know that
471 LH So you sat opposite female, is that right?
472

KP
I sat opposite Zarine, she was Vendor Manager who's field based many of the times, so she was not there. She travel a lot.

473 LH As Manager she would be in the building, wouldn't she?
474 KP No, because she was a Vendor Manager and she visited vendors to make assessments and reviews
475 LH But that's the nature of the job, that she would be in and out of the office?
476 KP Yes
477

LH
In the same was Mr Jackson was not always in his sit, he also moved around doing tasks for other people, is that right?

478 KP Yes, I think so, yes.
479

LH
Just for clarity everybody sat in their teams and its sales on the right bank and its sales and technical support on the left bank,
is that righ?

480 KP Yes
481

LH
Now, the references that you provided that start on page 277 show that you have left jobs after short period of time, don't
they?

482 KP Sorry, the references show that?
483 LH Yes, on page 277 onwards
484 KP When does it show that, what you are impying, sorry?
485 LH On page 277 you were there for 6 months
486 KP Yes, that was a fixed term contract
487

LH
And when you carry on across this pages, it short term its probably the nature of the job that you do, is that right?

488 KP No not really, some of them are over a year
489 LH Non of them are over 2 years, is that right?
490 KP Sorry, can I just look? Those were the only references I had copies, but I did work 4 years and over 2 years in UK
491 LH Would you accept that people left job the same way that you left jobs? So at T, I worked 1 year 4 months
492 KP I mean I think different people have different circumstances with jobs or what contract they have. 
493

LH
You said that swopping and changing was a distraction on the Sales Support of which you were part of, is that right?

494 KP Sorry?
495 LH So the new people you said they were a burden on your job
496 KP No, I did say it's causing me stress and anxiety, I did say that since the 8th of July
497 LH But its normal, that when new people join the job they have to learn, isn't it?
498 KP Yes
499 LH And as a team you are expected to help with those people?
500 KP But nobody in my team left  or joined, it was only 2 people team, me and my Line Manager
501 LH But you would have been trained the same way that anybody else who joined R-com?
502 KP Yes
503 LH And if we look at the Sales Support team speciffically it was a two person team, wasn't it?
504 KP Yes
505 LH And before you joined it was made out of Mr Jackon alone at that point?
506 KP No
507 LH Because Amir has left wasn't he?
508

KP
Yes, I replaced Amir who left to competition, but Zarina (Ms Greenhalgh) was the Manager, so it was 3 people team

509 LH She was the Vendor Manager
510 KP She started the Sales Support and then she was prompoted to Vendor Manager
511 LH But did Ashley Jackson and Amir started a Sales Support?
512 KP Not according to her testimony (Ms Greehalgh)
513

LH

At the time that you joined A. Jackson was the only one in Sales Support who knew what he was doing, didn't he and and it
was only right for him to step up to teach you how sales support worked? So he got the promotion, because he was the one
who was qualified, didn't he?

514 KP I am unable to answer that, I don't know.
515 LH Ashley Jackson was 26 at the time, wasn't he?
516 KP I didn'tknow at the time. I knew his birtday was in July 2016
517

LH
But you are happy to accept that you see hem as younger as you, is that right? You reference it quite a lot in your witness
statement.

518 KP I referenced it as opposed to Zarina (Ms Greenhalgh) who was my interviewing Manager
519 LH So you have an issue, haven't you?
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520

KP

No, never, I didn't have an issue, I never had an issue with his age. I references it because Zarina Greenhalgh who interviewed
me with Ajaz (MD, Mr Rathore) I reasonably thought she would be my Line Manager. It is only after I signed a contract I have
been asked to wait downstairs and that my manager will come in, Ashley, who I thought was a girl name I never met this
person, came in as my Manager

521 LH So you assumed wrong, and therefore you didn't like the fact that Ashley Jackson was your Line Manager
522 KP No, not at all. I reasonably thought Zarina Greenhalgh who interviewed me will be my Line Manager
523 LH But she never told you that, did she?
524 KP She was my interviewing Manager along with Ajaz Rathore.
525 LH You say that Mr Jackson has no managerial experience, didn't you?
526 KP According to his LinkedIn profile, no
527 LH But you weren't aware what he was doing at R-com, didn't you?
528 KP He told me
529

LH
You are saying that you have been set to fail by having Ashley Jackson as your Manager, (in your claim form) but Ashley
praised you for your work, didn't he?

530 KP Can I refer to the evidence, because I don't recall saying that
531 LH Its actually in your Grievance, as well
532 Judge 88
533 LH Grievance starts at page 287. Apologies if I reference to page 88 I reference the exact words
534

LH
"I will not have some bloke with excessive testosterone level boxing for sports, to show me in a bad light and messing me up
using all his wits, instead of doing his job"

535 KP That was in reference to sexual harassment
536 LH The Director also praised you, didn't he? In a recording transcribed he said you had a good rapport
537

KP
He did say that it is in the recording, but there are background circumstances, which didn't make me feel this way

538 LH You haven't been set up to fail at all have you? You just didn't like Mr Jackson as your Manager
539 KP No, not at all, no. I always worked for him, provided all the request for him on time
540

LH
On p 20 in the Budle right at the top of the page you say that R-com was underperforming and that contributed to the
pressure and the stress, is that right?

541 KP Yes
542 LH But you worked in Sales Support, didn't you?
543 KP Yes, I did work in sales support yes
544

LH
So if sales did underperform you would actually have less to do as it would be less coming in to the inbox, wouldn't it?

545
KP

No, not really because the quotes I was dealing with were coming out in 1000s but coming back with return of like 5%,
something like that. Some even without marigin, the goods were sold without profit, it was that bad

546 LH That's just the smaller part of your job, wasn't it?
547 KP No
548 LH Its not just quotes that you do?
549 KP I also processed orders and I am aware I have seen monthly Reports for the sales
550 LH But not sales support, is it? It is sales
551 KP No, it was sales support, my job, it was my day job
552 LH You you made sales?
553

KP
No, I have done the background work for sales, which is the quotes, sales orders, e-mailing, price quotes, negotietions. It was
around 800 e-mails a month

554 LH You weren't 'constantly grilled' yourself, weren't you?
555 KP Sorry?
556 LH You say on top of the page of being constantly grilled, that was in reference to yourself, wasn't it?
557 KP It was the people I observed and it affected the atmosphere
558 LH But it wasn't to do with you, as such?
559

KP

It was, it was, bcause it was in close proximity, the bank of sales people was next to me and everyday in the end of the day

they were asked to the MD's office and asked why they sell so little, why they did not do this or that. It was very stressful time
560 LH That wasn't criticism of you, that was criticism of the sales department
561 Judge You weren't grilled peron?
562 KP I wasn't personally but it affected me greatly
563 LH And you weren't called on the carpet personally, werent you?
564 KP I was, yes. On my second day at work
565

LH

Lets talk about your second day at work you say you were called on the carpet for leaving your laptop on the desk, weren't

you and that there was a clean desk policy. You were called to a private office of Mr Rathore on your own
566 KP I didn't know about clean desk policy, as nobody told me. I also don't remember if doors were closed
567 LH He asked you why did you leave your laptop on your desk, didn't he?
568 KP Uhmm, yes but it was unexpected to me because I wasn't told about clean desk policy
569 LH You were new so nobody probably told you about this policy?
570 KP Exactly
571 LH But Mr Rathore would have treated everybody exactly the same, wouldn't he?
572 KP I don't know, I know how he treated me and I think it was unfair
573

LH

Now you say you were picked at on a mistake because of Brexit, you were picked at on this mistake, so if we turn to page 238.
That's the e-mail that Mr Jackson picked this up. Now you know Mr Jackson, you sat next to him, he wasn't into politics,
wasn't he?

574 KP I don't know.
575

LH
And on top of this e-mail it says 'Just been in with Ajaz' Mr Ajaz is a Director, so he is insinuating that he just been picked up in
a meeting, is that right?

576
KP

Yes, but along with this e-mail there was like a big commotion, there were meeings, and you could tell something happened

577 LH The second paragraph he actually praise you didn't he? 'You have been absolutelly brilliant since you joined'
578 KP Yes, it does say that yes
579 LH And he doesn't say anything bad to you,  you made an error and to just to double check from now
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580 KP This is what it says, but
581 LH And he even offers to help you if you wanted to check
582

KP
That was in my 4th week in my job and the error I made on the 07 Jun I could barely remember, and it was brought up on the
28 June after the Referendum 

583

LH

But you would appreciate the fact that Mr Jackson was in a meeting with the MD who picked it up he came out of this

meeting and addressed it with you. If you read last paragraph he says 'Don't beat yourself up small misakes happen its how

we react as a team and make sure together it doesn't happen again". That's quite positive, isn't it?
584

KP
Yes, it does say that, but there were surrounding circumstances, like I have been asked not to speak Polish, I've been….

585 LH They were separate incidents, they weren't related to this e-mail directly
586 KP Not to this e-mail, no
587 LH And he finishes off that 'keep up the great work'
588 KP Yes
589

LH
Now, you have made some other allegations on ET1 page 20 and just for clarity you were never asked to cut your break short
were you? That was sales team

590
KP

The clock in the kittchenette was set up 5 min earlier, so that people leave earlier. The clock on the computer was different to
the kitchen one

591 LH None of what you said so far relates to you specifically, is it?
592 KP It does.
593 LH Its about other people in the office
594 KP No, it does.
595 Judge Where is this?
596 LH On the top of page 20, Sir. You weren't blamed for anything, weren't you?
597 KP If can just go from the list of harassment.
598 LH We are going off your claim form when you said there is a blame culture. You weren't blamed, weren't you?
599 KP Yes, I was, on the 10th of August
600 LH So, that’s' that meeting on the 10th of August?
601 KP Yes
602 LH And that was the meeing of all memebrs of staff, everybody was in that room
603 KP I don't remember
604

LH
Can you remember how many people sat at the table, so you can not remember the meeting clearly at all, don't you?

605
KP

I can remember yes, I can remember what's been said and the way it was said and the atmosphere of the meeting

606 LH So you are being quite selective on what you rememebr about this meeting aren't you?
607 KP The things that affected me greatly and that I wrote about, I could not recall all the names who was there no.
608 LH So, should I help you it was a meeting of sales and sales support wasn't it?
609 KP Yes
610

LH
Because you know Mr Jackson was present and there were other people present and it was taken by the Director, Mr Rathore 
was it?

611 KP Yes
612 LH And Mr Rathore was directing this conversation to a specific person wasn't he?
613 KP No
614 LH He asked them did they have a problem with sales support?
615 KP Yes, he asked this question
616 LH And he asked it to a specific person, because they didn't pass on work over to you
617 KP No, no. He actually said it to everyone, has anyone else have problem with Sales Support?
618

LH
What he was refering to that he wasn't passing on work to you. He was spending his time doing your job, it wasn't criticism of
you, wasn't it, it was criticism of sales?

619
KP

No, it was very much criticism of sales support and the work that I do, because Ashley J. was doing more escalated work, than
me

620 LH Now, that was confirmed to you after the meeting, wasn't it by Ms Greenhalgh?
621 KP No
622 LH And you didn't speak about it to anyone didn't you?
623 KP No, I did speak to Zarina Greenhalgh and Ashley Jackson as well
624 LH And what they told you you read that wrong, it wasn't 
625

KP
No, there is even an e-mail that says he (MD, Mr Rathore) should have dissected it differently, the e-mail is….441 I think, no
sorry…251-252

626 LH Now this is in reference to the e-mail that was sent a week later, isn't it?
627 KP It is in reference to the meeting on the 10 Aug 2016
628

LH
If you turn to page 252 its when the chain starts that's Mr Jackson e-mailing you to get Mr Rathore more in tune in what we
do and suggests we have a sales support meeting

629 KP (looking for relevant e-mail) the e-mail when it says he should have dissected it differently to the team
630 Judge There is a reference to the meeting on page 252
631

LH
E-mail from the centre of the page 'not the feedback I was hoping for and Zarina has already explained that this was
misunderstood

632
KP

on the bottom of the page 252 it says 'that was misunderstood and something Ajaz (Mr Rathore) did not dissect properly to
the team, so they both admitted to it that it was wrongly worded

633 LH But it wasn't directed to you?
634 KP It was, it was
635 LH It was directed at the sales team
636 KP No
637 LH And then he goes to confirm everyone knows how well and fast you work?
638

KP
Yes, because I was really affected by this incident and he and Zarine tried to encourage me and tried to get on with work

639 LH They tried to explain the situation to you, didn't they?
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640
KP

Not explain, but it was a grievance and did spoke to me about it. It affected me to this length that I refused to take part in an
office games that I was happy to do before, but I was too upset to do it

641 LH They didn't know about it did they?
642 KP They did, Zarina and Ashley did 
643 LH They didn't know that’s why you didn't joine them at office games
644 KP They did ,Zarina spoke to me and she knew it was because of this meeting
645

LH
Now, taking step back for a minute you didn't like that Ashley called you up for that mistake that Mr Ajaz was talking about,
did you?

646
KP

Its not that, its not that, I can take the criticism, the off thing is the error was made on the 07 June and I was being told off
about it on the 28 of June

647 LH But that's just a coincidence 
648 KP It could be but on the balance of all probabilities it could be targetting for errors
649 LH Do you understand that Mr Jackson and you have different tasks to do day to day?
650 KP Yes
651 LH And he couldn't spend all day answering e-mails
652 KP Yes
653 LH In your correspondence between yourselfs you wanted meeting with the Director, didn't you?
654 KP It came from him, he thought that Ajaz is not included in our work
655

LH
But you asked him, didn't you. You wanted to ensure who your manager was. You were fully aware who your manager was it
was Mr Jackson

656
KP

It was about receiving instructions from both Mr Jackson and Zarina Greenhalgh, who was a manager before and I did receive
instructions sometimes from both of them and I was told by both of them

657 LH But you accept that any manager can give you instructions it doesn't have to be a specific manager
658 KP Not idf they are conflicting
659

LH
There was reason for you to have meetings with Mr Rathore, you could just have your meetings with your Manager Mr
Jackson

660 KP Again, this idea was Ashley Jascksons
661 LH You asked for them did you
662

KP
I agreed that it was good idea, but it came from Mr Jackson because he thought Mr Rathore doesn't know what we do
exactly. And he also said that he didn't fell appreciated or valued in an e-mail 251 page

663
LH

One of the allegations you make to Mr Jackson or to employees in general is that they were eating ice creams intimidatingly,
is that right?

664

KP 

Can I just come back to the other point I wasn't able to find on time in this e-mail Ashley Jackson says 'Ajaz keeps himself very

distant from us so I understand the sense of not feeling valued, I have felt it with him myself in the past, but you are'251
665 LH He sympathises with you
666 KP He understnads what I am going through
667 LH He understand what you coming from as the Director distance himself from the company
668 KP He said he hasn't felt valued himself
669

LH
But as a Director he doesn't need to actively participate in the company, does he? That's why you have a manager

670 KP Well, the need for meetings with Director came from my manager it didn't come from me
671

LH
If we go back to conversation about ice cream and for clarity is it Mr Jackson who did eat ice cream or was it general all staff?

672 KP Its majority of man around me, yes. I never ordered one I was too humiliated
673 LH So we established that there were rounds in the office, is that right?
674

KP
For several weeks there was no female sitting in my desk bank or next to, for several weeks. It’s the last dwo or so weeks that
a female joined our bank

675
LH

It so happened that there were male sitting around you, which can happen and it was summer at this point in time?

676 KP Yes
677 LH The Director asked if anyone would like ice cream, is that right?
678 KP No it was the Receptionist who went around the office and asked if anyone would ice creams
679 LH So the offer was to everyone in the office
680 KP As far as I know
681 LH And I presume it was MR Rathore paying for the ice cream rather then the Receptionist
682 KP I don't know
683 LH And you were free to accept or reject whether you want an ice cream or not
684 KP Yes, I was free to accept or reject
685 LH And some staff did agree to the ice cream
686 KP Yes, the men around me yes they all did eat ice creams
687 LH There was nothing intimidating  about it, was there, they were just eating ice creams
688

KP
They were, but there was charged atmosphere at times, there were comments going around, banter, lads talk which gives the
atmoshere in the office different view when you are female surrunded by guys

689 LH This was nothing to do with ice cream allegation, was it? This was your perception of the office in general
690 KP No, it was a feeling I had sitting there that I was very intimidated by this
691 LH By them eating ice creams
692 KP Yes, in this circumstances yes
693 Judge Can you state what the banter or lads talk was?
694

KP

So the banter, was coming back to Lauren Hibbert, the model (in the office) she was working in an accounting office opposite

my bank in the secluded office and the boys usually chat when she walked into the office or out, for example one IT

Technician went to her office and the banter was 'Oh he is going inthere, oh he is trying, he is going there' or when she was

coming out of her office they were saying oh she is coming, or she is going
695 Judge So this was about eating ice creams eating?
696 KP No about the banter sometimes heard
697 Judge Yes, but we were talking about ice cream
698 KP Yes, it was all the men
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699
Judge

Ice cream, charge atmosphere, banter, lads talk.But without knowing what the banter was what the lads talk was we are not
crear what it is you actually referring to

700

KP

So about talk between the guys it was mainly about the females, silly comments. For example another sales person was on

the phone and every other guy said oh you trying, you going there, something like that directed at females and I could hear it
701 Judge So what relevance did the ice cream have other than them being on a break and them talking?
702

KP

So the relevance is that I was the only female sitting with men surrounding me and sometimes there were making sexist, I
perceived, as a sexist comments about females and for all of them eating ice creams you know making the noises with the ice
creams it just made me feel bad

703 Judge Have you got more questions
704 LH Not far, it might be a good point to stop
705 Judge Is it half way through, or?
706 LH Kind of, its just the grievance that might just take me a bit over
707 Judge I think looking at Respondents witness statements they won't be saying anything at all
708

KP
On the contrary the witness statements confirm some of the points, it confirms that the comments about Russian models was
there and the laughter and the banter

709 JUdge (to LH) Tomorrow you will have all the people here
710 LH Yes Sir
711

Judge 
So tomorrow we will carry on with your questions untill they finish and then we have a break and then you will be hearing the
Respondent witnesses. Do you have what it is what you want to ask them?

712 KP Yes, more less
713

Judge
It would be helpful if you perhaps today check what you want to ask them, make sure you have for instance if you want to
refer to any page in the Bundle, It would help if you have written down page numbers.

714 KP Yes
715 Judge Do you have any questions about tomorrow?
716 KP Yes, I have a question if the questions about disability are finished now?
717 Judge Yes
718

KP
And I imagined that I would be able to say my part of the story to say my witness statement, my side of the story, instead of
answering questions

719 Judge But you have presented your side of the story in your witness statement
720 KP Yes in writing, but I thought I would be able to be talking about it. I just didn't know how it works
721

Judge
When the witness come from the company we will not have them read their witness statement because we have it

722 KP Right,
723 Judge Ok
724 KP Yes
725 Judge So we have about an hour tomorrow, that you will be able to ask them questions. So we see you tomorrow.
726 KP Thank you
727 END OF DAY 1, CLAIMANT ON STAND 55MIN ON DISABILITY FIRST WITHOUT ANY BREAK RIGHT TO THE MAIN ISSUES
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Index Inicial Comment Column1
728 Judge Right welcome to our new people. Please come to the stand
729 KP Streight away?
730 Judge Yes
731 KP I've just sent some e-mails and I wanted to address them if that's all right?
732 Judge We haven't got the e-mails but you are in the middle of your cross-examination.
733 KP You haven't got them? I sent them to Employment Tribunals.
734

Judge
You might have but that is not my e-mail. They have not been sent to me, if you have sent them downstairs we make inquiries. 
Have you sent them also to the Respondents?

735 KP Yes
736 Judge Have you read them? (to LH)
737 LH I haven't read them, I was working this morning, so.
738 Judge What they relate to?
739

KP
They relate to yesterday's query and harassment arising from disability claim. There is more evidence and is a new evidence and 
the evidence the Respondent printed was not consistent it didn't contain all the files that I sent

740
Judge

I think what we will do we finish the cross-examination as far as we can go and then we can look at this. What time those were 
sent so it will be easier to search?

741
KP

Yesterdat at 23 past 9 pm and then I asked for 30min of this hearing to discuss this e-mail which is confidential and sensitive 
medical records

742
Judge 

(to Clark) you can print sufficient copies. We will deal with cross-examination first, which we know is anywhere close to the end 
and then we will see what we can do

743
Judge So carrying on from yesterday, you don't need to do that again you are still under oath. Are you all right to proceed Ms Halsall?

744 START OF CLAIMANTS X-EX 5MIN INTO THE HEARING
745 KP Yes
746 LH So yesterday we were talking about banter in the office and you described it lads talk, is that right?
747 KP Yes
748 LH Do you remember any of the specifics or was it just in general?
749 KP Yes I did. I did say specifics yesterday, I did say what is was
750 LH So you just want to say what you said yesterday, there are no new additions to that?
751

KP

From what I can remember the comments were about Lauren H. either walking through the office, walking in the office, 
somebody walking to her office. For example the lads were saying when Damian H. went into Lauren H. office, oh he is going in 
there, he is going in thre he will be trying with her, or something similar

752 LH You haven't told us who said that comments, have you?
753 KP I couldn't as I sat back, turned back
754 LH So you don't know who said that
755 KP No, the lads
756 LH And they weren't to you
757

KP
They did affect me, there was also a comment about the Russian woman, so if you could see the case law…(interrupted by LH) 
Can I finish please:  Driskiel against Peninsula Business Servicess…

758 Judge So your evidence is meant to be your evidence it is not matter of law you just answer the question
759 KP It just I wasn't able to address this case law examples, I wasn't able to…
760 Judge You will be able in a closing statement submissions
761 KP Will it be as evidence then?
762 Judge Well submissions of law are not matter of evidence
763 KP No, no but it is to support my evidence
764 Judge Evidence is a matter of fact
765 KP Yes
766 Judge It is not a matter of law
767

KP
Yes. So the comment about the Russian woman was in a sales meeting it was the 1st sales meeting after IP Expo in May, I think 
on 01 June

768 LH So that comment was an isolated incident that happened in May?
769

KP

No, In June. Can I just describe it. I think I was alone 1 girl in the meeting room with all the guys and Duncan said that he was 
speaking to some woman, and I think Ashley Jackson said she was Russian, 'did you get anywhere with her, she was Russian 
after all?'And then everyone laughed  but me, bacause this was just offending to me, because from that time my guard was on 
because of the sexist talk within the guys

770 LH It wasn't said to you, was it? It wasn't seid about you either?
771 KP No, but I did hear it and it did affect me. It had effect on me
772 LH Mr Jackson evidence is that he didn't say that didn't he?
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773 KP If you open the Grievance witness testimony 
774 LH Just answer the question, it doesn't say in his witness statement
775 KP No, it does in his Grievance testimony it does
776 Judge If you can tell us to which page we are refereing
777 KP 294, 295 second paragraph from the bottom
778 LH No where in that paragraph it says that Mr Jackon made a comment, does it?
779 KP He does confirm the comment was made, obviously…
780 Judge So who confirmed which comment was made?
781

KP

So this interview was with Ashley Jackson and what he said regarding the IP Expo comment. He described what happened. He 
described what happened, obviously to sustain reasonable doubt he won't say that he made the comment, because he has seen 
the text that I sent him accusing him of sexual harassment

782 LH You read things into it , the comment was made by Duncan…
783 KP No I don't read into anything
784 Judge Which comment was made by Duncan?
785 KP The second paragraph from the bottom is the comment about Russian females 
786 LH Duncan said the Russian were there, but Mr Jackson doesn't say anything
787 KP It is interview of Ashley Jackson, if you look at the top of the page
788 Judge Where does it say She was Russian, did he get anywhere with her?
789

KP
So that's the case he didn't admit to it, but he admits the comment was made in this meeting room, but this is not what 
happened

790 Judge Where is the admission that the comment was made?
791

KP
So in this paragraph what he is saying that some of his contacts Russian females will be there and that they were attractive and 
apparently everybody laughed. And everybody did laughed…

792 Judge So where does it say did you get anywhere with her, she was Russian after all?
793 KP He didn't admit to it, this is what he said but he didn't admit to it
794 Judge You just said he did admit to it, this is what we are trying to find out
795

KP
He admitted to the comment that was made in the meeting. He admitted that this comment was made. But he didn't admit he 
made it

796 Judge He didn't
797 KP No, the comment was made.
798

LH
Let's move on. Turn to page 253 in the Bundle. Now since that e-mail was sent you added some comments on side by yourself, 
is that correct? There are your hand written notes by the side of it

799
KP

Yes, those were my notes before I sent the documents, because all the e-mails in the Bundle came from me, because the 
Respondent didn't disclose any documents to me. They have not complied with Rule 3 of CMO

800 LH Just answer my question, that your comment that you made
801 KP Yes
802 LH And if read the body of this e-mail he is praising you again, isn't he?
803 KP He is ridiculing me in a way, because if you knew the history behind it…
804 LH Shall we talk about the history behind it? It was about the meeting between managers, wasn't it?
805 KP Yes from the 10th of August 2016, yes
806 LH There was a meeting between managers and they thought that you needed to be praised and valued
807 KP No, that was a meeting of the entire team where I was targeted that I wasn't doing my job
808 LH And this is Ashley giving you praise simply for doing good job, isn't it?
809 KP Saying Superstar of the team, when he knew I was really hurt by Ajaz comments towards me 
810 LH But we looked at those e-mails yesterday and he constantly praised you since you started the  job
811 KP This is what you wish to highlight, but this is not my side of what happened
812 Judge Does this relate to sexual harassment?
813

KP

This e-mail? So it is all connected coming from the meeting on 10 of Aug, when I feel if I would be a male and British when I was 
being targeted post Brexit referendum for errors, or fingerpointing in public, ostercising,  looking for errors I made and publicly 
critisising me

814 Judge Yes, but this e-mail is not about errors, its perhaps that you are doing to much
815

KP

No, no, its just how he wrote, it’s the e-mails were not disclosed. He often wrote in abmiguant language , if you could see an e-
mail Ideas page 251 so the third paragraph down somewhere in the middle he says 'you are an asset to the company and ? and 
everyone is happy with you and the sales support body. So the language he uses is ambiguent sometimes it can be understood 
as innuendo, sexual induendo, if you are based in a male dominated office

816 Judge Where is it? In the top of this page?
817

KP
In the third paragraph. So he says everyone is happy with sales support body and sales support was only me and him. And it 
could be perceived as sexual induendo because he does say about someones body in it

818
LH

You just refered that using a term body could be a sexual induendo, are you aware that body could be a group of people in 
work?

819
KP

I am aware however it could be plausible deniability, because if you use ambiguent language and it is contain sexual innuendo in 
it, its easly denied

820 LH Again, you just reading into this, because he just praised you, didn't he?
821

KP No, I never read into that, the other e-mails which contained this kind of language were not disclosed by the Respondent
822

LH

If we turn to page 255 this was the e-mail yesterday that we were trying to make for the employer was really harsh towards 
you, if you just look at that e-mail that is in the middle of the page and all that  Mr Jackson says to you 'I simply asked if X was 
copied in, that wasn't criticism of you, he simply asked if someone was copied in the e-mail

823

KP

What I was saying that is was hash from him, because on that day he disappeared without even telling me, giving me heads up, 
today you gonna cover Mailbox alone. He was training Courtney N. at the time and he disappeared for the whole day with really 
busy inbox, I was left alone for the day and I still managed, but in the end he comes in and he seen this e-mail and he didn't take 
me on side or to the meeting room, of 1-to-1, 

824
LH Its says in the e-mail that he siad he didn't feel that was appropriate and he is your manager, so he is entilted to manage you
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825 KP Yes, but on that day I was left alone for the day without being told
826 LH So your issue is that Mr Jackson, who was your manager, was doing other things then inbox, is that right?
827 KP I was lacking managerial support, I was lacking managerial support
828 LH He says in the e-mail that you will leave at 5:30 and he will pick up the work, no pressure on you at all
829 KP There was because during the day I was left alone to be dealing with really busy workpload
830 LH If we move on to Mr Jackson in general, you've told Ms Norris, that you fancied him?
831 KP No, I never said that.
832 LH It was pretty much known within an office that you fancied him
833

KP
How was it known, may I ask, where is the evidence, who said what, because in a sexist environment maybe that were 
discussions people had

834 LH It is in our witnesses statement that it was no secret that you fancied him
835

KP I always openly said since my interview that I had a boyfriend, always talked about going away together and things like that
836 LH In relation to the comment about the fan, R-com was getting pens and fans at the time it was branding ?
837

KP
No, there was never any fans, that was my private small usb mini fan connected to my laptop, there was no fans in the office 
because there was air conditioning

838 LH Mr Jackson said it would be a good idea to get fans in the office, didn't he?
839 KP No
840 LH He never made a comment, that he was too hot
841 KP He did, he admits to it in his statement
842 LH He actually said it is hot, as if the air temperature is hot
843

KP
No, he said that I keep the fan on my desk because he is so hot, sitting next to him because he is so hot, as if I needed cooling 
down or something, again sexual induendo

844 LH Or perhaps he could be just saying that the room was hot?
845 KP Exactly, that could be because it is innuendo and that was the language he sometimes used
846 LH You highlight in your evidence that he said that to the whole room not just to you
847 KP He did say it aloud yes
848

LH
And in terms, of you saying 'his tan was peeling off' the comment that you say he made. He obviously denies it, you said it, yet 
again if you would say it in your case he would have announced it to everyone, wouldn't he?

849 KP It was he did take his shirt up and showed his tan and peel off at the time
850 LH Again in front of everyone, male dominated environment
851 KP Yes it was at our desk bank, the bank of men was behind us
852 LH Mr Jackson is quite private person, isn't he?
853 KP I don't know
854 LH He didn't talk about things like that with you? He didn't talk about his tan and holidays with you.
855

KP He did how else I would know he went to Dubrovnik, to Croatia with a Spanish girlfriend, how would I know that
856 LH He's never mentioned the Spanish girlfriend
857

KP He did. It was always talked about especially with Pete Bate, because he had a French girlfriend and they talked about…
858 LH So those were private conversations, wasn't it? That wasn't with you it was with Pete Bate
859 KP I overheard everything
860 LH So you are listening to peoples private converstaions?
861

KP

No they were heard in an open plan office, that it was so quiet sometimes so uncomfortable, that the pin could drop. So you 
could hear conversations, especially after the Brexit referendum when I was questioned anbout my passport, visa, what would I 
do now, I was questioned in an open plan office everyone could hear it was really intimidating and humiliating.

862
LH

If we talk about this conversation and you say it was humiliating after Brexit. It wasn't Ashley Jackson who talked about it with 
you?

863 KP It was Zarina G. and Ashley J. who asked questions
864 LH So Ms Greenhalgh was talking about Brexit
865 KP No, she was asking me questions
866 LH But she asked you reasonable question, didn't she. 
867 KP No
868 LH Did you know what will happen now?
869 KP No
870 Judge Please don't talk over each other. Please ask a question again.
871 LH Ms Greenhalgh asked yoy did you know what was going to happen now? Did she?
872 KP Along passport question, visa question, my plans question yes
873 LH She wasn't grilling you about it, she was talking about to sales team, wasn't she?
874 KP No, that’s not true
875 LH In terms of Mr Jackson showing his knees to you
876 KP Yes, he did
877 LH Hes had an operation ACL reconstruction
878 KP Yes
879 LH He was showing It to another collegue his scar who had similar scar, didn't he?
880 KP No he was showing it to me.
881 LH It wasn't to you, though it was to another member of staff
882

KP
I could see because he was sitting next to me he was showing it to me because at the time he was talking obout an operation, 
and every guy behind me I know could see it as well

883 LH I say that another time he wasn't showing it to you he was showing it to another person
884 KP No, he was showing it to me and he admited in his statement
885 Judge Is this in a context that he had an opeartion that he had
886 KP He was showing me the knee and he was talking to the guys about different stuff
887 Judge Did he say here have a look at my knee or that he had an operation this is the scar
888 KP I think for the office environment it was inappropraite behaviour
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889 Judge No, just answer the question
890 KP I think it is the question to him, because what I recall he was showing me his knee
891 Judge It’s the question to you
892 KP And it was really intimidating in the office environment
893 Judge Was it in the context of talking about his operation
894 KP I don't remember exactly the conversation of what was going on, but I remember him showing me his knee
895 Judge What was the purpose of him showing you his knee?
896 KP I don't know, I know the effect it hed on me 
897 Judge Yes I know that. Just answer the question
898 KP No, I don't
899 LH In terms of him showing you his biceps, it was a dress down Friday, wasn't it?
900 KP Yes
901 LH He was wearing the t-shirt?
902 KP Yes
903

LH
And occassionally he was doing his stretches because he would be at his desk all day and accassionally he took his hands behind 
his neck just to concentrate

904 KP This is what he says yes, in his statement…
905 LH It has nothing to do with who was behind him or who would see him, that's his conduct at his desk?
906 KP I don't know, this is what you say
907 LH But he did it in front of everyone in a male dominated environment?
908

KP

No, it was in a 1-to-1 meeting room and he announced to me that Zarina was leaving and there will be more workload, new 
leads database to be launched, and needs to be tested and we would be testing and training on it. He announced me a lot of 
really distressing news and in the end he streches and he looks on his biceps and on my reaction...and I walked out red-faced 
and I had to go through the entire day after that

909
LH What he says that he is an athlete and he stretches it was his natural reaction, because its what he do he stretches

910 KP It wasn't natural SIMPLY STRETCH, he stretched and he looked at his biceps
911 LH In terms of eating of grapes in a seductive manner, Mr Jackson was eating a fruit salad, wasn't he?
912 KP No, the company provided I think weekly bowl of fruit in the kitchen 
913 LH So he was eating fruits?
914 KP Yes, he was eating grapes exactly and not in my opinion…(natural way)
915 LH He is going to say he was simply eating grapes , he was simply eating grapes, because there were grapes there
916

KP
No not in my opinion, because he was holding the vine like that and eating it from the vine (above his head)normal person just 
picks the grape and eats it

917 LH But he was doing it in the office with everyone present
918 KP At his desk at his desk next to me, back turned to the other people, so at his desk
919 LH He sits so he couldn't have his back turned to other people
920 KP No, he sits like that turned back to the entire open plan office in the end of the bank
921 LH So he was facing everybody wasn't he?
922 KP No, he was turned back back to everybody.
923 Judge So eating grapes from the vine hold up, instead of picking it one by one
924 KP Yes
925

LH
The comment 'you will love me for that', he says he doesn't make comments like that but he accepts he says things like sweet, is 
that right?

926 KP Yes, he does say that, yes
927 LH And he uses the line sweet as if its that good and its how he uses it
928

KP

Well, he says it a lot, while he trained me to do DealReg or something like that and he said 'you will love me for that' and then 
showed me that there is a ready made template, or something. That's just one thing, then on the e-mails he would say just tell 
me and I will make things happen for you'/'I will keep you calm when you are stressed' and keeping me sweet...

929 LH This are e-mails you hadn't had either
930

KP The e-mails AGAIN were not disclosed by the Respondent, none of the documents were disclosed under order 3 CMO!
931

LH
Just for clarity so that the Tribunal aren't confused, because there is a witness to answer that. But isn't it a case that the 
Respondent couldn't get the documents, the Microsoft couldn't get them done

932
KP

No, not at all this is not what happened, they were obstructed and I am seeking more proof, I made a request to Microfoft SAR 
Team and 

933
LH I appreciate that, but just for the clarity, this is what the Respondents are saying, isn't it? They cant get the e-mails

934
KP So in June they are saying they have all e-mails but in the middle July they are gone and they have been deleted

935 LH I am sure the Respondent's witness will clarify that
936

KP
And on the 19 of Sep 2016 it was my first mention of the harassment on the e-mails, I requested Specific Document Disclosure 
in February , so from September Respondent knew of possible litigation, if you could see Microsoft response…

937 LH If we just move on because I am sure you can deal with this with Umer, as a witness
938 KP That's fine.
939

LH And the dirty looks on your bottom, now if he would look at your bottom you wouldn't be able to see, would you?
940

KP
No, the stairing down how it goes is when you sit next to , it was dress down Friday, he was sitting next to me , looking in my 
eyes and then stare me down looking on the whole body

941 LH Now you mean staring down, rather then looking at your bottom?
942 KP It was staring down from the beginning
943

LH Now, Mr Jackson is going to say that he didn't stare you down, but for clarity are you saying that he did it every day?
944 KP No, it was the one incident
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945 LH And that was presumably in August?
946

KP
No that was in Septemeber, the Fri before the 9th of Septemeber. The two incidents I sent the text about they were both on 
dress down Fri, consecutive Fridays

947 LH So he might just look at you because he is your Manager and he wanted things sorted…
948

KP

No, I know when there is a nautral look, I am 40 and I am not stupid, there was a hype going on in the office about going to 
Spain with S., they were saying that he Ashley Jackson is good for him to go because he is a muslim and he cannot drink (re 
entertaining vendors, event VMware Madrit), so there was a hype for them going to Spain and to Madrit and the atmosphere 
was charged...

949 LH They were talking about a pending holiday
950 KP No, no they were going for work
951 LH So they were talking about work, about work trip
952 KP No
953 LH Between themselves becouse they were going for that trip…
954 KP No
955 LH In terms of you purchased two glasses because you didn't like going through the office
956 KP Yes, I was subconscious 
957 LH But no body knew about that did they
958 KP Well I went of sick on the 8 June due to stress, thare was no return to work (interview)
959 LH They didn't know you wre of sick with stress, because your e-mail didn't say that
960 KP It did, yes
961 LH And the response was have a relaxing day 
962 KP That was response from the manager to me when I was sick!
963 LH So you just had one day off sick because they didn't know the reason
964 KP They did because later on I said its stress and anxiety
965 LH Later on so they didn't know at the time
966 KP There was no return to work questioneer NO
967 LH Now, you say that Mr Jackson used a seductive voice towards you. Is it that it is just his voice?
968

KP
Again it is connected to the entire behaviour and the atmosphere in the office, the sexist talk, that sexist comment about 
Russian models, there is an intent to hire another model D. was a sourcing manager

969 LH This is nothing to do with using seductive voice towards you, is it?
970 KP As I said they are all connected behaviours in my opinion inappropriate, causing me stress
971 LH Think about connecting behaviours holding your leg for prolonged time you sat next to each other didn't you?
972 KP That wasn't actually Ashley Jackson, that was one of the senior managers
973 LH Ok, so you haven't told us that was one of the senior managers before have you?
974

KP I did I said sexist gestures by senior managers. This is not in my pleadings, because I cannot prove it hence I have not said …
975 LH Who was it?
976 KP I mean what is the point to reveal it
977 Judge Is it one of the allegations?
978 LH Its in the claim form
979 KP No it is not in the pleadings, it was just background information, it is not in a schedule
980 Judge Either it is or it isn't, which page is it on? Pge 25 is when its first mentioned. Can you see that?
981 KP Yes I can see that
982 Judge Is it an allegation?
983 KP It wasn't brought as allegation in the pleadings
984 Judge It is there 
985

KP
It is not in the schedule, because it is something that I cannot prove and since thay denied EVERYTHING  I think its unreasonable 
to give names I know they were senior managers names but I would prefer to include it as background information

986 Judge Well if the Claimant doesn't want to pursue the matter to save the embarassment we will leave it
987

LH
You say that Ashley Jackson wanted to monitor your e-mails to stop you from building professional relationships, that's one of 
the allegations, isn't it?

988
KP Yes that was at the very beginning he told me that before I send e-mails to the team he sees that or approves them

989 LH And he is your manager so it is normal for a new starter for him to see them before you send them?
990

KP
Yes, however I was hired as a Sales Support Coordinator, coordinator of the sales team, I mean would that be a British man 
would he do that

991 LH He would expect that from every member of staff for when they first started nothing to do with your race or sex
992 KP Not in my opinion, not in my opinion no
993

LH 
It was simply comment to everybody, If we carry on with that and the phisically stopping you from talking to the MD during that 
meeting on the 10th of Aug 

994 KP Yes
995 LH Now, you say he physically stopped you from talking
996

KP

By physically I mean I was sitting here, MD was standing, and what I said when he made his comment about sales support, who 
else has problem with sales support, I said that is a little unfair, for which he replied don't take it personally Kat, and Ashley 
Jackson sat next to me and (lean forward for me to be right behind him) so the MD couldn't see me

997 LH So the Director he could still see you
998 KP The MD couldn't see me or stop me from speaking more
999 LH But the Director was still talking to you because he replied

1000 KP No , not after that
1001 LH He replied don’t take it personally
1002 KP He replied but then I was stopped from addressing this further
1003

LH
So you were all sitting around the board room, so if you thought he was phisically stopping you you could just move your chair 
over, couldn't you?

1004 KP Yes, I could, but I was really really upset and intimidated by the whole process
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1005
LH

If you could turn to page 25 please just on top of the page that’s the message you sent to Mr Jackson on the 11th of September, 
wasn't it?

1006 KP Yes
1007 LH And it was sent in the early hours of Sunday morning, wasn't it?
1008 KP 7:30am
1009 LH And if we read it and I don't want to read it aloud it doesn't sound like you talking, isn't it?
1010 KP Why not? How do you know how I talk?
1011 LH So you talk like this every day?
1012

KP
I might talk like that after a huge distress and having read policy (R-com Employee Handbook) at home it does say to contact 
your harasser and that it will be addressed by the company but it didn't.

1013 LH So you didn't give the company a chance to address it
1014 KP I did, at least 3 senior Managers knew about it for 4 days
1015

LH
So on the 11th of Sep which is actually Sunday you text message your Manager out of work saying 'Not part of your harem 
mate' Is that right? And you expect him to address that at work

1016 KP I did expect to address that on Monday, yes
1017 LH He did address it on Monday, didn't he?
1018 KP No
1019

LH He went into the office and spoke to other people, he spoke to Ms Greenhalgh, he spoke to Mr Rathore, the Director
1020 KP He did, but he never spoke to me
1021 LH But their attitude was that he should deal with it 
1022

KP
Yes, that's what they are saying. If you look at their policy is when you raise sexual harassment the company will address it and 
will separate the person. I did ask twice to be moved before sending this text, I asked Zarina Greenhalgh

1023 LH Can I just stop you there, Zarina has no power to move you in the office, isn't she, she is vendor manager
1024 KP I did say to her as an escalated Manager
1025 LH So you could address it with the company but you chose to approach Mr Jackson personally
1026

KP
There is no one, there is no HR in the company, there was noone I could approach, there is no HR, there is no one I could 
approach about it

1027 LH There is no dedicated HR because they have HR externally, but you could still refer it to the company
1028 KP Not to my knowledge no
1029

LH In this letter you are accusing of two strikes of harassment. He didn't know about any of this before this text did he?
1030 KP I don't know.
1031 LH You haven't told him, though
1032 KP I told him in this text
1033

LH
The language you use in this text you talk about jellousy and biting my head of when I talk to you. That’s in relation of other 
people finding Mr Jackson attractive isn't it?

1034

KP
Yes, and the overall sexist vibe the place had, like you said people were discussing in the office who was attracted to whom or 
who fancied whom, without even …I don't know on what grounds, on what grounds. People were gossiping about sexist things

1035 LH So you appreciate that Mr Jackson wanted to check that you were writing such a text…
1036 KP We did exchange texts before and before this text he had a history  it was sent by me
1037 LH So he knew it was your number but he didn't think it was wrote by you
1038 KP He never approached me about it, nobody did
1039 LH He didn't get a chance to speak to you, didn't he?
1040 KP For 4 days, NO
1041

LH
If we move on to accusations of race discrimination and going streight back to the start of your employement, you say that Mr 
Rathore said that your English was a little broken and whether you had a Polish boyfriend, didn't he?

1042 KP Yes
1043 LH And you found it offensive that he said Polish boyfriend
1044

KP
Yes, according to the Code of practice personal questions shouldn't be asked but also being Polish and speaking English during 
my interview, this was a little intimidating

1045 LH This is a family company, isn't it? It was originally set up by a family and it is a small company
1046 KP I don't know
1047 LH Mr Rathore like to know his members of staff doesn't he?
1048 KP He did ask me personal questions
1049 LH And he asked all members personal questions
1050 KP I don't know about that, NO
1051 LH But you would appreciate Mr Rathore knows all his staff in the same manner
1052

KP
I know, that in their Policy they say that you would be interviewed by two people, and if there is one person, than they are 
NOT following their Policy

1053 LH In terms of you being late on your second day, he asked you why you were late, didn't he?
1054 KP He called me on the carpet and ATTACKED ME why I left my laptop on the desk
1055 LH What do you mean he attacked you…
1056

KP
He was really aggressive , the tone he talked to me was really aggressive why I left my laptop on the desk and why am I late. I 
wasn't late there was no clock in /out facility, I wasn't late I just took my lunch to the kitchen

1057 LH You were due at work at 8:30am werent you?
1058 KP Yes and I was on time
1059 LH You were not at your desk at 8:30
1060 KP I couldn't because there was no laptop, so I was chasing where is the laptop
1061 LH But you just said at 8:40 you went to put your lunch away, that’s not working
1062 KP I never said 8:40, NO
1063 LH So you weren't sat at your desk working
1064 KP I was looking for my laptop
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1065 LH So it is reasonable request for Director to ask why somebody is not at their desk at 8:30
1066 KP It wasn't a reasonable request the way he spoke to me no
1067 LH So it’s the way he spoke not what he said
1068

KP
I wasn't late and I wasn't aware about clean desk policy. He admits this himself on their web page that he is OCD and it is not my 
problem if somebody is OCD and has some issues

1069 LH None of this was a problem for you to sat at your desk at 8:30
1070 KP I couldn't because there was no laptop to work on
1071 LH Which one was it either that there was no laptop, or that you went to put your food away?
1072

KP I was chasing my laptop, I didn't know what happened to my laptop and I usually take my food to the kitchen as well
1073 LH So its both of those things
1074 KP Yes
1075 LH Just quickly revisiting office olympics you said you felt left out, is that right?
1076

KP
No, I wasn't left out I couldn't take part because I was upset about the comments made towards me in a meeting 10 Aug which I 
felt were a personal attack. The office ollympics were next day

1077
LH

So if you turn page to 244, that’s where Ms Halliwell asks you about office olympics as she asks everybody. That’s sent to 
everybody in the office

1078 KP Yes, it is sent to everyone
1079

LH And on page 243 is your response. You don't mention you are stressed or upset, you just say you don't want to take part
1080 KP I did have separate conversations with Zarina and Ashley and I explained why I couldn't
1081

LH
Leading on to increased workload from D4digital , that you said happened on the 5th of September. D4digital works in the same 
office as R-com consulting, doesn't it?

1082 KP It is based on the same floor, yes
1083 LH And it’s a small company so if they shoort staffed it is reasonable to ask for help
1084

KP
It wasn't reasonable because I was hired for R-com consulting and the requests were never discussed in the interview and 
never happened before the Brexit referendum results

1085 LH But it doesn't have anything to do with the referendum, doesn't it?
1086 KP It does, it is gross exeeding of my workload along other things
1087

LH
You don't e-mail and say it to anyone, on page 237 is your response you just ask them we are very busy can you advice for 
D4digital work to come via e-mail and ask how long will it take

1088

KP

Yes, I did raise my grievance here because I was overloaded with workload and I couldn't cope with my own workload. I have 
been asked to complete very complicated tasks like perform Powerpoint presentation in one hour, which included financial 
details, designs, pictures, it was a marketing presentation but the marketing Manager...

1089 LH It was nothing that you weren't qualified for, wasn't it?
1090 KP It was a marketing presentation
1091 LH But you could have done that, couln't you?
1092 KP I didn't work for D4digital
1093 LH So the issue was that you didn't think that you worked for D4digital, so you couldn't do the work
1094 KP I didn't work for D4digital, if you see my contract I work for R-com consulting
1095 LH But they are in the office and sometimes you need to help out
1096 KP Well, it was not something I was aware of no.
1097 LH You were asked not to speak Polish in the office by Zarina, is that right?
1098 KP Yes
1099

LH
And this is because everybody in the office were speaking English, so they couldn't understand what you were saying, is that 
right?

1100

KP

No, that’s not right. We did speak with Damian discretely and politely sometimes because we did speak English but sometimes 
we did exchange some comments and prior to the Brexit referendum results it was fine and after we were told not to speak 
Polish and that was really upsetting because he was leaving in 3 days, again I shocked that he was leaving without even job to go 
to, but

1101 LH You were both speaking English so you could just exchange English
1102 KP Yes, but the comment was not to speak Polish any more because Ajaz would be angry
1103 LH But it was nothing to do with Brexit but that Ajaz would be angry
1104

KP
In my opinion and I felt it was because prior to that we talked often. Prior to that we spoke often in Polish and nobody made 
any comment and that was 2 months. 2 months was fine then after the referendum we cannot speak Polish

1105 LH But they aslo ask those who speak Arabic in the office, not to speak Arabic, is that right
1106 KP I don't know
1107 LH They asked not to speak Urdu, everybody was asked to speak English
1108 KP Not to my knowledge no
1109

LH
In terms to Mr Heresnape and the comment in the kitchen, it was a general conversation that people have in the kitchen about 
Brexit, which you know was discussed on that day, wasn't it

1110

KP

Yes it was a conversation, I was having a cake and he said that people are coming here expecting icing on a cake, among other 
things asking me about passport, saying it won't happen soon enogh because people still will be coming here after the Brexit 
referendum, because this is where they can speak English. And that was above my thought process even to think about a 
comment like that so I couldn't made it up

1111 LH Mr Haresnape did say that he didn't make that comment at all and he is not like that
1112 KP Again he was aware I had a Polish passport
1113 LH So there was no reason for him to ask because he knew you had a Polish passport
1114

KP
That was exactly the opposite, he was aware I was an Eastern European and I was affected by the Brexit referendum and that 
was the opposite, he knew I had a passport and he talked to me about it in an inappropriate way, which upset me

1115 LH What do you say what he said in inappropraite way?
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1116

KP

What is inappropiate is that I brought M&S cakes for the office and I had a piece in the office with a coffee and he said the 
comment people are coming here expecting iceing on a cake, it was in relation to Brexit, because we were talking about 
passports and what will happen now and that people will be still coming here despite the result, which he was right they are 
coming here until now

1117 LH So on your case not Mr Harsnape case he was speaking generally to everybody in the room about Brexit
1118 KP No that was in the kitchen and we were alone
1119 LH If we move on to 14 Sep you asked to speak to Mr Rathore, didn't you
1120 KP I asked several times to speak to him, I was really upset
1121 LH And he wasn't available untill later on and you did speak to him, and that is the recording in the Bundle
1122 KP He dismissed me before lunch, and I asked him again in the kitchen to speak about urgent matter
1123 LH So he wasn't aware of the concept of this meeting until you spoked to him and that’s the recording
1124 KP He was aware about sexual harassment allegations
1125 LH How was he aware of those?
1126 KP So during the grievance …
1127 LH You hadn't have the Grievance then it came later on that day
1128

KP

No, no what I am trying to say is, its been admitted that since Monday (the 12 Sep 2016) he knew about sexual harassment 
allegations, and company admited that he and Zarina knowingly helped, which is unlawful,  to perform harassment and 
discrimination

1129 LH All he new was that you sent a text or allegedly sent a text
1130 KP He knew about the text where I am saying I am being sexually harassed
1131 LH You haven't spoke to him directly, have you
1132

KP

He knew about the text and I was trying to speak to him, but there were obstacles, there was no HR, I didn't know who was 
the supportive person (from their policy) is no mention who it is, there was no First Aid, there was no one I could go to and 
with history with Ajaz that he was aggressive towards me in previous situations I didn't feel comfortable going to him and 
saying I was sexually harassed

1133 LH He barely spoke to you, didn't he?
1134

KP
(Sight, very stressed and drained, upset)We d id discuss this before, it was the 10 Aug meeting, the interview, so there bias from 
the first day that I am Polish

1135 LH That was the first interview when Zarina Greenhalgh was present in
1136

KP No, no, no The interview was with Ajaz and lated after the comments were made was joined by Zarina Greenhalgh
1137 LH And then the second one is in reference to the meeting on 10 Aug when all the staff were present
1138 KP Yes
1139

LH
So actively he he didn't  go and speak (to one of you), its only when you came to speak to him on the 14 Sep that he was aware 
of everything

1140 KP I don't know what it is you are implying
1141 LH After that meeting you told Mr Haresnape you are going home you didn't specify why you are going home
1142 KP I did say, I said I was feeling unwell
1143 LH Yes, so he didn't know why you were unwell, but that you were unwell and gone home
1144 KP I don't know if he knew about the text, because many people knew apparently
1145

LH
On page 284 is the Grievance that you raised and that was after you gone home sick, so by this point Mr Rathore had told you 
that he will speak to Ashley and get back to you

1146
KP He told me that he had no resources and no replacement in the conversation that the barrier was to address the matters…

1147
LH Should we have a look at the disputed document, because we did agree on the last sentence, have you got  your copy there?

1148 Judge The copies of the recording
1149 KP The recording of the last conversation, 311
1150 LH 311 is the unadaped one
1151 Judge I have got the 311 one with your handwriting on (LH)
1152 LH With my writing on?
1153 JUdge Yes
1154 KP Yes you did admit that is audible, that's the last copy
1155 LH Oh, yes that is my writing you have got my copy. 
1156 KP That's the copy that we agreed it is audible.
1157 So we do agree on the last sentence, right let me have a word with Ashley and let me come back to you?
1158 KP I don't have this copy in this Bundle, can I take it from my Bundle
1159 Judge If you have 311
1160 KP But that's not the updated version
1161 Judge So you have all this over there
1162 KP Yes
1163 LH So we did agree that the last sentence Right let me have a word with Ashley and let me come back to you
1164

KP

Yes, it does say that as well as' It is the wrong timing to address the matters', which I rose the Grievance with him and he knew 
about sexual harassment allegation at the time and he said 'it is wrong timing because there is no cover because there is no 
cover'

1165 LH We don't agree with that translation, just last sentence we do agree to
1166 KP No, you did agree with it , you signed underneath it, you did agree to it
1167 LH Saying that it is audible, in that point
1168 KP Yes that he said that exactly
1169 LH So the last sentence let me have a word with Ashley and come back to you
1170 KP It does say that yes
1171 LH And then you went off sick and you raised the grievance the same day and that grievance is on page 287
1172 KP The Grievance was cursory it wasn't investigated properly
1173 Mr Panel Sorry, what page was it on?
1174

LH
Now, this is your grievance I don't have many questions in relation to the grievance you raised but there is no mention of race 
discrimination, isn't there
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1175 KP This is the grievance when I went of sick with. I did explain in my submissions
1176 Judge Simple question is there any mention of race discrimination in this grievance
1177 KP Not in the grievance, no
1178 LH This grievance is in relation inicially to the breakdown of communication with Ashley Jackson
1179 KP It is about sexual harassment
1180 LH Yes its deals with sexual harassment
1181 KP Yes
1182

LH
If you turn back to page 286, Mr Rathore responds to you streight away an hour later and he says I need to investigate this, is 
that right?

1183
KP

That was at the time, he knew he knew from Monday to Wednesday he knew about sexual harassment allegations and it 
wasn't addressed so he is just acting, as if he doesn't know

1184
LH

No, he told you that he will speak to Mr Jackson and get back to you and you went of sick and raised the grievance, that very 
same day

1185 KP No, he knew about the text about sexual harassment from Mon to Wed he knew aboit it
1186

LH And on page 289 that’s Ms Halliwell accepts that you raised a grievance and she is inviting you to a meeting, is that correct?
1187 KP Yes
1188 LH And on page 290 that's your response to Ms Halliwell letter
1189 KP Yes, there are some clarifications matters
1190 LH And it is you in effect writing your written submission so she can investigate grievance, isn't she?
1191 KP Yes
1192

LH
And then on page 292 you waive your right to attend the meeting and you wanted it investigated based on the information 
available

1193 KP Yes, due to health issues
1194 LH And she aknowledges receipt on page 293 and she says she will investigate
1195 KP Yes there was no HR involved
1196 LH There doesn't need to be HR if Ms Halliwell investigating on behalf of the company
1197

KP It wasn't objective, because there was no HR and Michelle Halliwell was mentioned actually in my grievance herself
1198 LH The grievance was not against Ms Halliwell, wasn't it?
1199

KP
It wasn't against but it was mantioned that Courtney (under Ms Halliwell)was chasing me if I had a lot of work, because she said 
even free courses are being cancelled and she didn't have anything to do

1200 LH But that’s nothing to do with your grievance, as such, doesn't it?
1201 KP Everything has to do with everything with it
1202

LH
And page 294 is the interviews Ms Halliwell took in relation to your accusations and she interviewed all the members of staff 
that you have mentioned and she explain what is happening to them

1203 KP Yes, she is posing as an HR which she was a Global Training Manager, she was not an HR
1204 LH Page 296 is the full report from the grievance investigation isn't it?
1205 KP It’s the response fromR-com 
1206 LH Yes, and Ms Halliwell signes that and she goes into each and every point that you raised doesn't she
1207 KP I did appeal to that response 
1208

LH
At the end she tells you how to appeal but in the end she wasn't able to substanciate your grievance and you didn't like that did 
you?

1209 KP Hence I appealed yes
1210

LH
And an appeal is on page 300 and it starts its not been carried out thoroughly . There is nothing else that Ms Halliwell could 
have done rather than asking people about it

1211 KP Again, the company knew for a min of 3 days I was thinking I was sexually harassed
1212 LH You raised your grievance in September
1213

KP
I raised my grievance since the end of July ongoing, I asked to be moved, I asked to sit elsewhere, there was no HR, there was 
no one to go to, they don't follow their policy

1214 LH Page 303 is the response to your appeal, isn't it? And Ms Lily Newman was doing that, wasn't she?
1215 KP That’s was an external consultant, yes she was appeal manager
1216 LH And that’s because you said Ms Halliwell wasn't impartial, wasn't it
1217 KP No, that’s because of my appeal and she was the one to progress it, but she was never in the office
1218 LH So she was impartial if she wasn't involved then
1219 KP This person was an external consultant, she never worked in the office or was in the office
1220 LH And page 306 is the outcome of the appeal, which you wave the right to attend
1221 KP I was off sick, yes
1222 LH And she even asked you if you want to postpone for when you come back to work, was she?
1223 KP At the time it was really bad time for me how the company treated me
1224 LH But you chose not to wait
1225

KP
I was sitting there 3 days knowing that they know and they were like chatting about it between themselves behind my back, 
but nobody approached me. It was really hurtful

1226
LH They did approach you if you look at your submissions but you said to them to go of the information that you gave them

1227 KP The sexual harassment was known to them since 11 of September
1228 Judge We were just talking abou the if you wanted for her to wait for when you come back, that was the question
1229 KP I was looking for my response (turning pages)there was further communication
1230 LH You reply after on page 309 and she replies back
1231

KP
I mean to be honest I wasn't feeling safe to go back to this place, I wasn't feeling safe, because there was no HR, they breached 
the duty of care because I was sitting there upset for 3 days I wasn't feeling safe to go back there

1232 LH But you didn't tell anyone that you didn't feel safe 
1233 KP I did say that, I did say that
1234 LH They dealt with your appeal in a timely fashion
1235 KP They did respond in timely fashion but the investigation wasn't thorough
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1236 LH But they can only investigate on what you have given them, don't they?
1237

KP
Well, they could have done more, what I only asked was to be moved to different desk, they could have done that and 
investigate properly and 

1238 LH You weren't back at work for them to do just what you said
1239

KP
Yes but prior to that I asked for my desk to be moved and in a text that I sent to my Manager if I could sit elswhere, so they new 
about it

1240 LH Its not what you said to Mr Rathore at this meeting
1241 KP I did ask twice if I could only be moved 
1242 LH Page 108 and just for confirmation and this is the e-mail that Microsoft sent about the e-mails
1243 KP That’s the e-mail from Microsoft
1244 LH Yes, to the respondent saying that they are unable to recover the folder
1245 LH If we move on to the e-mail from Sue Dando that’s on page 353
1246

LH
Now putting things into her perspective you have been of work since the 14 of Sep and this was approximatelly 3 weeks before 
your final hearing

1247 KP That was on the 29 June 2017 (E-mail from Sue Dando 'Disgrace')
1248 LH So it was about 3 weeks before your original final hearing
1249 KP I cannot do the maths now
1250 LH And she says to you that your accusations are unfounded in that e-mail
1251 KP Among other things it does say that 'ridiculus accusations'
1252 LH So she is making comments about the evidence she is going to give at the Tribunal, isn't she?
1253 KP No she wasn't on the original list of witnesses, she was only added after this harassment e-mail
1254

LH You have been aware that if anybody goes against the Respondent everybody will know those documents, don't you?
1255 LH She did recruite you didn't she?
1256

KP She did recruit me, yes, but she wasn't on the original list of witnesses she was only added after sending this e-mail
1257 LH But she would have been asked because she hired you, so she was asked 
1258 KP No, she wasn't on the original list of witnesses. Those were entirely different people
1259

LH
I feel to blame for recruiting you in the first place, isn't she? And then she moves to references that we spoke about in relation 
to this e-mail

1260 KP You are absurd, absurd, absurd, where am I looking?
1261 LH Bottom of the page. I am so dissapointed you are conducting yourself in this manner
1262 KP For bringing a protected act of dicrimination, yes
1263 LH And she basecally says that your claims of discrimination are unfounded
1264 KP Yes, there was no judgment at the time, she didn't know that
1265 LH But she knew it because she was in the office, didn't she
1266 KP There was  judgment at the time
1267 LH And then you replied to her on page 355 in relation to Mr Jackson in the end I was just another skirt to him
1268 KP If you could read the full sentence, what is it?
1269 LH First paragraphp, second line down starts with…
1270

LH
"He was chatting up girls in the office but I thought he respected me and treated equaly. That was not the case. In the end I 
was just another skirt for him. For this I strongly object!

1271 KP Yes because I thought we were pals and that he respected my work and me as a person this is what I relate to
1272 LH And you said to Ms Dando that she is blindly obedient and she depends on Ajaz financially
1273

KP So what Ashley Jackson told in the office was that (he met them) Sue didn't have money for the cinema and Ajaz gave her
1274 LH But that doesn't make them dependent financially and blindly obedient, doesn't it?
1275

KP  That what was talked about in the office, that she didn't have money for the tickets and Manager bought her tickets
1276 LH Page 356 is her response she says Shell worked for Ajaz for 17 years Duncan for 7 years
1277 KP Michelle doesn't work there any more
1278 LH She does work there still, isn't she?
1279 KP She did work there however her LinkedIn profile indicate that she quit there in January
1280 LH Did she quit or did she set up a company with Mr Rathore
1281 KP Her LinkedIn profile indicate that she works for another company
1282 LH Yes the company that Mr Rathore is director of, at the same address
1283 KP I don't know the details
1284

LH
If you turn to page 409 in relation to the references, 410 sorry Sir, Now that’s the response from the company you appled for, 
isn't it?

1285 KP That was a rejection of the offer of employment, because the references were refused
1286 LH And it says satisfactory references, not just one reference
1287 KP The other evidence was provided, the other company provided references for me
1288

LH
So if you look at the second paragraph down and As you are aware the offer was subject to satisfactory references and we tried 
to obtain references from the various different employers you provided us with, wasn't it?

1289 KP Sorry I cannot see
1290 Judge Page 410 second paragraph, as you are aware…
1291 KP There were 2 employers, most previous employer and one more, who provided their references
1292 LH But that’s not how it reads isn't it? It appears there were more references,
1293 KP Yes, there were 2 references requests, one was obtained, one was refused
1294 LH And this was sent to R-com to Grace Lyons, directly and this is on page 411, 412
1295 KP Yes, it does say that
1296 LH And Ms Lyons said she forwarded them to MS Halliwell, and Ms Halliwell says I didn't respond to those e-mails
1297 KP Yes
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1298

LH
And its accepted that she didn't respond. If she would give you a factual reference about dates of your employment, could that 
not misled your employer that you have been at work and not off sick for those 2,5 years of employment?

1299 KP Any references …
1300 Judge If it would be of employment only, it would be of employment only
1301 KP It would be sufficient, any references would be sufficient
1302 LH It would have misled your new employer, wouldn't it?
1303 KP No it would be sufficient, not at all
1304 LH Because your new employer would think you worked for this employer for 2.5 years
1305

KP
No, not at all, that’s not true I went through 2 interview processes and they were really keen to hire me this charity who help 
disabled people. So they would accept any references

1306 LH And finely page 233 just for clarity your car was vandalised outside your house
1307 KP Yes my car was vandalised twice in a year
1308 LH And page 234 is the response from the Police, there is no reference to R-com whatsoever, is there?
1309 KP I did raise hate incident query
1310 Judge Did your car have a Polish registration number plate
1311 KP Is a Uk
1312 JUdge So how anyone would find out which is your car
1313 KP There are ways to find out everything is on web page
1314 JUdge So it is UK registered
1315 KP Yes. My car was vandalised twice in a year
1316 LH But it had nothing to do with the Respondent whatsoever and that’s what the Police have found as well
1317 KP Not at all, the Police was lacking evidence, The Police couldn't identify because there was no cctv
1318 LH There was no reason for it to be the Respondent other than the Tribunal claim
1319

KP
There is plent of reasons actually, thare is at least 8 peole here where there is reasonable doubt. I know my car was vandalised 
twice in a year and I was left in huge distress

1320 LH Sir, I am not to assist any further.
1321 Judge Thank you. Have anyone got any questions?
1322

Mr Panel
If you could turn to page 287 We have your Grievance here, yes the Grievance and the appeal narrative starts at 287. Can you 
tell to the Tribunal where you refer to allegations of race discrimination in your grievance process

1323

KP
I already explained in preliminary hearings that I was too distressed and I was the most affected by sexual harassment and that 
was the query I dealth with within this grievance, so its not in the grievance but I did expalin during PH why

1324
Mr Panel

Right, so when was the Respondent given the opportunity to address the matters of race discrimination before the proceedings 
started?

1325 KP With my submission in ET1 claim.
1326

Mr Panel
So that was after the proceedings started, so the question was was the employer given the opportunity to address those 
allegations before the proceedings started?

1327 KP No
1328 Mr Panel You also formed a view that there wasn't any HR available
1329 KP Yes
1330 Mr Panel On page 287 for when you submitted your grievance you actually submitted it to the HR e-mail address
1331

KP
Yes, that was an e-mail, but not a phisical person. That was picked up by Financial Controller in relation to payroll, but there was 
no human resources at the company

1332 Mr Panel But there was an individual who picked up the responsibility for that
1333 KP Yes, he posed as HR yes
1334 Mr Panel Right, ok thank you.
1335 Judge Is there anything that you want to clear up about giving answers that you were giving? 1h27min
1336 KP Not, that I can remember, not that I can tell at the moment no.
1337 END OF CLAIMANT X-EX QUESTIONED CONSECUTIVELY FOR 1H27MIN
1338 Judge OK, well James (Clerk) is going to be bringing up the e-mails that you said you sent us,
1339

Judge

I also need to raise the question of Ms Dando and the claim against her, that was against her because I am concerned about 
the basis on which you accepted vicarius liability and that is something that we need to talk about, as far as I am aware they 
are two separate companies and I don't see why...

1340 LH Yes
1341

Judge

but what I think we should do let us get what James (Clerk) is bringing up, we need break anyway we've sat here for hour so if 
we take 'an hour' so if we take a quarter of an hour, we will discuss those e-mails and we will discuss this question of Ms 
Dando, whether her e-mail is a matter for this Tribunal to hear

1342 KP Thank you
1343 Judge So come back later, a quarter to
1344 LH Thanks
1345 Judge We just wait for those e-mails 'to be brought around to us'
1346 LH You need to see what you have got (inaudible, upbeat exchange)
1347 Judge You have got the e-mails
1348 LH Yes. Im gonna get my laptop now and see what's been sent (upbeat tone)
1349 Judge OK, all right
1350 LH I need to see what's on it exactly, what's on it (upbeat, smirking)
1351 Judge Ok, buy
1352 10MIN BREAK
1353 LH Is this 2 e-mails you sent, because its came through
1354 KP The ones from yesterday
1355 LH That one and that one?
1356 KP Yes
1357 LH That's all right, I just got to check
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1358

Judge

We have seen you raised matters concerning the question of disability. I have suggested to my colleagues that maybe sensible 
thing would be rather than dealing with this at this stage, you ask your questions to Respondent's witnesses, when they will 
finish and they gone away we can perhaps go back to question of disability, may be easier to deal with this that way.

1359 KP Thank you.
1360

Judge
But then I have this concern about the business of Ms Dando how, notwithsatnding anything that’s been said by my colleague 
Employment Judge Warren, how she might be allowed today

1361 KP May I just…
1362

Judge I don't understand why the Respondent made the concession of this recorded in this ET Judge Warren case management, so
1363 KP May I just say?
1364 Judge If you want to say first, yes.
1365

KP

So, the first submissions I have made about this harassment I've made on 06 Jul last year (2017), and then followed by the 
separate case which have been raised only to deal with this matter, which the Judge on 16 March 2018 decided to combine 
those two cases in that one. 

1366
Judge Yes, I am aware of what's been done, but I'm questioning whether legaly there can be any liability on someone separate 

1367 KP But like just ET Judge Warren said Sue Dando is a Group Recruitment company
1368

Judge
Yes, but concept of a group don't in my judgment relate to cases under Equality Act, that can be connected companies in the 
(Employment) Rights Act

1369
KP

Well, it does create prejudice towards myself because I did insist to keep the cases separate, I did insist, it’s the Judge who 
convinced me to conceal on that matter

1370 Judge Yes, well that’s why I am raising with you now
1371 KP So if that would be the case to go separate, another case needs to be relaunched
1372 Judge Well, I don't understand the basis on which you bring a separate claim either
1373 KP This is on the base of the harassment and…
1374 Judge Yes but she was not your employer, and she was not employed by your employer
1375 KP She was my Recruiter, yes
1376 Judge Well, Recruiter is not employer
1377 KP If this is your stance then please address it and I will apeal to it but I did insist to keep the cases separate
1378 Judge I know this is a problem not of your making, but
1379 KP So why I am being burdened with it, I struggle as it is?
1380

Judge

Because I looked at it yesterday and questioned in my own mind I think I raised it with you briefly why there was the allogation 
concerning Ms Dando and this morning I have looked at more closely and have noted that whilst they might be common 
ownership between the two companies , Ms Dando appears only to relate to the company that you were not employed by and 
the concept of who is lieble under the Equality Act do not seem to meet to include Ms Dando in your case

1381 KP I did insist to keep the cases separate I was convinced by the Judge to conceal to keep them together
1382

Judge

That’s why I say its not your fault, I mean aiming vertify at the fact that the Respondents has said that they would accept 
vicarious liability, that was the Respondent's Representative, oh Ms Halsall? (seems surprised that was in fact the same 
Representative)

1383 LH Yes
1384 Judge Even you?
1385 LH Yes
1386

Judge
And so I raised the question because the Tribunal only has jurisdiction to deal with what the law allow it to deal with and if the 
law does not allow us to make a finding in respect of navigation because legaly we can't then we can't do

1387 KP But it is this Tribunal who joined those cases together
1388

Judge

Yes, I understand that, I realise that and that’s why its not an easy thing to deal with. But because I have seen the point I have 
considered it and my colleague Judge Warren in not here so I wouldn't be able to talk to her anyway, so I am unable to find out 
the reason why she did it

1389 KP But the reasons are all in the judgment in the preliminary hearing orders
1390

Judge
Can you point to me how on the matter of law there can be an allegation relating to Ms Dando sent from her e-mail, how that is 
falls within the liability of your employer, that’s is the question to Ms Halsall as to why she made that concession

1391

LH

At the preliminary hearing there were an extensive discussions about it and it was our position the same as your position that 
under the Equality Act it couldn't been considered, however the Judge at that hearing made her judgment in my opinion based 
on the title Group Director, or Group Managing Director. Now it was my submission that the group didn't mean group including 
R-com, but the Judge found that it was.

1392 Judge Who is in the Group
1393 KP There is more
1394

LH

It was our position that the group was more of a job title for the company to make it look big, there was nothing more than that 
and that was our submission on the day but the Judge found that she was sufficiently connected to be under R-com, so she 
consolidated the claims and the question was to the Claimant she didn't want them to be joined we spent a lot of time on that 
and it was from that that she asked us  if we would considered making a concession about claiming statutory defence in relation 
to Ms Dando and myself and Ms Halliwell were both present  and we agreed there was no benefit on puting a stand on it on its 
own if she is going to be considered an employee in essence of the Act of R-com. We did object to it being joined and to be put 
in as a claim

1395 KP No, I did object
1396 Judge Yes, but about putting a claim
1397 LH Yes
1398

Judge I think what we need to do is when Ms Dando will give evidence we are about to find out about her employment position
1399 KP Yes, thank you
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1400
Judge 

We will raise the question. Now we need to move to the Respondent questions putting aside the disability question, so who is 
the first witness?

1401 LH Mr Jackson
1402 Judge Right Mr Jackson please come to the stand
1403

LH
Just as a matter of going forward with the witnesses , Ms Morris isn't attending we were expecting her but she hasn't come 
back to us before the claim, so she is not here.

1404 Judge She isn't attanding?
1405 LH No, so there is no Miss Morris and Miss Lyons, but our 6 witnesses stand.
1406 ASHLEY JACKSON ON STAND 10MIN INTO HEARING AFTER 10MINBREAK
1407 Judge Mr Jackson, now that you sit down please stand up. Please pick up a card if you affirm.
1408

AJ
"I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I shall give shall be the truth the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth."

1409 Judge Please sit down and there should be in the file on your right your witness statement
1410 LH Please can you confirm your name and professional address to the Tribunal
1411 AJ Ashley Jackson, Unit 14 Riverview, Vale Road, The Embankment Business Park, Stockport, SK4 3GN
1412 LH And have you read your witness statement recently
1413 AJ Yes
1414 LH Is there any changes you wish to make
1415 AJ Yes, its in the Sales Support team consist of myself only but I no longer am in that team, now its just Umer
1416 Judge Where are we
1417 AS So its on page 5
1418 LH Its just an update cous those have not been updated since they have been written
1419 Judge Just say to me again what that point is
1420

AJ So Im not in Sales Support team I was in with Kat, now its just Umer now, I am employed now as a Sales Account Manager
1421 Judge So this is as it was
1422 Aj Yes it is at the same company
1423 LH Can you confirm this is true and accurate to your knowledge?
1424 AJ Yes
1425 LH Please can you turn to the back page?
1426 KP Sorry, I have not noted what was the change
1427

LH
In paragraph 5 where it says my team consist of myself only , hes move teams so he is now an Account Manager and the team is 
now Umer

1428 Judge I don't think this makes any difference to the matters at hand, its just an update
1429 KP Thank you.
1430

LH Please can you turn to the back page and just sign that document. Sir Ive nothing more Mr Jackson is ready to give evidence
1431 Judge So would you like to ask some questions?
1432

KP
I do my best however I do struggle because of the disability issues yesterday I didn't have chance to prepare properly, but I will 
do my best

1433 Judge What about the time you knew about the hearing?
1434 KP Yes, but the day before I..
1435 Judge Anyway we just have to start
1436 KP Just to confirm from your LinkedIn profile your current job title is Account Manager
1437 AJ Yes
1438 KP When have you been promoted, when have you started the new role?
1439 AJ Its not a promotion I started doing that about 4 weeks ago
1440 KP So may I ask who is the Sales Support Manager at the time?
1441 AJ At the time of what?
1442 KP Currently
1443 AJ Just Umer Khan
1444 Judge Who?
1445 LH Mr Khan, was IT support
1446 AJ Still is
1447 KP And who is in his team?
1448 AJ Just Umer
1449

KP
So did you say in the office that you have met Sue (Dando) and Ajaz (Rathore) and Ajaz bought Sue tickets because she didn't 
have any money?

1450 AJ I don't recall saying that no
1451

KP
So if we look into your statement, I do apologise I knew I have seen it somewhere but its actually Sue that admits to it that it 
happened, nevertheless

1452
KP Did you tell me and Zarina that Pete Bate told you on the phone that he left because he was harassed out of the job?

1453 AJ No
1454

KP Did I offer you my car keys to drive to your urgent viewing appointment on occasion when you were searching for flats?
1455 AJ I don't remember that conversation
1456

KP
Did I agree to do my best on the 09 Sep 2016 when you announced that Zarina is leaving and there will be more work and in 
your absence to Spain to do my best?

1457 AJ Yes
1458

KP
Did I sent you a file with leads I was working on to be distributed to sales managers to help them with their performance and 
you didn't do that?

1459 AJ I don't remember, but I believe that you could do something like that, totally
1460

KP
Did you somethimes said while calculating Sales Managers commission that you were jellous of how much the Sales Managers 
were earning commission?

1461 AJ No
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1462

KP

So after receiving the text from me on Sunday, (the 11 Sep2016), and consulting Zarina Greenhalgh and Ajaz Rathore on 
Monday morning, you could have taken steps to arrange a meeting or e-mail me to clarify anything that needed clarification 
with me, did you take any steps towards addressing this alarming grievance?

1463
AJ

So, I came to work this morning and read it to Zarina, I was basically so surpriced what you said I had no idea where you had this 
thoughts from I wanted someone elses opinion before taking any action 

1464 Judge Slow down in a second
1465 AJ And we just agreed to see how the rest of the day will go
1466 KP So who did agree, we
1467 AJ Me and Zarina
1468

KP So as a Manager you didn't take any steps to speak to me or to arrange a meeting with me on that day? Or 3 days?
1469 AJ About that text -no
1470

KP I asked on several occassions to be moved, why wasn't I moved as per policy after raising such a serious grievance?
1471

AJ Its never have been up to me to set up where people sit, I would've passed it on to the right person and its up to them
1472 KP Who is the right person?
1473 AJ Ajaz (Rathore)
1474 KP So I feel very hurt that no one has addressed the matter in 4 days, what do you say to that?
1475 AJ I felt very hurt about what you said about
1476

KP

So I would like to talk about the Grievance testimonies you have given while there was an investigation, that was on the 21 Sep 
2016. So we already established that there were no steps taken by the company after me raising this grievance. So do you agree 
that we did exchange text messages casually on our private mobile phones?

1477 AJ Yes
1478 KP So can I just show you this text?
1479 Judge Is it in the Bundle
1480 LH No, it was sent to Tribunal last week
1481

KP

What it is is a screen shot of my mobile with previous text messages and Ashley Jackson phone number and there is like a 
history, the consecutive message was on the 11th of Sep so there shouldn't be any doubt that it came from me, because it did 
go to the same as the previous messages I sent. 

1482 Judge Did you have any doubt as to who has sent the message
1483 AJ I knew it came from your phone, yeah
1484

KP

I woul like to open Employers Policy from page 129 and then we need to see page 158 in relation to harassment. So in the first 
par it says that harassment and victimisation on prohibited grounds is unacceptable, there are exampled which company relates 
to as unacceptable: tastless jokes, threatenng behaviour, pestering for sexual favours, personal harassment is always taken 
seriously and its always unacceptable, because in par 3 is says creating stressful, unpleasant, intimidating environment and then 
on page 159 it says if you are the victim of minor harassment you should make it clear to the harasser on an informal basis that 
their behaviour is unwelcome and ask the harasser to stop. If you are unable to do this verbally then you should hand a written 
request to the harasser and your confidential helper can assist you in this. So as I said before in this policy there is no mention 
who might be this confidential helper. I found out on Fri before that Zarina, who I would consider to go to, is leaving the 
company, there was no HR as such, if you could see from the hr e-mail the Financial Controller pick up the e-mails for HR, but 
from my submissions you could see that the relationship was on the verge for me to consider to go to him with my personal 
matters, so I didn't have no body to go to, hence I've sent the text.

1485 Judge I can't say at the moment the question for the witness
1486 KP There will be a question
1487 Judge There will be
1488

KP
Yes. So on page 159 it says you should bring the matters to the attention of your manager. Have I brought the matters to your 
attention?

1489 AJ Yes, you texted me
1490 KP So it can be considered as a written complaint, do you agree?
1491 AJ Yes
1492 KP So, could you read the 3rd paragraph -on receipt
1493 AJ On receipt of formal complaint we will take further action for investigation to take place
1494 KP Yes, and this might involve transfer of the alledged harasser or suspension or as such. Have this been done?
1495 AJ After the formal complaint or the text?
1496 KP After the written complaint I submitted to you
1497 AJ Well that's an informal complaint
1498

KP Well we just agreed that I brought this to your attension and it was a written submission in form of a text message
1499 AJ That's under number 1, informal complaint
1500

KP
No, it’s a formal complaint and  I did sent you a written grievance of really hurtful nature, has anything been done which it says 
in the Policy?

1501
Judge

A written complaint, sorry a written request can be under paragraph 1 informal complaint and the formal complaint in 
paragraph 2

1502 KP Yes, but I did submit a written complaint 
1503

Judge
Yes, but you asked a question inicially about it being informal complaint, when you sent him a written request under 
paragraph 1

1504

KP

Yes, because it was a complaint, which I intended to resolve informally, I did intend to resolve it informaly, but I did sent a 
written complaint in the end. Prior to sending the text I did asked to be moved, I did say on several ocassions that I am anxious 
and there are issues

1505 Judge Which one you say is a formal complaint
1506 KP The text message
1507 Judge Which you say (AJ) would be informal written request
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1508 KP The written complaint is the text message, because all of senior managers have seen it
1509 KP So on page 240 
1510

Judge
Can we just come back to that, it suggests if the formal complaint was received you and the Claimant should have been 
separated, what do you say to that?

1511
AJ

I say that the text was an informal complaint and that was the last I've heard of any of this so I didn't receive the formal 
complaint which is at the sage you talk about moving the desk and staff

1512
KP

But it doesn't say how the formal complaint should look, it only says a written complaint, which I did write, it is an evidence 
here I did write and it was shown to Senior managers

1513

AJ

It says here "when the informal approach fails or when harassment is more serious, (you should bring the matters to the 
attention of your manager as a formal written complaint ")After you have sent me the text and we didn't speak for 3 or 4 days 
at work so I don't know how it would have failed or got more serious

1514

KP

(heavy sight) I did submit, I did complain before since the 8th of July when I went off sick, following on the 12 of July I said "it 
has been difficult as well to stay positive in this environment, because many people were leaving" and I was too unwell to 
attend office games , being stressed and exhausted on the 12 Aug, then feeling anxious and nervous on the 5th of Sep, on the 7 
of Sep I was working very hard all day without any help and I did speak to you and Zarina to be moved to change environment, 
so those were informal complaints when I sent the text it is a written complaint because we could see it as written and nothing 
has been done.

1515 Judge What will be the question at that stage
1516 KP I was just asnwering because Ashley Jackson is disputing that is was a written complaint
1517

KP
Also in the same Policy it says those involved in the investigation will be expected to act in confidence, talking to Zarina, Ajaz, do 
you consider this dealing with sexual harassment in confidence, as a Manager?

1518 AJ Where is this?
1519 KP The 3rd paragraph, it starts the person, page 159
1520

KP
"Those involved in the investigation will be expected to act in confidence and any breach of confidence will be a disciplinary 
matter."

1521
AJ

It is again in formal complaint, I have already told you that I have seen it as an informal complaint, so obviously none of this 
would have happened if I thought I received formal complaint

1522 KP But it was a written complaint
1523 AJ What a written complaint do be deal with as informal
1524 KP Not of sexual harassment matters, which are very serious allegations
1525 AJ They are very serious, yeah
1526 KP Do you think you acted in confidence by displaying the text to several members of team?
1527 AJ Yes, yes
1528

KP
On the next page 160 the point B8 it says "Short listing and interviewing will be carried out by more than one person where 
possible."Were you involved in my interviewing?

1529 AJ No
1530 KP On page 294/295 could you please read last paragraph of your statement on p 295?
1531

AJ

"Regarding the IP EXPO comment, in a sales meeting Duncan asked who is going to the IPEXPO in general not just to AJ, he then 
stated that some of his contacts (Russian females) would be there and indicated they were attractive -apparently everyone 
laughed"

1532 KP Now, in your statement its par 16, could you please read par 16
1533

AJ

16. I did go to the IP Expo. It has become an event of gargantuan importance to our business after the huge success we had 
there in 2015. In 2016, I believe the event was held on Wednesday 18th and Thursday 19th of May. I do not recall hearing 
anything said about any Russian women. A number of companies at this event hire models to work on their stand, so someone 
may have said something in connection to this, but I could not possibly say this was Duncan or if I was even present, just that I 
know I did not make these comments.

1534
KP

Do you agree that you contradict your testimony by saying once that you heard it or the other time that you didn't hear it those 
comments?

1535 AJ No
1536 KP Do you do this deliberately?
1537 AJ Do what deliberetly?
1538 KP Saying once that its been said but another time saying I do not recall hearing anything said about this
1539

AJ
What I'm aware of that there would be Russian women at the event, so I would have said something in connection with it, I 
don't recall Duncan's conversation in the team meeting

1540 KP But on your grievance statement you said you did recall this comment being made
1541 AJ I do recall conversation yeah about Russian people being there yeah
1542 KP So you do contradict your testimony
1543 KP So, 
1544 Judge We are waiting for your answer
1545 AJ What was the question
1546

Judge

Do you agree that in paragraph 16 of your statement you do not recall hearing anything about any Russian women, where as on 
page 295 when you were interviewed for the grievance you refer to Duncan statement some of his contacts were Russian 
females and thay will be there. They are the two comments inconsistent.

1547
AJ

(Answering after 10seconds)So in p.16 when I'm saying I don't recall anything about Russian women as in reference to the fact 
that I said that they were attractive

1548
KP But this is not what the (akapit, Polish for paragraph) paragraph says, it implies you did hear it and then you deny you did hear it

1549
AJ

So, yeah like I said, what Im saying here is I didn't recall it Im saying I didn't recall it  hearing about this saying about the 
attractive stuff

1550
KP

So nevertheless the comments were made you do say they were made at some point. In Driskiel against Peninsula Business 
Services

1551 Judge The legal cases are not matters of factual questions
1552

KP Can I just say, from a succesful sexual harassment case, the comments made may affect differently men and women
1553 Judge You are asking questions of the witness
1554 KP But I'm also addressing the Tribunal, because I didn't have the chance before
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1555
Judge

Well, we read your opening submission, at the moment you asking questions and its inappropriate to ask non legaly qualified 
witness about legal cases. It is purely matter of fact

1556 KP So sorry, will I have a chance to make my opening submissions at all?
1557 Judge You will have a chance to make submissions, that we have read, as part of your case
1558 KP Will I have a chance to address this Tribunal?
1559 Judge Certainly
1560 KP Thank you.
1561 Judge In closing. Because we have read yours
1562

KP
But I didn't have a chance, they were not limited to only what I have written, I would like to address House of Commons new 
report

1563 Judge At the moment we are dealing with the cross-examination of the witnesses
1564 KP Yes
1565

Judge And if you want to make submissions in the end let me talk to my colleagues to allow for half an hour each then we will do so
1566 KP I will certainly do it
1567 Judge Yes, you will do it
1568 KP I would also like to point that I didn't have a chance to address this Tribunal with my opening submissions
1569

Judge

Well, people don't normally have their opening submissions at the Tribunal. But if we read the evidence, we read the 
documentsin the Bundle people take us to where we need to be that’s what we mean. You will have opportunity in your closing 
submissions to point us to matters

1570 KP Thank you.
1571

KP

In paragraph 1 of your witness statement you say I am Sales Support Manager, I know that was at the time, I am Sales Support 
Manager at R-com, I have worked in this role since joining the company on the 06 Jul 2015. Do you agree that you started NOT 
as a manager at the company but you were promoted after Amir left and advanced to the level of Manager around May 2016?

1572 AJ Yes, I became a Manager when Amir left.
1573

KP
So this statement is untrue because you said you have worked in this role, as a Manager since joining the Company in 2015, is 
that right?

1574 AJ It doesn't say I have worked in this role as a Manager
1575 KP It does say that
1576 AJ It doesn't it says I worked in this role since joining the company
1577 KP Yes
1578

Judge
But it also points that I am Sales Support Manager and I worked in this role , therefore suggesting that you have worked in that 
role since the 6th of July 2015, what else would that mean

1579 AJ Ok, I was not a Manager since I joined
1580 KP Is this your statement of truth?
1581 AJ Yes
1582

KP
In your statement of truth you do say that you have worked in this role since joining the company on the 6th of July 2015 which 
in fact you werepromoted to Sales Support Manager May 2016, is that true?

1583 AJ Yes
1584

KP Can I just remind you that you are giving evidence under the oath (affirmetion) so to say untrue statements is bad for the case
1585 AJ This is why I was explaining it now, so
1586 Judge What then
1587

AJ Its just how I've written I am a Sales Support Manager at R-com and I worked in this role since joining the company
1588 KP It is not true
1589 AJ No, yeah I should worded it differently, I have worked in Sales Support team since joining the company
1590

KP
You should have said it totally differently which would be understood differently, so the statement on your witness statement 
is untrue, do you agree?

1591 AJ Yes
1592

KP
Do you remember saying on e-mails to me: I will keep you calm whenever you need me to, I will make things happen for you, 
Kat you will love me for that, and keeping me sweet, do you agree to those statements?

1593 AJ No
1594 Judge They are  e-mails that gone missing?
1595

KP Yes, so on page 251 could you please read the paragraph 'Everyone is really happy with you and the Sales Support body'
1596 juDGE Which pages…
1597

Judge

"Not the feedback you were hoping for?I have and Zarina has already explained that was misunderstood and Ajaz did not 
dissect properly to the team. (…)Everyone knows how fast you work and with minimal mistakes, you're an asset to the company 
and I for one am delighted you got the job and became part of my team.Everyone is really happy with you and the sales support 
BODY'

1598

KP

Thank you. So the question is the sentence everybody is happy with you and the sales support body, did you mean to use a 
word that might be seen as innuendo, as ambiguous word, especially when dealing with foreigh language person, it could be 
understood by female person that you speak about her body?

1599

AJ

I don't know how you would have come to that conclusion, but I can see that I put become part of my team and I in university I 
have done journallism and I didn't want to use the same word team, so I would have come up with something else and came up 
with body, which is another adjective

1600
KP

The word body is ambiguous and it can mean to female worker, perhaps along OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES that you mean her 
body. Did you mean to put it this way?

1601 AJ As in your body?
1602 KP Yes
1603 AJ No
1604

KP

So do you agree talking about e-mails we were working on separate laptops, you had your laptop, I had my laptop, we did have 
a shared mail box which we see together, however our 'storage' was on our laptops and backed up on the Cloud as Office 365. 
Do you agree that we had a separate inbox mailboxes?
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1605 AJ YES
1606 Judge Were they a shared ones or separate ones?
1607

KP
So one mailbox was shared and we did have separate laptops and separate mailboxes, so all sent items would be stored on two 
laptops

1608 Judge All sent items on both laptops? This is what you are saying?
1609 KP Yes
1610 Judge Do you agree?
1611 AJ (I don't)
1612 KP I thought you just said you agree
1613

AJ
Agree to what? We had a shared mailbox where other people sent things that we both see, but I don't know if you could see 
what I sent or if I could see what you sent

1614 KP No, no, no we had separate laptops with separate mailboxes, you as a Manager, me as a Support Coordinator
1615 AJ Yes
1616 KP So the sent items were on two laptops separate accounts
1617 AJ Yes
1618 KP Thank you
1619 KP Do you agree or are you aware that I am still an employee of R-com Consulting?
1620 AJ Yes
1621 KP Do you know what happened with my laptop?
1622 AJ No
1623 KP Was your laptop throughout employment damaged, lost, stolen?
1624 AJ No
1625

KP Do you agree that there was no reason whatsoever for your sent e-mails kept in your laptop on your account to disappear?
1626 AJ Yes
1627

KP

Could we please look on page 107, the par3 which is announced on the 04 July 2017: "As it happens the Respondent does not 
hold any of the emails between the Claimant and Mr Jackson in 2016, those having been archived."So the question is if my 
laptop was sepatare and his laptop was separate, we are both still in employment, and while in employment, I was absent from 
my laptop so this is justified for the e-mails to get archived but they could not been affected on a working employee laptop sent 
items, they could not have gone from there, because the employee was active using the mailbox. Do you agree that your laptop 
should not have been affected by archiving of the sent items?

1628 AJ I don't understand how the archiving system works but don't see why anything you say would be there
1629

KP
So on page 109 and 110 Microsoft advise InPlace Hold &Litigation Hold says 'When a reasonable expectation of litigation exists, 
organisations are required to preserve electronically stored information (ESI), including email, that relevant to the case'

1630 KP Do you agree that I raised a grievance as early as Sep 2016 it was known to you as early as 11 Sep 2016?
1631 AJ Is it when you sent the text?
1632 KP Yes
1633 KP Do you agree those would be reasonable expectations of litigation when an employee raises formal complaint?
1634 AJ I can't understand this litigation stuff?
1635

KP
It’s a court proceedings. Raising a grievance if its still in dispute would lead to court proceedings, so the company knew as early 
as Sep 2016 that reasonable expectation of litigation exists and they have not followed Microsoft advise InPlace Hold

1636 AJ Still don't understand what its to do with me Im not part of any of this
1637

KP We have just established that there was no reason for your sent items to disappear and you said yes to that under oath
1638 AJ Yes
1639

KP
Because you were active employee , I wasn't I agree I wasn't, but you were an active employee, there is no reason that your 
sent items, which I as early as 19 of Sep 2016 indicated to the employer, if you open the grievance on page …

1640 Judge Can I ask you a question, have you deleted from your computer any e-mails between yourself and Claimant?
1641 AJ No. I said that from the start I wished she had them, but I think there is no surprise in that…
1642

KP

The grievance on page 290 in my grievance I did mention about an e-mails and possible harassment on the e-mails on the 19th 
of Sep 2016(I have not mentioned lack of appreciation for my efforts. Ashley Jackson (as a trained journalist with a degree in 
this subject) was very keen in writing me e-mails of ‘appreciation’ /’keeping me sweet’ and taking opportunity to flirt while 
doing so (e.g. writing things like he will ‘calm me’ at any time, if I wanted or he will make things happen for me). I fear non 
of his feedback however have reached Ajaz ) . To your knowledge during the grievance investigation have the e-mails been 
looked at and investigated?

1643 AJ To my knowledge NO
1644

KP
If you could please open on page 91, so this is an order made by the Judge Porter about disclosure of documents, as early as 
Septemeber I did request for those e-mails to be disclosed between me and my Line Manager.

1645 Judge Do you know anything about this?
1646 AJ No
1647 Judge I don't think this witness question will get you anywhere
1648

KP

Sorry, I am sorry I have a point I just need…so on page 98 is a communication from Respondent on the 06 June 2017 and in first 
par it says 'The claimant has requested all emails sent between her and her manager. We object to this further request for e-
mails.' in the whole par there is no mention about e-mails gone or archived or deleted. Do you agree so far?

1649 AJ What question was that
1650

KP
So what I am saying in the first par that is a response to document disclosure the company Respondent says we object to this 
further request to e-mails and that is on the 06 June 2017. Is that right?

1651 AJ Yes, that is right
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1652

KP

And on the next on page 107 in par3 the Respondents on the 04 July 2017: 'As it happens the Respondent does not hold any of 
the emails between the Claimant and Mr Jackson in 2016, those having been archived.' So the date is 4th of July 2017, so from 
06 June 2017 thare is no mention of e-mails disappearing or gone or deleted and then 1MONTH LATER the Respondent says 
they have been archived despite the Respondent being adviced by Microsoft of InPlace hold for litigation purposes, me 
requesting it from 19 of Sep 2016

1653 Judge Are you aware of any of this?
1654 AJ Was that the question, or?
1655 KP So the question is…
1656

Judge
I think what happens by the sound of this this witness doesn't have a clue what happened to this e-mails and what went on in 
the litigation process is probably he knew nothing about

1657 KP  No, but 
1658 Judge And I can't help feeling that your questions will get you nowhere
1659 KP But it did get me somwhere
1660 Judge Ask about the matters that he was involved
1661

KP
But it did get me somewhere because we established that his laptop was unaffected in any way, hence the e-mails sent by him 
to me should NOT HAVE GONE

1662 Judge Well, that is a mystery
1663 KP And they do disappeared and from June to July 2017 they admit they disappeared.
1664 Judge Yes
1665 KP Thank you
1666 Judge But I don't think that this witness has anything to do with
1667

KP
Again on page 251, could you please read the e-mail that starts just to let you know and then there is second par down 'I think 
its important'

1668

AJ

I think its important you feel part of the team. You are a vital piece of what is going on here and I don't think you realise how 
valued you are. Ajaz keeps himself very distant from us so I understand the sense of not feeling valued, I have felt it with him 
myself in the past, but we are.

1669
KP

Thank you, so do you agree that in the workplace of the Respondent you have not yourself felt valued throughout your 
employment?

1670 AJ No
1671 KP You did say that
1672

AJ So what I was saying is that I agreed that Ajaz keeps himself distant but he does that on purpose, I always felt valued
1673 KP But further you said you have not felt valued and that you have felt that with him yourself, do you agree?
1674 AJ Yes
1675 KP Thank you
1676

KP
When I was with the company your 1 year passed with the company, we did speak about it, did you have a performance review 
or any apprisal after 1 year being with the company?

1677 AJ I had an apprisal with the company but I couldn't tell you if this was a year or any specific date but I had that yes.
1678 KP Could we talk about fan comment, when you said you are hot
1679 AJ Yes
1680 KP Do you agree that while I was sitting next to you you said that you were hot?
1681 AJ I probably did say that at some point whilst you were at work, yeah
1682 Judge I was hot, meaning
1683 KP Saying as if about myself 'I am hot'
1684 AJ I didn't say it about myself I said it about temperature in the room
1685 Judge Are you saying that he said of himself that he was hot or that he said about you that you were hot
1686 KP No, no, no the first one. He said I am hot
1687 Judge Meaning I am warm
1688 AJ Yeah probably
1689

KP

Meaning in a sentence he said in a reference to that I had a fan on my desk, there was no fans in the room because the 
company had air conditioning and what his comment was that sitting next to him I need to have a fan on my desk because he is 
hot. Do you agree you said that?

1690 AJ About having fan on your desk yes, because this is what you are saying
1691 KP No, No you said that I, I
1692 Judge When you say I are you meaning you or him? Sorry you see confusion around here.
1693 KP Quoting, can I quote 
1694 Judge Who do you quoting?
1695 KP Ashley Jackson
1696 Judge So what do you say Ashley said
1697 KP You keep a fan on your desk because I am so hot and you sitting next to me
1698 AJ No, I've not said it
1699

KP
So how I understood it it was an affection, a sexist comment in my opinion, as if indicating that he is so hot and I sit next to him 
and I need to keep fan on my desk

1700 AJ I don't understand why I need a fan on your desk
1701 KP No,no that I need a fan on my desk to cool myself down
1702

Judge
Because you exhume so much attraction that any woman next to you would need to have a fan to keep herself cool. That is the 
allegation that’s been made

1703 AJ If I said I was hot why would you need a fan? Why would you need a fan if I said I was hot?
1704

Judge
Because you are hot in a way that you are sexually attractive glowing and you give off some heat that people sitting near you 
feal

1705 KP So do you agree that you said those words 'I am hot'
1706 AJ Probably I could said that in the summer yes
1707 KP Do you agree that reasonably by any female sitting next to you this could have been misunderstood?
1708 AJ No
1709 KP In your statement 17 and 18 it is again the written complaint, could you read those statements:
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1710
I was surprised when I received the text message of 11th September 2016 (Page 20). This was sent o n the very early hours, as 
Saturday night turned into Sunday morning.  I woke up Sunday morning and it was there, I am unsure of the time it was sent. I 
actually forwarded the message to Zarina on the Sunday and we discussed it briefly Monday morning because I was not sure 
what I should do, and I wanted her opinion on whether she thought Katarzyna had even written this; the language was very 
different to what I would expect from her.
18. I was in total shock when I got that message. I was convinced it wasn’t Kat as I couldn’t even begin to fathom where she’d 
got this impression from. I genuinely couldn’t believe I’d received the message and wasn’t sure Kat was even the sender, I 
couldn’t understand how these thoughts had even entered her head, it was nonsensical.

1711
KP

Thank you. By saying what I would expect from her. Do you agree that you knew me that well to know what I would say and the 
reasons behind it. Do you agree that that is far fetched saying what I would expect from her

1712
AJ So I don't know exactly how those words come together but you called me MATE in a text you never called me that once

1713
KP

We did exchange text before so that was in a trail of text so you knew exactly it was from me but what you are saying as a 
manager it was not what I would expect from her, so do you agree

1714
Judge He already gave you an answer you called me mate in a text you never called me that before , do you want to add to that?

1715

AJ

And what I was saying about a difference that you were very quiet so for such an outburst I was surprised. Especially that text 
being the first I ever got any idea that all of this was going through your head for how many weeks or months this was the first 
time I even became aware, so to say that I was shocked I think is fair yeah. 

1716
KP

But you are not a victim and it could affect different people differently what was going on. Do you agree that somebody else 
could have a different view?

1717 AJ Might be harder to you ,but you are not being a victim right now 
1718 KP Sorry, what was that?
1719

AJ
You say that I wasn't a victim but you were a victim and now I feel victimised by the whole process Ive been put on, so it is 
about opinion

1720 KP Have you raised your grievance with your employer or the Employment Tribunal?
1721 AJ No
1722

KP
Can I ask have you had any harassment training when you started job as a manager? Have you had any specific training about 
personal harassment and how to deal with those issues?

1723 AJ No
1724 KP To your knowledge was there an HR while I was there and who was the HR?
1725

AJ To my knowledge the issues are being sent to hr e-mail and those are being picked up by Chris, the Financial controller
1726 KP And that’s the only person who acts ,can be refered to as HR?
1727

AJ I know we refer when we have issues to him and he does what ever is necessary from there, I didn't understand the process
1728 KP Thank you
1729

KP

So you just said you never had a training in personal harassment but in your statement you say :how these thoughts had even 
entered her head, it was nonsensical. What made you to make this comment having not had a training in personal harassment? 
Especially sexual harassment which is really sensitive

1730 AJ I don't understand the question at all
1731

KP
So in the end of p18 you say I couldn’t understand how this thoughts had entered her head, it was nonsensical. What makes 
you qualified to make this call that it was  nonsensical for me to feel harassed?

1732
AJ It is my opinion isn't it, it is my statement, that it was nensensical for you to even think the things you acused me of, yeah

1733
KP Yes, but are you qualified, without having personal harassment training, are you qualified to make that statement

1734 AJ No, I am not qualified to make that statement
1735 Judge But that was your personal view
1736 AJ Yes
1737

Judge

We have reached the stage when we usually break, so I would suggest that we do it and it might be helpful if you, remember 
your opening statement where you have got allegations, just go through those to make sure what hes got left to make sure you 
do deal with Mr Jackson

1738 KP Yes Sir, thank you
1739

Judge
So we are going to come back at 2 o'clock, Mr Jackson you are giving evidence now so please stay away from your party and 
have lunch by yourself, then come back here at 2 o'clock. Thank you very much

1740 LUNCH BREAK TO 2PM ASHLEY JACKSON WAS SEEN SPENDING LUNCH WITH LAURA HALSALL(CONFIRMED)
1741 KP Ashley do you remember on my induction day if you told me about clear desk policy?
1742 AJ I don't remember
1743 KP Did you know about clear desk policy while I had an induction?
1744 AJ I knew about clear desk policy, yeah
1745 KP On your statement p.9 about the error made by me page 238 
1746 KP In your statement you said what I have done is :Katarzyna had provided incorrect invoice, do you agree?
1747 AJ Yes
1748 KP If you could read the first par (p.238)of Just been in with Ajaz e-mail
1749

AJ

Just been in with Ajaz and it appears that a renewal quote has been done by yourself for Luke earlier this month. He asked for 
this to be done at 2%, you did this by adding 2% to RRP, not our buy price. This has resulted in us loosing a £5000 order this 
month.

1750
KP

So do you agree that it was a quote in fact and not an invoice like you say in your statement? Because it is a huge difference 
between a quote and an invoice

1751 AJ I don't understand the question
1752 KP In your statement you said I provided an incorrect invoice but in the e-mail you say it was quote
1753 AJ Right, ok
1754 KP So do you agree you say incorrect on your witness statement you say its an invoice but it is a quote
1755 AJ What the invoice is incorrect to the quote that you sent out
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1756
Judge No, Its either quote or an invoice. You refer to both which one was it. If it was an order would it be a quote or an invoice

1757 AJ If it was an order it would have been an invoice
1758

KP
So again you say untruthful information on your witness statement because in your e-mail you said is a quote but in statement 
you say its an invoice, do you agree?

1759 AJ There are two parts to the whole process
1760

KP
But what was provided was a quote and Not an invoice at this stage, if there would be an invoice the Customer would bought it, 
do you agree

1761 AJ I don't understand the question
1762 KP The question is have you said untrue thing on your statement?
1763 AJ I hevent said untre things on my statement, because they are the same thing
1764 KP But you said in your e-mail a quote but in your statement-invoice
1765 AJ They both were incorrect
1766

KP

There couldn't be an invoice because the quote was not accepted as was wrong, that is what the situation was about, that the 
business lost as a result, so there was no invoice and it was a quote, like you said in your e-mail, a renewal quote. So do you 
agree is incorrect in your statement?

1767 AJ So this should say an incorrect quote
1768 KP Yes, thank you
1769

KP
In paragraph 10 you say you have made the same mistake, could you tell me how were you dealt with when you made this 
mistake?

1770 AJ I don't remember
1771 KP Were you sent an e-mail?
1772

AJ
I don't remember. I was being told to do what …because I think it was actually Zarina who was asking do you want to go through 
the process again to make sure you have done it

1773 KP So, she spoke to you
1774 AJ Yeah that’s how she would have done it
1775 KP Ok, thank you. So there was no e-mail telling you off
1776 AJ I don't remember if it was an e-mail or it was a conversation
1777 KP But you just said  you remember that there was a conversation
1778 AJ Yes, conversation can be an e-mail
1779 KP No, the conversation what I mean is verbally or have you received an e-mail
1780 AJ I don't remember
1781 KP You've just said you remembered
1782

Aj
I remember speaking to Zarina about the situation yeah whether it was a conversation or e-mail I cant remember it was 2 years 
ago

1783 KP So you were dealt with by speaking to you instead of being told of by e-mail
1784 AJ I cannot see where I told you off
1785

KP That's not the point, you made the same mistake and as a British male you were dealt with less harshly , then I was
1786 AJ I am not sure how this has anything to do with being British male 
1787 KP Thank you
1788

KP
In your point 12 you say I had an issue with you being younger then me however you never perceived this at the time. What do 
you mean by this statement?

1789
AJ

What is says I didn't think you had an issue with me from start but as we gone through this whole process and knowing of some 
of the things that you said its just seems to me you had an issue with my age as well

1790
KP

So you didn't think that but since reading my grievance, where I relate to your age,  you now change your mind to assert that I 
discriminate against you because of age?

1791 AJ I didn't assert it I perceived it
1792 KP You just said in your statement that you never perceive it before,
1793 AJ Yes
1794 KP  so how can you not even perceived it before and now alledging that I've discriminate you against age?
1795 Judge Nobody says anything about being discriminated
1796

KP
But was implied earlier on…it is in his statement he says that Katarzyna had an issue with me being younger then her, however I 
never perceived it at the time. I just don't understand how he can say that I had an issue with his age if he never perceived it?

1797 Judge At the time but he is now. What has cause to change your view?
1798 AJ I think its just going through all of this 
1799 KP Could you tell me exactly which point?
1800

AJ

I can't tell you exactly, its all this, but obviously my opinion changed going through the process I didn't know there is a problem, 
and the reading this stuff my opinion was I have been doing certain things but you didn't like certain thinks about me managing 
you my opinion was that you didn't really like that and that's my opinon

1801 KP Your opinion now changed because you read through my grievance
1802 AJ Yes
1803 KP And how would I know how old are you?
1804 AJ I don't know, you looked up my post jobs through LinkedIn so
1805

KP
But it doesn't say your age. It is in public viewing (LinkedIn profile). You had a birthday in July or August and I did wish you a 
happy birthday and asked you how old are you? Do you remember?

1806 AJ No
1807 KP And you said 25 or 26, and I said nice age. Do you rememeber? I did say that
1808 AJ I don’t understand how it has anything to do with this
1809

KP

It does have everything to do with this, because I never implied that your age has anything to do with you I never refused any 
tasks and I did perform for you the the best of my abilities. The only issue I siad about it is that the interviewing Manager was 
Zarina and after I signed the contract, after I signed the contract they introduced me to Ashley Jackson, as my Manager. After I 
signed the contract but interviewing Manager was different person, so that was the only relation to age or experience I've made
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1810
KP In point 13 you said the response I got from Kat was that she was tired and feeling stressed. Have you addressed this complaint?

1811 AJ no response
1812 KP As my Manager have you addressed this me being tired and feeling stressed?
1813

AJ Well like you can see in the e-mails I just reassured you to relax and try not to make yourself stressed about what we are doing
1814 KP So you have not addressed me being tired or feeling stressed. You have never addressed it with me exactly
1815 AJ I don't understand what you what you
1816

KP
Its just a simple question have you addressed what you say in your statement, that my response to you as my Manager was I 
was tired and feeling stressed, and you never addressed it is that correct?

1817
AJ I did address it by this e-mails by saying to you trying not to get yourself worked up about work, that is my response

1818 KP Where is the e-mail, which e-mail
1819 AJ There is lots of examples of these
1820 KP Is it when I went off sick and you replied to me have a relaxing day when I was sick?
1821 AJ Well that’s probably part of the whole thing yeah
1822

KP
Do you think it is an appropriate response from the Manager to sick person to have a relaxing day, as a response to her 
complaining of being stressed at work?

1823 AJ I didn't know that you were being off because of stress
1824 KP I was off sick
1825 AJ All I knew was you were off to have a relaxing day
1826

KP
But you couldn't , the response was inappropriate for a Manager to say have a relaxing day when I could have been really sick at 
home and I was off with sick

1827

Judge

This case doesn't really relate to being sick it relates to allegations of sex and race discrimination and we have awful lot to go 
through and not much time, so it might be helpful you have got allegations on your opening sheet could you possibly deal with 
those because they are really important things to be asking about. These matters are very important from that perspective

1828 KP Yes Sir
1829 Judge This is why I asked you to check through that list you need to be asking those questions
1830 KP Yes Sir, I am trying
1831

KP
In your par.8 you say I was someone who needed constant positive reinforcement, but I was doing a good job, but on page 251 
you said yourself that you were not feeling valued. Is that right?

1832 Judge Which allegation this part relates to?
1833

KP
So I was being questioned on my witness statement and I try to do the same. He was himself not feeling valued, so on what 
base he says I was needing positive reinforcements

1834 Judge Will you answer that?
1835 AJ They are two separate points
1836

KP
No, they are not because you said yourself you are not feeling valued but you said about me your opinion that I need constant 
positive reinforcement, how come?

1837

AJ

So under many days when we were quiet and every little issue you took offence to and the way I decided to manage you was I 
thought you needed constant praise, I didn't think that you didn't feel valued but you mentioned over this (case) many times 
how much stuff you have done, how much work you did and all this obviously I thought you needed to be praised for so its what 
I did. Because your workpload wasn't heavy at all (note:Claimant sent/resolved around 3200 queries in 4 months, e-mails 
omitted in disclosure by the Respondent, not heavy workload? incl.price negotations and calling distributors, processing 
payments)and I tried to keep you as happy as possible

1838
KP

But then when I complained that I was tired and feeling stressed that was not addressed. So do you think I might have been 
quiet and having different behavoiur because I was stressed at work?

1839 AJ I didn't know you were stressed at work
1840

KP
I did tell you and you said it yourself in your statement. In par.13 you say it yourself that I did tell you as my Manager that I was 
feeling tired and stressed and you have not addressed it

1841 AJ This is just the issue of you want me to do something I didn't do, this has nothing to do with sexual harassment
1842 KP No, but its establishing some background information which is incorrect in your statement about me.
1843 AJ What is incorrect about it because this is my opinion so it doesn't have to be facts
1844

KP Yes it is your opinion but you are my manager and I complained to you about being stressed and tired at work and you said
1845

Judge
Well you said you complained he says that’s not the answer, whether that was a complaint is a different question on which we 
will be making findings

1846 KP Yes
1847

Judge
We need to be moving through the matters on the schedule concerning sexual harassment in the workplace where Mr Jackson 
is named

1848 KP Yes, thank you
1849 KP Could you confirm you have showed your knee in the office and I was sitting next to you
1850 AJ Yes
1851 KP Thank you, can you confirm that after coming back from Croatia you were talking about tan peeling off
1852 AJ Probably, yes
1853 Judge When you spoke about tan peeling off on your holiday in Croatia?
1854 AJ Yes
1855

KP
Can you confirm that it was an occurance in the office ,which might seem neutral ,like the Receptionist asking everyone to get 
ice creams and bringing ice creams for everyone and eating ice creams in the office?

1856 AJ Yes
1857

KP Right, thank you. Can you confirm you used expression 'keeping sweet', 'its sweet' can you confirm you use this expression a lot?
1858 AJ I do say SWEET a lot, yes
1859

KP
So in relation of D4digital e-mail which is on page 237, can you confirm I sent you an e-mail complaining about additional 
workload coming through from different people towards me and the work was for D4digital?
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1860 AJ Yes
1861

KP
Can you confirm you walked into the office and I was doing presentation for Ajaz and I asked you if Marketing could do it 
instead?

1862 AJ I don't remember the conversation but yeah (note: all denied by respondent)
1863 KP Sorry?
1864 AJ I don’t remember that conversation but yeah you could have said that
1865 KP But do you remember walking in to the office and I was doing presentation on his laptop and on the screen?
1866 AJ I don't rememebre that
1867 KP But you just said it could happeded but you don't remember
1868 AJ No
1869 KP But do you agree that I did have some work coming through for D4digital?
1870 AJ Yes
1871

KP
If we could open for the last one is an office plan, from page 165, so can you confirm that was the sitting plan exactly, sitting 
arrangement when I was working there 4 months?

1872 AJ Yes
1873 KP So Emma Crump never sat where Damian sat
1874 AJ Possibly, I don't remember that was the sitting plan at the time but a lot of people moved all over the place
1875 KP But Emma sat opposite you and you don't rememebre she sat opposite you?
1876 AJ Sometimes she sat there, sometimes she sat there, why?
1877

KP

The reason is because the sitting plan company provided I disagree with and is not correct from when I sat there, because 
Emma Crump was sitting in D4digital desk bank and not in my bank up untill few weeks before I left, so Emma Crump was sitting 
where Shell Halliwell was sitting, do you agree?

1878 AJ You just said its changed so probably has been received from somwhere……But this one is true though.
1879 KP It is not true because Damian H. has left and he was sitting next to the technical team
1880 Judge There is no date on the sitting plan, isn't it
1881 KP It is relevant because what I am trying to 
1882 Judge Yeah may be but we don't know what date this is 
1883 KP No dates no, it is just at the time when I was working there
1884 KP So can you confirm Ellie Smith has left now?
1885 AJ Yes
1886 KP And Emma Crump has left
1887 AJ Yes
1888 KP Do you know the reason she left?
1889 AJ No I don't
1890 KP Thank you. I don't think I have any more questions.
1891 Judge Well I don't think we cover this things under section
1892 KP I have missed that
1893

Judge
That’s why I have been saying to you look at the list and tick all off the questions to make sure all of the questions to Mr Jackson 
are being asked

1894 KP Sorry, I will just ask two more questions
1895

Judge
If you just go to your list, there is nothing missed I think on the first page, number 6,7,8 is not, the fun fact were shared about 
you, will you do any of that

1896
KP Yes, so can you confirm that the fun facts I did provide for the office olympics, my facts about me, can you tell what they were?

1897 AJ I have no idea, you've never sent these out you sent this to Shell (Michelle Halliwell)not to me
1898

KP
YES, BUT YOU TOLD ME THAT THEY WERE READ, DO YOU AGREE?They were told about after olympics games, because…do you 
agree that Shell told about my fun facts?

1899 AJ Shell was allowed to give, Shell had facts for all who took part in office olympics
1900 KP Yes, but I didn't take part and in the end they were exposed, as if
1901 AJ What that’s got to do with me?
1902 KP I'm just asking
1903

Judge
As a matter of fact if there is people giving  fun facts information concerning themselves do you remember do you remember if 
Claimant's facts were told or anybody was talking about them in your presence

1904 AJ I don't remember no, I don't remember no
1905 KP Could you confirm, that on the 02 Sep2016 in our 1-to-1 you gave me the news about Zarina leaving?
1906 AJ Yes
1907 KP And some more workload we would have to share in her absence, be trained of some more duties to do?
1908 AJ Yes
1909 KP And in the end of this 1-to-1 do you agree that you stretched in that meeting room?
1910 AJ I KIND OF DID STRETCH
1911 KP So can you remember that you were in short sleeve t-shirt as it was casual Friday?
1912 AJ I did ware a T-shirt on casual Friday, yeah
1913 KP Can you rememeber you kind of looked and exposed your bicepses
1914 AJ You can see my arms well exposed I did stretch, yeah
1915 KP Thank you
1916 Judge You said it was the 02 on the schedule its 09
1917 KP Sorry, casual Fri that was the 9th
1918

KP
The other one was I was sitting next to you and I had an impression that you stare me down(02Sep2016) as if…I don't know 
why it was just inappropriate gaze. Could you confirm you do that

1919 AJ No
1920 KP Do you know what staring down is?
1921 AJ Yes
1922 KP Thank you
1923

Judge Number 13 (Feeling uncomfortable walking around the office (lad’s culture) or to the meeting room alone with Ashley Jackson)
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1924
KP

Would you say it was always comfortable to go to the meeting rooms, to ask me to go to the meeting rooms. Would you say it 
was comfortable for you?

1925 AJ I don't understand the question
1926

KP
So what Im trying to say is on my induction we were in the meeting room which was locked and Ajaz opened the door 
because he said he doesn't like when the doors of the meeting rooms were closed. Can you remember that?

1927 AJ Is this about Point 13? Its nothing to do with this
1928 KP Yes, could you just answer the question
1929 AJ The question?
1930 KP The question is do you remember that the meeting rooms couldn't have closed doors because Ajaz didn't like it
1931 AJ Yeah the door were open Ajaz didn't like it when the door closes
1932 KP Thank you
1933 Judge Did you ask about the grapes?
1934 KP I did ask about the ice creams
1935 Judge You didn't ask about grapes, didn't you?
1936 KP So what is the way you recall eating grapes at work?
1937

AJ
I do the same as other fruits, keep having chat in the kitchen instead of on my own, and eat them one by one I don't hang them 
up above my head like you making up, just grab them, eat them, that’s it

1938 KP But you take the vine you don't pick them from the thing
1939 AJ Yeah, just eating them from the thing it doesn't mean Im doing stuff differently
1940 Judge I don't know if you are to ask abot variations in number 12
1941

KP
Yes, it about the culture, can you recall that I was the only female colleague for like most of the time in the beginning until 
Emma (Crump moved much later) moved? Can you recall that I was the only female sitting within two banks (of desk)

1942 AJ I couldn't tell. What Im missing here you have got Emma sitting here (on Respondents made up chart)
1943

KP No, but that one is incorrect because Emma was sitting at D4Digital bank, she only moved in approximatelly 2 weeks before I left
1944 AJ I don't recall what the sitting plan was 3 years ago
1945 KP No that was 2 years ago
1946 Judge 2 years ago
1947

KP
Could we just open grievance witness statement, 295 sorry 294. Could you read the par Is there hostility or gender issues, could 
you read that?

1948 AJ 294?
1949 KP Yes
1950

Judge
"Is there any hostility or gender issues generally in the office that you are aware of? That is a question of MH to Zarina G, No-
even in sales meetings where I was the only female I never felt any different to the others in the meeting"

1951

KP

So as you can see even Zarina is saying that she was the only female on occassions and it did happen, she was the only female 
on occassions AND I'M SAYING THE SAME THAT THE BANK WHERE I WAS SITTING I WAS THE ONLY FEMALE, and can you recall 
any laddish chat about the models or girls between the guys?

1952 AJ I don't recall
1953 KP Are you aware that Lauren Hibbert is a model?
1954 AJ I found after (we've got another look but I don't remember)
1955

KP Thank you. Do you recall the situation when Duncan was looking through cv's for a sales role and the girl was a model
1956 AJ I don't recall it
1957 KP I don't think I have any more questions
1958 END OF CLAIMANT EX OF ASHLEY JACKSON
1959 Judge Anything from you
1960

LH
Yes, right at the beginning of your cross-examination there was a case when she said "I felt hurt", when you said I felt hurt what 
was said about me, what did you mean by that?

1961

AJ

Just to be accussed by all this couldn't get hold of it and also thinking back about certain situations did I actually do something 
and did I do actually something wrong, than just to add this was in 2016 I spent 2 years I have this in the background living my 
life and then still things like I must tell my parents, those kind of stuff. You also are a victim if Im honest but (you don't feel that 
honest what is done to you particularly in this past 2 years)

1962
LH

You were asked questions about text messages you received from Claimant and you said you've showed it to people, who did 
you showed it to and what was their relationship to you?

1963

AJ

So the first thing I did I forwarded THAT MESSAGE that night, or Sunday morning to Zarina (Greehalgh) WHO WAS MY 
MANAGER AT THE TIME to get her filled in and to see if like I said  before was there any truth to it because I was absolutely 
oblivious to all of this I didn't know if I was doing something I shouldn't then I've actualy got my own mum to see just nonsence 
and that's how I saw it as well and I didn't show it to anybody else.

1964

LH

In relation to questions about the Russian model it was your reference that you didn't say it, who made an alledged 
comment?[NO ANWER GIVEN] And you just look at the sitting plan on pg 165 you sat opposite the Claimant and who else you 
shared the office

1965 AJ Zarina Greenhalgh
1966 LH Thank you Sir I am through with the examination
1967 Judge Anybody question? Thank you very much Mr Jackson. Feel free to go away nobody asks you to stay
1968 END OF X-EX OF MR JACKSON
1969 Judge Who is next?
1970 LH Mr Chris Haresnape (CH) please Sir, I apologise its slightly out of order Mr Haresnape shouldn't be here today
1971 Judge Who
1972 START MR CHRIS HARESNAPE
1973 LH Mr Haresnape Sir
1974

CH
I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I shall give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing 
but the truth.
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1975 Judge You should find your witness statement there
1976 LH Its already signed. Please can you confirm your full name and what was your professional address at the time
1977 CH My name is Christopher Haresnape and its 14 Riverview, Vale Road, SK4 3GN Stockport Cheshire
1978 LH And can you confirm that is your witness statement 2 pages and 8 paragraphs.
1979 CH I have not read it in 12 months but, can I read it?
1980 Judge He should read it certainly
1981 LH Have you read it recently
1982 CH Just now
1983 LH Are there any changes you wishes to make?
1984 CH No
1985 LH Can you confirm that this is accurate recollection of events?
1986 CH Yes
1987 LH And that's your signature on the back dating 18 Jul 2017
1988 CH It is
1989 LH Witness is ready for examination in chief Sir
1990 Judge Yes, thank you very much
1991 KP Thank you. Could you please confirm your role tiltle while at r-com consulting?
1992 CH Financial Controller
1993 KP Could you confirm you left in Apr 2017
1994 CH Correct
1995 KP Could you confirm you are a qualified person to deal with Human Resources issues?
1996

CH No, I have no Human Resources qualification, however I deal with that are on a number of occassions within the company
1997 KP What area is that? What area you are referring to?
1998 CH HR
1999 KP Payrol exactly?
2000 CH Payroll yes or HR issues
2001 KP On the 14th of Sep 2016 did I come to your office and said I was sick and I had to go home?
2002 CH Yes
2003 KP To your knowledge the entire HR was based under your supervision, the HR issues, the issues related to HR
2004 CH The Management of it was, yes
2005 KP But there was no other employee to deal with Human Resources
2006 CH We have a professional company's back up (Note: PENINSULA)
2007 Judge Would help you hire the crew?
2008 CH Yes, Peninsula
2009 KP Were Employees made aware about it?
2010 CH That is an Employment system Service Team dealing with the legal matters
2011

KP
Could you show me in the bundle or direct me how employees were informed about it, because I am not aware about it and I 
spent there 4 months

2012 CH That is an Employer helpline, not an Employee helpline
2013 KP Right so it was for the legal matters more than,  see, thank you
2014 CH That's right, Yeah
2015 Judge Would this illustrate HR equivalent if x is entilteled to maternity leave
2016 CH We would still refer them to Peninsula
2017 Judge Yeah
2018 KP Could you recall when was Peninsula called about my case about my grievances?
2019 CH I don't the date but obviously when the grievance was made
2020 KP So roughly 14 of Sep 2016 you can refer to the budle its thr first letter sent on the 14th of Sep
2021 CH Yes
2022 KP So the company was aware about possible litigation?
2023 CH We dealt with the grievance that was sent
2024 KP So would you say in your opinion it would imply possible litigation process
2025 Male Panel I didn't get the question
2026 Judge If you deal with the grievance how likely would it be that matters turn to the tribunal?
2027

CH
Basically the HR we have a grievance process in place,upon a serious instigator the company grievance procedure, we then 
follow that procedure and part of that procedre is to take advance from Peninsula who are appointed consultant

2028
KP

You don't recall the company was adviced that it could lead to litigation, do you recall that this could lead to litigation at the 
time?

2029 CH No, I don't
2030

KP
On one occasion you did sent some financial D4Digital date while I was sitting in Ajaz office and you did come in to confirm to 
confirm that the e-mail came throgh, do you remember that?

2031 CH No
2032

KP
On one occasion I was in the kitchen and I brought some cakes for everyone and I had a cake and a coffee in the kitchen and you 
were there, can you recall that?

2033 CH No
2034

KP
Would you say you were aware about my complaints about stress at work? On pg240 in the bundle. On this page I informed my 
Manager about being off sick. Were you made aware 

2035 CH Sorry, could you just spare me a moment need some glasses
2036 KP Oh sorry
2037

Judge

Should I read it to you, addressed to you "Good morning, Please note I am unwell today and won't be able to attend work"that 
was sent to you and Ashley Jackson on 08 Jul 2016 although its not who responded to it, Mr Jackson reply "Sorry to hear have a 
relaxing day hopefully see you on Mon"

2038 CH What was the question
2039 KP Do you recall this situation that I was off sick? Do you recall that I sent an e-mail Absent-Sick that day
2040 CH No, I had thousands of e-mails, I cant 'being off sick', specific e-mails
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2041 KP So have you followed up as an HR Representative on my return on Mon?Why I was sick
2042 CH I haven't followed it up?
2043 KP No, thank you. On pg 235-236 its about speaking Polish
2044 CH Need my glasses
2045

KP

So we've just established on the 08Jul 2016 I informed you I was off sick, this e-mail is on the 12Jul 2016 I did tell you: "It has 
been really difficult to stay positive in the office environment because so many people left recently" (incl my friend Damian 
leaving) Could you read your response?

2046
CH

"It isn't really up to me I will speak to Ajaz because unlike Zarina I don't speak for him and I will ask him to have a word with 
you." So it is in relation to Zarina telling you today not to speak Polish?

2047 KP Yes, as well as me complaining that I was really upset that so many people were leaving
2048

CH
"Because so many people left recently, it has been really difficult as well to stay positive in the office environment and Damian 
has been my friend"

2049 KP Would you not say this required HR attention?
2050

CH I WASN'T AN HR PERSON I MANAGED THE HR PROCESS, SO I was never man to manage it I was a financial controller
2051 KP On page 245 I informed employer "I have been feeling stressed and exhaused recently"(12 Aug 2016)
2052 CH That is to Ashley Jackson
2053

KP
Yes, I informed my Manager I have been feeling stressed and exhausted recently as work has been hectic, were you aware of 
me complaining of stress?

2054 CH No
2055 KP On pg237 I informed my Manager of feeling anxious and nervous, have you been made aware of this concerns?
2056 CH No
2057 KP To your knowledge are you aware the reason I was off sick from work since the day I left?
2058 CH Since the day you left?
2059 KP Yes
2060 CH At the time
2061 KP At the time you were with the company
2062 CH I dealt with the grievance process
2063 KP You dealt with the grievance process?
2064 CH Yes
2065 KP So you did the investigation interviewing of people?
2066

CH
Not all interviews, Shell (Michelle Halliwell) did some interviews, but I was in charge of the grievance process at the time so I 
dealt with the grievance process

2067 KP Were you aware the reason I was off sick? Of my illness?
2068 CH Yes, because you sent sick notes to me
2069 KP So do you recall what they said
2070 CH First one as I recall was off work due to stress
2071 KP Thank you
2072

CH These are a matter of record anyway, I don't know why I do remember them, yeah The documents are a matter of record.
2073 KP You said in your statement that you knew very well that I had a Polish passport
2074 CH Yeah
2075

KP

So in my opinion the conversation took place between us where post brexit referendum we discussed when we discussed 
passport and you said things like people will be coming here  because this is the only place they could speak English, do you 
recall that?

2076 CH No
2077 KP Thank you I don't have any more questions
2078 Judge Do you have any questions?
2079 LH No Sir
2080 Judge Do you have any questions?(Panel)
2081 Panel No
2082 END OF MR CHRIS HARESNAPE EX
2083 Judge Ok thank you very much. So whats the plan for the rest of the afternoon
2084

LH

We have two witnesses left Sir, and Mr Khan is a relatively short one to answer the questions about the e-mails and the server 
because he knows better than I do,  than we have Miss Halsall who is going to explain just about the grievance is relatively short 
and that Ms Greenhalgh, Ms Dando we will leave Ms Dando till last, as to Ms Greenhalgh will be here tomorrow morning, so Mr 
Umer Khan and Ms Halliwell first in each ever order

2085 Judge Do you know how long approximatelly might be? (to Claimant)
2086

KP
I have no questions prepared for any witnesses as I did for Ashley Jackson, I do have questions on their statement but I don't 
know how lond will they take?

2087
Judge Its taking some of your notes, so this is how long its gonna take, so. If we go and have a break before next witness, 5 past please.

2088 BREAK  SHORT 10MIN
2089 START X-EX MR UMER FAROOQ KHAN
2090 Judge Who is the next witness
2091 LH Mr Khan, Umer Khan
2092 Judge Would you like to take a stand, do you Affirm or
2093 UFK Yes, no problem
2094

UFK
I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I shall give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing 
but the truth.

2095 Judge Good. You can sit down and then your statement should be there
2096 LH Its in that file. Please can you confirm your name and your professional address to the tribunal
2097

UFK Its Umer Farooq Khan and address is 14 Riverview, Vale Road, The Embankment Business Park, Stockport, SK4 3GN
2098 LH Can you confirm that this is your statement and it goes into 3pgs and 12 paragraphs
2099 UFK Yes it is
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2100 LH Have you read it recently
2101 UFK Yes
2102 LH Are there any changes that you wish to make?
2103 UFK No
2104 LH Please can you confirm that this is true and an accurate reflection of the events?
2105 UFK Yes, it is
2106 LH Please can you sign and date on the bottom page
2107 Judge Are you ready for questions
2108

KP

Yes Sir. Thank you for being here. The questions relate to my query which I find suspicious that the e-mails were suddenly gone 
from Jun to Jul 2018 (this is when Claimant was successful in specific document disclosure going on since Feb2017)the e-mails 
which were STORED ON MY LAPTOP, ON ASHLEY JACKSON LAPTOP, AND SUPPOSEDLY BACKED UP ON THE CLOUD IN OFFICE 
365, so the query is about this situation because the e-mails I requested SPECIFIC DOCUMENT DISCLOSURE FOR THOSE E-MAILS 
TO BE DISCLOSED FOR THE LITIGATION PROCESS, so in your statement par3 you said on or around 4 or 5 Jul 2017 I was asked by 
Shell Halliwell, Global Education Manager, if I could recover e-mails sent between the Claimant and her Line Manager, Ashley 
Jackson 

2109 UFK That’s right I did
2110 KP In your opinion how did she know that they were gone and needed recovery?
2111

UFK

Uhmm, let me just clarify one thing here because I have been hearing in conversation. We are using Office365, so when we 
configured for Ashe's there is nothing that is installed on these laptops, these laptops in our office we are looking at, even if 
speaking Office365 PR so its a question of taking the e-mails they sitting on the CLOUD all this time. So you were saying about 
your laptop; even when removed it wasn't removed. Its a standard procedure that when an EMPLOYEE LEAVES the laptop will 
be given to the next employee or any employee who's joined in

2112 KP I appreciate that, however I am STILL AN EMPLOYEE WITH R-COM CONSULTING.How do you explain that?
2113

UFK
I was obviously not have been given an insight of what exactly is happening, must have used a standard procedure when it 
moved your laptop

2114 KP So you have removed my subscription without any instruction to do it?
2115

UFK

WHEN YOU LEFT I MUST HAVE BEEN ASKED TO SORT OF USE THE LICENCE be completed under Office365 licences, so whoever 
employee's been leaving  I must be assigning those licences specifically your licence. So whoever employee leaves the company 
say in a month I take their licence from that employee.

2116 KP I appreciate that. Do you recall who gave you the instruction to remove the licence?
2117 UFK Nobody gave me the instruction on communication basis
2118 KP But you've just said, somebody has approached you to remove
2119 UFK No, no all Im saying it’s the standard procedure for me when an employee leaves
2120 KP Yes, so did it happen?Yes, so did the standard procedure happened?
2121 Judge Let the witness examined finish particular matter
2122 KP Sorry
2123 UFK So when an EMPLOYEE LEAVES
2124 KP I'VE NEVER LEFT THE COMPANY
2125 Judge What did I just say
2126 KP I apologise
2127

UFK

So if the common unit stayed on board, I was obviously not always made aware if he is working or not, but when you left the 
office I can say so I must have resumed that she is no longer with us, and because this between her and HR whether she is still 
on board or not, so when you've not been at work for a month so I the licence will be recalled by the next employee whoever, 
we have got limited number of licences so reassign licences to a new users

2128 KP So again nobody gave you instructions to remove it, you removed it yourself?
2129 UFK YES I REMOVED IT MYSELF
2130 KP Thank you
2131 UFK This is what I do for all the totally legal
2132 KP Is there a server at r-com floor, there is a locked server room on the office floor, is that correct?
2133 UFK There's not a server room, it’s a communication room with IT hosting and Telecome system which we use
2134 KP Its been referred as a Server room
2135 UFK Yeah, I tell you why.Its for Focus our IT system. Its nothing to do with the e-mails in the server room
2136 KP Can you confirm it is locked
2137 UFK It is kew locked, yeah
2138

KP
So Ashley Jackson confirmed that the e-mails sent, sent, as a sent items, were on his laptop and on my laptop. Can you explain 
how come his e-mails were gone when he was employed and is still employed?

2139

UFK

Uhmm, the time he's asked me to actually investigate or retrieve the e-mails not recover the e-mails, retrieve the emails 
between certain dates, which are from 11 Feb to 18 Oct 2016; I obviously get into his inbox, his Office365 inbox, then I actually 
got hold of this inbox, I was not to look for anything specific between you and him in this e-mail exchange

2140 KP Yes, but how do you explain this, if for e-mails to be gone you needed to remove my licence and assume
2141 UFK The licence must have been removed the process has been started
2142 KP So how do you explain his sent items to me were gone as well?
2143

UFK
Uhmmmm this is what I referred back to Microsoft, because I was asked obviously to recoved those e-mails if they are not there 
and I referred back to Microsoft and had a case logged a proper case was openned with Microsoft

2144 KP Yes [Claimant spilled water all over her desk]
2145 Judge Before you ask your next question, we have some clarification
2146 Male 

Panel 
Member

Thank you. You said you were to recover e-mail for certain dates you said you went to Ashley Jackson inbox, was it just his inbox 
you went into or was all of his folders in an e-mail

2147 UFK All of his folders
2148 Male Panel Ok, thank you.
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2149
UFK

I as an IT Admin for Office365, the access to the Inbox obviously required permission of the management to retreive that so for 
that I needed to change log in password to that specific user and then acces inbox

2150 Male Panel All of his folders
2151 UFK All of his folders, complete e-mails
2152 Male Panel Ok that’s what I wanted clarify
2153

KP
So that was so none of the emails he actually sent out through out his work up until Jul 5 or 6th 2017 were there because you 
couldn't search for the e-mails. Were all the e-mails gone or were selective e-mails gone?

2154 UFK I was only able to find trace of it
2155 KP Sorry
2156 Judge Were all the e-mails gone, was inbox/outbox completely blank?
2157

UFK
Yeah that’s right yeah, Not specific period it was for that specific period which I was asked to search there was nothing there I 
could find either sent or inbox

2158 Judge Between anyone?
2159 UFK Yeah, between anyone
2160 Judge Hmmm
2161

UFK
Then this question, this case was logged with microsoft, because even if Ashley was deleting e-mails, e-mails would be in the 
second allignment , which microsoft has access to perished e-mails, but microsoft is saying there is no e-mail in there

2162
KP

So he was working there from Jul 2015 but only the Jan and Feb 2016 were gone but March, Apr, May were still there up until 
Sep?This is what you are saying, yes?

2163 UFK No, the record from 21 Feb to 18 Oct 2016, so the record prior to Feb and after Oct was there.
2164 KP So only those and ALL e-mails for the period I specifically asked for were gone?
2165 UFK I don't know you've asked specifically for this period, I was asked to check for them
2166

KP And all his e-mails, the quotes, the job reference everything was gone, there was nothing from Feb to Oct 2016?
2167

UFK

Not to a sales reference or the sales support things but this is from Ashley Jackson inbox. Let remaind you that Ashley Jackson in 
his own capacity was not receiving large amount of e-mails because he was working for Sales Support so he was retreiving the 
sales support inbox and sent items within not his personal or his own e-mail address

2168

KP

I appreciate that however my exchange with my manager were on our personal e-mail it wasn't on the shared, and what you 
are saying his emails from Feb to Oct 2016 on his inbox and sent items were all gone including, from Feb to Oct 2016, thare was 
nothing there

2169

UFK

That's right yeah. Because most of the people in the company who were sending e-mails to Ashley Jackson were sending e-mails 
to sales support and Ashley Jackson was bearing signatore of the sales support, so because he was visiting inbox of the sales 
support there was no need to sending e-mail to Ashley Jackson separatelly. Im not aware that people are communicating 
directly with Ashley Jackson, I don't think so,  so there was not much of a record if at all 

2170 KP But there was, yes there was
2171 UFK Ok
2172 KP In the bundle, what I am trying to say I requested those e-mails was Feb 2017
2173 Judge Is it the e-mail from microsoft
2174

KP

Yes if we could open on 104 following to 107, and it is 04 Jul 2017 third par it says "the Respondent doesn't hold any e-mails 
between the Claimant and Mr Jackson in 2016 those have been archived" however there is e-mail in Jun 2016 which says they 
are still there or the Respondent is not saying they are not there

2175 Judge 98
2176

KP

Yes, thank you, so on page 98, so the date is 06 Jun 2017 and in the first paragraph the company says: "the claimant has 
requested all emails sent between her and her manager." and in the end of this paragraph it says we object to this further 
request for e-mails, So there is no mention whatsoever of e=mails missing or gone/ How do you explain that in Jun they were 
there and by Jul when the disclosure order came they were all gone?

2177 UFK Im not getting what exactly you asking me? This email is from Peninsula
2178 LH Its from one of my colleagues in Peninsula
2179

KP
It relates to the e-mails in question that we talk about and they never mentioned that they were gone, so that was in Jun and in 
Jul 2017 on pg 107 thay claim they were all gone

2180 UFK Im not sure if Peninsula was made aware that we couldn't retreive the e-mails for a while
2181

KP

Could we turn back to the microsoft response ticket on 108. In your statement you were approached by Michelle Halliwell on 4 
or 5 Jul 2017 to recover e-mails , the ticket is from the 05 Jul 2017. Is it reasonable that its quite serious query for IT to locate, to 
find, to search, to investigate. Is that reasonable assumption in your expetise?

2182 UFK Assumption of what?
2183

KP The assumption that the investigation of microsoft would take longer than not even a day to tell you what happened
2184 UFK When Shell asked me
2185 KP But she asked you on the same day 4/5 Jul 2017
2186

UFK

Yeah, true. So for me to to access Ashley inbox it a 5 min job I can log in to the portal and can access Ashley Jackson inbox and 
can see which e-mails are there and then when I must have tell Michelle H. that there is no e-mail record I should have 
escalated this to microsoft to get the call of them

2187 KP So whan did you first contact microsoft about this query?
2188

UFK
I believe maybe 5th of Jul morning  contact microsoft means logging a ticket from the portal itself there is nothing like telephon 
call to microsoft

2189
KP

But did you not say in your statement that this conversation took place by telephone par 9 you say This conversation took place 
by telephone.

2190

UFK

Yes, obviously once ticket has been logged there is a response from microsoft and then and there is call from microsoft as well. 
All Im saying I have not called microsoft to log a complaint I have logged into portal itself. So once a complaint is logged 
somebody will respond, and call and they explain and obviously this can go on for some time.
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2191
KP

For some time exactly, so the recovery started on the 4th or 5th and the ticket was closed on the 5th. So this is the e-mail ticket 
being closed, do you agree?

2192 UFK Once they respond they have the right of closing down the ticket
2193 KP So that's the final response about this query
2194 UFK Sorry?
2195 KP Is that the final response?
2196

UFK

Yeah. This dates this dates that I mentioned were mentioned on a assumption which has been asked for in the statement to be 
given around 6 months or few months after this whole thing was started those areas I might have been asked to check those e-
mails, I recall 4th or 5th of July 2017

2197 KP Sorry, what do you mean
2198 UFK You see this statement was generated on was iniciated much after than older case
2199 KP But in your statement you say it was on the 4th or 5th of July, are you saying that your statement is untrue
2200 UFK No Im not saying its untrue
2201 KP But you just said its been much earlier
2202

UFK Im saying on keeping the record of the dates I have been asked for I said around 4th or 5th of July 2017. This was asked from me
2203 KP But you just said its been much earlier
2204

UFK

No, no, Im saying I might have been asked a day or two before those dates. I was not aware of all this case or problem whatever 
it has been happened I was asked to recoved the e-mails record of Ashley Jackson and Kat between this dates and this records 
was not available to find logged a call with microsoft, called a response from microsoft, called ticket closed and then maybe 
after 6 months I was asked to produce a statement or whatever. Im saying this is NOT EXACTLY ON THE SAME PAGE

2205

KP

But would the ticket, you know you have a ticket history, be the indication for you of the exact dates and it says exactly 5th July, 
so how you are saying you didn't know the dates that’s why you put 4 or 5, earlier you said you were asked about it much 
earlier, so the ticket is from 5th of July (note, not an original ticket by respose of microsoft to an unknown ticket)

2206 UFK All Im saying much earlier to recall this record as part of this statement. This statement , sorry can you
2207 LH Its March 2018 this statemnt was written (note: submitted to Claimant 12.04.2018)
2208 KP Yes, but how is this relevant if the ticket says exactly when was it done
2209 UFK I was keeping a record of the tickets (note:highly unlikely as its on microsoft portal)being open
2210

Judge 

In your witness statement par 7(I therefore raised a ticket with Microsoft on the portal system. I noted that there was a legal 
matter, and that we needed the emails.) you refer to the ticker raised on the 5th of Jul2017, you refer to the page closing it on 
the bundle pg108 (wrong pg on witness statement 240)which is the ticket closing it at 18:32 on the 05th of Jul 2017. In the same 
statement you say in the 3rd par "On or around the 4th or 5th July 2017 I was asked by Shell Halliwell, Global Education 
Manager, if I could recover emails sent between the Claimant and her line manager, Ashley Jackson." So the Claimant is 
suggesting its been done rather quickly between the 4th and 5th of Jul, how come its been all signed off on the 5th, why does 
your statement not suggesting thats a great amount of time

2211
UFK

Yeah, I agree, I have been measured not incorrect on the statement dates when Shell did actually ask me, but obviously this e-
mail is from microsoft so this confirms that case was closed on 5th of Jul.

2212

Judge
On 4th of Jul, 10:05am (note:bundle 107) its suggested  they have been awaiting for microsoft {Note: Respondent has already 
declared with confidence "does not hold any of the e-mails, those having been archived" before ticket closed)

2213

KP
No its just its untrue statement on the witness statement I just would like to point to that on or around the 4th or 5th of Jul 
2017 what is the witness saying he knew the dates but then he is saying he was asked much earlier, what I'm saying its too odd

2214 Judge Well you have got microsoft ticket
2215 KP If we could see on pg109 that is an attachment to the ticket sent by Microsoft, could you read the first sentence
2216

UFK
"When a reasonable expectation of litigation exists , organizations are required to preserve electronically stored information 
(ESI), including email that's relevant to the case"

2217

KP
Thank you. What I mean is the reasonable expectation of litigation existed since the Grievance was raised and the company 
sought legal advice from Peninsula and they were adviced that reasonable expectation of litigation exists

2218 Judge How do you know that ?
2219

KP Because Chris Haresnape said that in his statement that they did call Peninsula in the beginning of the Grievance
2220 Judge Im no witness at this end there was a reasonable prospect of litigation talking through
2221 KP They did sought legal advice
2222 Judge Are you talking about Peninsula
2223 KP Sorry?
2224 Judge You talking advice from Peninsula
2225 KP Yes, from the Legal Advisor
2226 LH Its HR Advisor
2227 KP Yes but it’s a group with legal representation as well
2228 Judge Yes, yes, anyway we know that legal matters but we don't know the reason why
2229

UFK

Even if the this in place hold and litigation hold its been in place obviously I was not aware of what exactly was happening, I was 
simply asked to recover the record of you and Ash to which I got a response that the record isn't there and then I opened up a 
ticket to microsoft and got a response from microsoft which is what I found

2230
KP So can I just confirm in your par4 you say when a user leavs the organisation, what do you mean by that statement?

2231 UFK Uhmmm, when a USER IS NO LONGER THERE WITH THE COMPANY
2232 Judge What
2233

UFK
When a user is no longer there with the company, when he is obviously no longer coming on a regular basis or I assume is no 
longer working with us, so in my own capacity Im allowed to swap the licences

2234 KP So its your decision as a result possibly  all the evidence is gone
2235 UFK Uhmmm, see I was not made aware that you stayed on board till now
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2236 Judge (it does matter who are the licences going to is it surely)
2237

UFK
If we take off the licence no need microsoft will keep it , e-mail record for 30 days and then after that record gots destroyed. 
Like say licence was taken off from Kat that e-mail were there for 30 days and after that they were destroyed

2238 Judge Hmmm short term short term
2239 UFK I know microsoft must make more money by sending new licences to users (joking)
2240 KP Thank you no more questions
2241

LH
There is a matter for examination interms of Mr Khan speaking his native language, I don't know if you would like to proceed 
with that?

2242 Judge No
2243

KP
This has been never mentioned throughout the case, its been never mention in the bundle. I was never made aware of any 
issue like that

2244
Lady Panel 

A technical question sort off You say that when a user leaves the organisation how would you know that person left the 
organisation

2245 UFK The laptop and other stuff its been given back to me as in IT resource 
2246 Lady Panel So can you remember who gave you the laptop 
2247 UFK I can't recall most likely either Ash (note:Ashley Jackson, alledged perpetrator) or Ajaz (note:Rathore, MD)
2248 Lady Panel Can you recall what was said when the laptop was brought
2249 UFK That she is no longer working with us
2250

Male Panel 

You were asked to look for e-mails between 21Feb and 18 Oct 2017 and you said that there weren't any, in either account what 
was the last e-mail that you found in AJ file before the 21 Feb 2017, you only looked for that dates and you found that empty so 
to speak

2251 UFK True,
2252 Male Panel What was the first one before the 21st of Feb 2017?
2253

UFK
Cannot recall but there were very few e-mails this is what I was telling earlier that Ashley Jackson was not communicating 
through this inbox he was communicating through sales support inbox

2254 Male Panel Right
2255 UFK So all the people would send e-mail to him through sales support inbox
2256 Male Panel We know he was sending and receiving some e-mails because we have seen them in the bundle
2257 UFK Maybe
2258 Male Panel Coming back to 18 October can you remember the first e-mail you found after that date
2259 UFK I cant recall exactly but maybe after say 15 days after that specific date
2260

Male Panel 
Right ok. I understand what you say you,ve got a business or a cloud storage and then microsoft doing backup, do you copy pst. 
Files of the individuals to keep within the company

2261 UFK No
2262

Male Panel 
So what is there to protect the business if perhaps quotations or the invoices are being e-mailed out and they lost in a way that 
this e-mails were apparently lost

2263

UFK

Quotes are saved in sales support folder on the sharepoint being hold by microsoft,  all e-mails being active in Office 365 have 
access to the sharepoint so you can create folders on7 folders on the sharepoit all of the people have access to the sales 
support sharepoint folder same with the accounts sharepoint has been set up and accounts are responsible to manage that 
folder

2264 Male Panel And do you download backup copies yourself or is it down all to microsoft
2265 UFK ,microsoft keeps them available as long as we are keeping office 365licence
2266 Male Panel So in terms of Mr Jackson e-mails you found nothing sitting there or in back up file
2267 UFK There is no really a backup file its like say office365 inbox sitting within microsoft
2268 Male Panel Right, but I think you said that microsoft keeps a backup file for e-mails
2269 UFK If e-mails get deleted  they go to the perished file
2270 Male Panel They still keep those so you checked there
2271 UFK I asked them because I don't have access to those
2272

Male Panel 
So for other users in the company because you hold other licences did you go and check if any of their e-mails got missing at 
that time?

2273 UFK Uhmmm, I didn't check specifically but I have not had any other complaints that e-mails gone missing
2274 Male Panel Because e-mails going missing even perished copies going missing in this context must be quite unusuall
2275

UFK
This is why I got microsoft engaged with and then opened up a case and then microsoft responded back because I don't have 
control of microsoft

2276
Male Panel No, I mean my question is you have lost this data why didn't you go and check if noone  else lost data in a similar way?

2277 UFK There was no need, nobody else actually have complained that this e-mails have gone missing
2278 Male Panel Right, because nobody else have known during that period of time
2279 UFK Possibly but I have not heard from anybody else
2280

Male Panel 
In terms of the perched e-mails that you said werent on the system does anybody in the organisation have authorisation to 
delete those?

2281 UFK No
2282 Male Panel And thinking of Mr Jackson e-mail file who could delete sent/received e-mails from his address
2283 UFK Only himself. He can delete and if I log in I can delete as well
2284 Male Panel So you two would be two people who could do that
2285

UFK
There is another programmer as well. We can delete but only from the first level, we don't have access to the perished emails in 
microsoft

2286 Male Panel Right
2287 UFK Because if we delete they go to the perished folder in microsoft
2288 Male Panel Thank you
2289 END X-EX UMER FAROOQ KHAN
2290 Judge So you have 3 more to go
2291 LH Yes
2292 judge And where we are on questions from the claimant and that would take probably all day tomorrow
2293 LH Yes Sir
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2294

Judge
After that we have got to consider some legal questions therefore probably we will have to come back on another day when 
you will have a chance to do their submissions in their own time particularly Claimant litigant in person less experience

2295 KP Talking about being giving a chance to make submissions
2296 LH Would that assist to do them written
2297

Judge It might do but its better. You may find it helpful to do them in writing because to say a lot without a scrit isn't easy
2298

KP I appreciate that however I did submit my opening statement and I would appreciate a chance to talk about them
2299

Judge
You will be given a chance. Im just trying to plan ahead you have 3 more witnesses, we will probably will have to get together I 
don't know when, so please do come back tomorrow

2300 END OF DAY 2 AT 15:50

NOTE: 
MICROSOFT AS A PARTNER AND A PROVIDER OF SERVICES/STAKEHOLDER NOT ENTIRELY OBJECTIVE, ALSO NO COPY OF 
ORIGINAL TICKET WAS DISCLOSED BY THE RESPONDENT ONLY RESPONSE TO SOME TICKET WITHOUT REF TO WHICH ACCOUNT!
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Employment Tribunal Hearing 3-5 September 2018     CASE: 2405428/16 - Paczkowska v R-Com Consulting Ltd
Manchester ET

DAY3 Claimant: Katarzyna Paczkowska/Unrepresented
10AM Respondent: Peninsula Business Services -Laura Halsall, Michelle Haliwell

Judge Sherratt (Judge)
Panel member1 male
Panel member2 female
Katarzyna Paczkowska(KP)
Laura Halsall(LH):
Michelle Halliwell (MH)
Zarina Greenhalgh (ZG)
Susan Dando (SD)

Index Inicial Comment Column1
2301 Judge Who will be next?
2302 START X-EX OF MISHELLE HALLIWELL
2303 LH Michelle Halliwell, please Sir
2304 MH I swear by Almighty God, that evidence I shall give is truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth
2305 Judge Thank you. You are ready to start somwhere
2306 LH Please can you confirm your name and professional address for the Tribunal
2307 MH Its Michelle Halliwell, 14 Riverview, Vale Road, The Embankment Business Park, Stockport, SK4 3GN
2308 LH And can you confirm, that this is your statement which is 2 pages and 5 paragraphs
2309 MH It is
2310 LH Have you read through it recently?
2311 MH Yes
2312 LH Are there any changes you wish to make?
2313 MH No
2314 LH Please can you confirm that this is accurate and true to the best of your recollection
2315 MH It is
2316 LH Sir, witness is ready to be cross-examined
2317 Judge Thank you, your chance Miss Paczkowska
2318 KP Thank you
2319

LH
Sir, just before we start I've just notices that might be worth an update as well, as Ms Halliwell statement was from 2017, she is
no longer working at R-com

2320 Judge So it the business of changed employers, please could you just explain that with a little of background
2321

MH
Yes, absolutely. So I've worked with R-com for 16 years, up untill last year uhm and I set up an individual company with the
owner, Ajaz Rathore, in Oct of last year (2017). Still in the same premises, still in the same group, just different company name 

2322 Judge So, this new company is yours?
2323 MH And Ajaz Rathore, who is the owner
2324 Judge Is it similar situation as with Ms Dando?
2325 MH Yes
2326 KP What is the company called?
2327 MH Colour In Media Ltd.
2328 KP So this questions will be in relation to the grievance and to the refusal of references
2329 MH Ohmm (yes)
2330 KP I think I will start with references, if that's all right, so it is page 409 starting
2331

KP

So on the 29 of Nov 2017 I applied for leave to amend the claim to include victimisation and direct disability discrimination or
arising from discrimination, on base of refusal to provide work reference to me, as a result of bringing a protected act. Were
you the person, who was dealing with it?

2332 MH Yes
2333 Judge So what was the question? Were you the person…
2334 KP Were you the person who was dealing with it?
2335 MH Yes
2336

KP
Under the Equality Act 2010, s.112 it is unlawful to knowingly help someone to discriminate against, harass, victimise another
person, or to knowingly hwlp, to instruct, cause or induce discrimination. Were you aware at the time I was off sick?

2337 MH Yes
2338 KP Were you aware of the litigation process?
2339 MH Yes
2340 KP Did you consult your HR Advisors, Peninsula, about it?
2341 MH About what?
2342 KP About making the decision to refuse the references?
2343 MH No. I didn't refuse them, I didn't actively refuse them, I just didn't respond.
2344 Judge Does that mean you passively refused them?
2345 MH Yes
2346

KP
Are you aware that sitting here legal Representative, on the PH, on 16 Mar 2018 said in her words quoting "we did refuse the
references, as we were busy with other things". Are you aware

2347 LH Let me just stop you there that isn't quote of mine I have got notes from PH and it wasn't what I said
2348 KP This is how I recall it, this is how I recall it
2349 Judge What we are concerned here is evidence from this witness
2350 KP Could you confirm, is you have Human Resources qualification?
2351 MH No
2352

KP
At the time of making the decision to passively refuse to provide references in my name, was there an Employment Tribunal
judgment, as to whether R-com grievance was confirmed or uphelf. Was there a judgment in a discrimination case? 

2353 MH Finalised? It was striked out
2354 KP It never was stroke out
2355 LH And then there was reconsideration hearing 
2356 KP It was never stroked out, what are you…what is…it was never stroke out
2357

LH
It was pending reconsideration hearing in Dec (2017) we didn't turn up to and that's why it came back in in Jan (2018)it got put
back in, it got stroked out

2358 KP But there was no decision and I did apply fairly quickly 
2359 LH At that moment in time this claim was 
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2360

Judge

According to Employment Judge Warren, on PH 16 Mar 2018, both parties agreed that on 2-4 Aug 2017, the case was fully
prepared for 3 day hearing starting that day, the Claimant did not attend, and the Tribunal claim was stroke out. On 23 Aug
2017 the Claimant applied for the decision to strike out to be reconsidered and on 11 Dec 2017 the matter was put before the
Tribunal

2361
LH

Respondent didn't attend that hearing, so it was relisted for Jan (2018), so at the time references were refused the claim was
stroke out

2362 KP But the employer knew I did apply for reconsideration
2363

Judge

The point is that you have made an application to an Employment Tribunal whether that claim was stroke out or not it might
been, it seems to me that for purposes of victimisation claim you (haven't done) a protected act, whether this claim of
victimisation claim is , so protected act it seems to me it's been put to bed

2364
KP

Well, the case was ongoing since the 03 Dec 2016, the reasons it took so long, there was a lot of delays caused by the
Respondent, they have not disclosed their documents

2365 Judge Don't worry about that now, because just continue asking your questions
2366

KP
Well, that’s, there is a problem at hand, because the predicament is here whether the references were refused on base of
protected act and I did bring a protected act

2367 Judge Yes, but ask your questions to the witness about this
2368 KP But Employment Tribunal panel seems to be biased at this stage when I interview the witness
2369 Judge Biased in what way?
2370 KP Biased in a way in favour of the Respondent
2371 Judge Which Employment Tribunal? This one?
2372 KP Yes
2373 Judge I had to state my view on protected act
2374 KP Yes, but you helped by stating where it was and what was said. You have just helped the Respondent
2375 Judge No, I did read out as a matter of fact
2376 KP Yes, but you just helped
2377

Judge

Because there was a question, as to whether your claim was stroke out, you said it wasn't, I have read in here that it might have
been as I thought it might have been so I read out what my colleague stated. Because it was stroke out and you applied for it to
be reinstated

2378
KP But it was continuous, because I did reapplied for reconsideration streight away, because the reason was I was off sick

2379 Judge Yes, but the reason you have applied for reconsideration was it was stroke out
2380 KP Because I was off sick for the entire time
2381 Judge I am not doubting that. All I'm saying is you claim you did a protected act
2382 KP Yes
2383 Judge And at some stage your claim was stroke out and reinstated
2384 KP Yes, that's true
2385 Judge That's are the matters of fact
2386 KP Yes
2387 Judge What is the problem with it?
2388

KP
The problem is that, can we establish that at the time that the Respondent refused to give references, I was under the protected 
act

2389 Judge The protected act once done is done
2390 KP Yes, thank you
2391

KP
So at the time of making your decision, I will reframe, were you aware that I am bringing discrimination claim against your
organisation?

2392 MH Yes, I have been dealing with it
2393

KP
Did you know the details of my grievance, the entire investigation and and did you know exactly the outcome and the entire
investigation details?

2394 MH Yes, it was myself and Chris Heresnape that have been (doing) these
2395 KP Would you say you were HURT or ANGRY of what you have heard or investigated? 
2396 MH With you? 
2397 KP Yes, hurt or angry of what's been said or alledged?
2398 MH Uhmm, on a personal level I wasn't angry, I'm disgusted and shocked.
2399 KP Discusted?
2400 MH On professional level I don't let that affect me at work, and I am carrying on doing what I am supposed to do
2401 KP So could you please read your statement, where it says in p.4. Could you remind us, what you said in par4?
2402

MH

"I did not want us to say anything negative about the Claimant in a reference and felt that anything that would have been said
in the reference could have been the wrong thing that would have exacerbated the situation. The thought of providing a factual
reference was not something that crossed my mind at all. Therefore, I decided that we should not reply to it at all."

2403
KP

So in your statement, you have not got professional qualification as HR, may I ask what was your title at the time of making
decision?

2404 MH Global Education Manager
2405 KP How many employees worked for you in premises of the employer?
2406 MH Three, Umer, Aaumer and at the time Courtney Norris.
2407

KP
So, if we could look please on office plan on page 166. Could you just explain where you sat, where your team sat on this plan at
the time I was working there?

2408 MH At the time I sat where my name is.
2409 KP So you confirm you sat at the D4digital desk bank?
2410 MH Yes, at that time. We move constantly.
2411 KP Yes, but at the time.
2412 MH Yeah
2413 Judge Where?
2414 KP Totally opposite desk bank, to where I sat, in D4digital desk bank.
2415 Judge So you sat at the right hand side desk bank?
2416 MH Yes
2417

KP
So, you have just confirmed your role was Global Education Manager at the time, you sat in the opposite corner to where I was
based

2418 MH Yes
2419

KP
Three desk banks distance from me, you were asked to investigate my Grievance, based on what you have heard or seen from
this Grievance, you decided to refuse my references.

2420 MH Nothing to do with Grievance. No, the reference was …
2421 KP You just said you were disguisted and shocked
2422

MH
The reference was refused, because I didn't want to say anything, that you would misconstrude, as I believe you have been with
anything else. I didn't realise that it was factual reference at the time
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2423 Judge The reference refused, bacause I didn't what….One at the time, please. 
2424

MH

The reference was refused because, I didn't want anything to be misconstruded. I didn't know at the time that I could just give
factual reference, which I would happily give them away. I was also concerned , I gave reference to someone that they could
possibly, probably to say, because I would have to disclose that Kat has worked 2 and a half years and out of 4 months she was
off sick. So I was concerned that it might have repercussions on the company with that.

2425 KP Sorry concerned about what?
2426 MH Concerned, that they would come back to us and query it, so I would rather not say anything
2427 KP So that was your personal opinion, because you just specified you don't have …
2428 MH My personal opinion was different
2429 KP You just said you don't held professional qualification
2430 MH To provide a reference?
2431 KP Yes
2432 MH To provide a reference you don't need a qualification to provide a reference.
2433 KP But in this case, to deal with advanced like legal, legally involved
2434 MH Peninsula has been dealing with legal side
2435 KP But you siad you didn't consult
2436 MH Its just a reference request, anything else it shouldn't be request from Peninsula about the reference
2437 KP You said you didn't consult Peninsula. So that was your and only yours decision?
2438 MH Yes
2439 KP But you just said you don't have HR qualification.
2440 MH To give reference I don't need qualification
2441

KP
In case the employee is involved in litigation its reasonable to think, that you would need to consult someone what to do. Don't
you think?

2442 MH I didn't think so, no.
2443 Judge On page 165,  the Respondent confirmed its true
2444 KP Yes
2445

KP
At all time I was there were you involved in any way or in my day job, as if you sat with me, you spoke to me, you have seen the
e-mails, the volume of my e-mails?

2446
MH No, no, no. Which is why I thought to be the right person to be involved in the investigation, because I was distant to Kat

2447
KP

Was that objective thing to do, for you to decide whether I was sexually harassed or not, if you weren't even close to where I
sat? You even weren't involved in what I do, in my day job in my proximity or what I do

2448 MH I was adviced by Peninsula to be impartial. 
2449 KP You were advised by Peninsula, but you've just said you weren't advised by Peninsula.
2450 MH For the reference I wasn't. 
2451 KP But for the Grievance, you were?
2452 MH Yes
2453

KP
So I just want to clarify and understand. Earlier you said you were disguisted and shocked by what you knew about me at the
time of making references?

2454 MH Not what I knew about you. What you put forward against the company and the individuals in it.
2455

KP
So did you have any other view of me? Did you consider reasonable doubt that I actually might have suffered all those things?
Did you even give a thought that I would suffer all those things?

2456 MH Which is why I, on the professional side did what was asked of me to do the investigations
2457 KP The investigations of whom? I wasn't there…
2458 MH We invited you
2459

KP

I couldn't go there I couldn't go back I was sick and I was not FEELING SAFE after how I was treated. But were you objective,
because the only view you've made of me was biased, as disguised and shocked because of what you've heard as a response of
the people who were responding to the grievance but you were kind of sitting too far to even observe or to give a thought to
give me benefit of a doubt. Did you even consider giving me a benefit of a doubt?

2460
MH

Which is why I went through with the investigation to interview people you accused or implicated 'everywhere', but my
professional opinion of that personal were different

2461 KP But how are they different if the only view you held of me was that you were disguisted and shocked?
2462 MH That's my personal opinion.
2463 KP So have you got any other opinion of me?
2464

MH
On a professional side going through the interviews, going through this whole process that I was involved in last 2 years I have
done everything that was asked the company has done everything that's asked

2465 KP On a professional level you didn't know anything about me, or about my job?
2466 MH No, no.
2467 KP So on a professional level what was your opinion of me?You said you had a different opinion…
2468

MH
Until that point, until you put the grievance in the same as everybody else that you did an amazing job, really good reports
about you, you did really good job, kept yourself to yourself, everybody was happy with you

2469 KP So before grievance you had good opinion however you were not involved in my day job
2470 MH No
2471 KP But after the grievance you formed a new opinion which was that you were disquisted and shocked with me
2472 MH Yes
2473

KP
In that case your decision to refuse the reference how was it an objective decision when you are bised as you are thinking of me
as being disguised and shocked?

2474 MH That's mine personal opinion. As per Respondent's statement its not my professional opinion
2475 KP Could you read again point 4, could you please read again par 4?
2476 Judge Which in par 4?
2477 KP The first sentence please.
2478

MH
"I did not want us to say anything negative about the Claimant in a reference and felt that anything that would have been said
in the reference could have been the wrong thing that would have exacerbated the situation."

2479

KP

So in that statement you said you were objective and acted professional and it has nothing to do with you thinking of me as
disgusted and shocked; when you say yourself you don't want to say anything negative, the wrong thing that would have been
exacerbated

2480

MH
Anything that I would have said about you in a reference I couldn't say; at the time I didn't know I could do just a factual one; I
couldn't say in my opinion that you were honest, that you were thrustworthy normal things you would put in a reference

2481
KP So you were biased, you were bised at the point of making refrences. Were you biased? You know what I mean?

2482 MH I didn't want to put anything in there that would look, anything that you would turn things around
2483 KP So, you were bised at the point of making decision, do you agree?
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2484 MH No
2485

KP
You just said you didn't want to say anything negative and wrong about me, you said you were disgusted and shocked your
opinion of me at the time was digusted and shocked

2486 MH My personal opinion
2487

KP
You couldn't put honest, trustworthy or anything good about me on it, so how come is it not bised? It is negatively biased, its
not a neutral position to make a references

2488
MH Its honest. As I was saying I didn't know at the time that you can do a factual reference, which I would happily do that now

2489

KP

So did you not consider at the time there was no judgment, there was no confirmation at the time if the tribunal would find it a
discrimination case, and you were disgusted and shocked with me, did you not think at the time to consult someone for an
objective decision to be made, to consult your HR specialists what can you do because you feel disgusted and shocked
about this employee, 

2490 MH I've never let my personal opinion affect decisions until now
2491 KP But you have just said you didn't want to say anything negative it is in your statement about the references
2492

MH If there is nothing positive to say what you would normally put in a reference, honest, trustworthy, reliable anything like that
2493

KP
So you were bised. So you were bised, Don't contradict yourself because you were bised at the time of making decision. Is that
right?

2494 MH No
2495

KP
If we could look into please my references from past employers, 277. So the first references are factual one, so you could easly
put time from- to and sick leave easly include sick leave on that date, when I went of sick AS A FACT there is no barrier to do that

2496 MH As I said I didn't know at the time you could do factual reference. I do now and I would provide one now.
2497

KP

On page 278 some of the references I had from over 6 month contract it says in 3rd par Kat was consciencious, reliable member
of the team, she was always punctual, flexible, in response to day to day demands, etc; that is signed by Associate Manager and
Director of Central Services, on pg 279 (being interrupted by Judge)

2498 Judge Hold on have you seen this before? 
2499 MH No I didn't get a chance.
2500

KP

On pg279 throughout the time Katarzyna was employed with us she maintained professional approachable relationship with
colleagues and customers at times, and also in the second paragraph Katarzyna was reliable, hardworking, consciencious. On
pg 280 Katarzyna was very hardworking highly organised professional. On 281...(being interrupted by the Judge)

2501 Judge What are the questions?
2502 KP The question will come, if that's all right.
2503 Judge All right.
2504

KP

On p281 she is a self motivated, able to use her own initiative, which resulted in an improved web page , worked on SAP
producing Excel report and advanced functions. On 283 I therefore recommend Kat for any job within her current skill base or
any job where she would be given appropriate training to meet the required competency. Also her communication skills both
verbal and written are of extremely high standard. This communication has been to everyone within our organisation up to
director level on a regular basis and has caused no complaint at all. This is from the Planning Manager. Those are just few
references I have copies of. Those references are all from this country and I worked here 14 years (breaking voice) I have
obtained several qualifications. So your opinion at the time of being shocked and disgusted with me which was bised due to
dealing with my Grievance, was not justifyable to refuse my references, do you agree?

2505 MH No
2506

KP

I would just ask a few questions about the grievance. Its from pg 284. The grievance was investigated by yourself who was from
a different Department and sat away from me and in the opposite corner of the large open plan office. Your employee Courtney
Norris was mentioned in this Grievance not in a positive manner because of what she told me I did mentioned it in the
grievance, so could you reading this, I think I said about CN situation that

2507 Judge 284 page
2508

KP

Yes, "There has been several stressful incidents, like Apprientance starting a role recently (Courtney Norris) as a
Facility Manager/Receptionist (in your) Education department where there is not much happening at the
moment/dead and even free courses offer being cancelled leaving Apprientance without things to do she was
looking into what I do, asking me questions and asking me when exxactly I am off throughout the rest of the year,
as if attempting to take over my job". So that was my perception at the time after what she told me she was not
occupied and free courses being cancelled in education. That was I think reasonable assumption to feel she
attepted to take my job. Having seen this comment could you say with confidence that you didn't held a grudge
towards me having seen this comment?

2509 MH I can't answer on what Courtney Norris spoke to you about. I don't understand what you asking me
2510

KP

No no that is the Grievance, that was the formal grievance and I mentioned my perception of what was happening I mentioned
CN and I mentioned your department that was dead and the courses being cancelled even free ones, so having seen this as an
investigator for the Grievance did you not hold a grudge against me from the start?

2511 MH Why would I hold a grudge of your conversation with Courtney Norris. I don't understand what you are asking.
2512

Judge
Its was suggested that the reason of education department was dead, you were in the Education Department, does that not
mean, what Claimant is suggesting you would hold a grudge against her for criticising your department.

2513 MH Absolutely not
2514 Judge (to Claimant) Is this what you are getting at?
2515

KP
Yes, thank you. But is it unreasonable to think that person would hold a grudge in that situation, you were the Manager of the
department you have seen negative opinion of the department about it

2516
MH

Oh, that's was my opinion as well , its not negative opinion it’s the way the business went that’s why I don't work
in that section any more

2517 KP But at the time business was still going, at the time.
2518 MH Yes
2519

KP
So my argument is that as a person investigating my Grievance you were not objective enough to, you were not
impartial in my opinion, do you agree?

2520
MH

I was the most impartial person within the company and when you disputed my findings we got an external person to do the
Grievance so I think we did everything that we could have done

2521 KP Going to your response to my Grievance 
2522 Judge 286?
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2523

KP

Yes, 289 So the response was in timely manner I appreciate that with the final response on pg296. The investigations have been
carried out which include, interviewing the person about who you made allegations, interviewing Emma Crump, named in your
grievance, interviewing Zarina named in your grievance, interviewing Ajaz, would you say those were all reasonable steps you
could have taken to make your decision?

2524 MH yes
2525

KP

Could you please tell me if you have investigated the e-mails I mentioned in my Grievance on pg.290 (sexual
harassment by e-mails, 19Sep'16)?The parahraph:"I have not mentioned lack of appreciation for my efforts.
Ashley Jackson as a trained journalist with a degree in this subject was very keen in writing me e-mails of
appreciation, keeping me sweet and taking opportunity to flirt while doing so eg.writing things like he will calm
me at any time or if I wanted he would make things happen for me." So going from this of what I just said have
you at any stage within your investigation looked at the e-mails between me and Ashley Jackson?At the time
because at the time they were not gone, did you investigate the e-mails? 

2526 MH The only e-mails that we went through were the ones that you provided
2527 KP  I provided the e-mails in Jul2017 its nothing to do with this Grievance
2528 MH Those were the only e-mails that I have seen
2529 KP Did you investigate e-mails at the time of the Grievance?
2530 MH No
2531

KP
Some proof could have been there, so reasonably if you looked to the e-mails you could have found some proof to my benefit,
do you agree?

2532 MH We did asked you to supply any evidence and also to come to see us.
2533

KP
I wasn't at work I was off sick. My laptop and also Ashley Jackson e-mails were available to you at the premises of the employer.
You just said you didn't investigate the e-mails. Would you agree if you would look you would find some evidence there

2534
MH No, that’s what Im saying we asked you to provide the evidence which you have done since so you must have had them

2535
Judge

Yes but the point Claimant is making is the office belongs to the company, computer belongs to the company, you
have you have Manager who can access those e-mails, Ashley Jackson e-mails. WHY?

2536 MH Uhmmm, truthful because we asked Kat to provide e-mails
2537

Judge
Yes, but she is at home. That e-mails are on the laptop which is in the drawer because of her absence how can she
do that from home?

2538 MH She has abviously got some, didn't she
2539

KP

You didn't know that at the time what I had was few copies you can count on your fingers but there was 3200 e-mails I sent
throughout my 4 months and I did make allegations of harassment through e-mails. You just said you didn't look into them and
my question is would you find some evidence there to the contrary, if you would investigate the e-mails.

2540
MH

In my opinion asking Kat for evidence I THOUGHT was enough if she could provide those e-mails, personally having someone
sitting there going through 3200 e-mails

2541 KP No, no not 3200 only the e-mails between me and the perpetrator
2542

MH This is what you just said. Which would have been an awful lot, so I would assume that Kat would bring the evidence
2543

KP

You couldn't assume that there was an awful lot, how could you assume that? You didn't know it at the time, you didn't
check it, you didn't INVESTIGATE IT AND YOU SAY YOU TOOK ALL REASONABLE STEPS TO MAKE OBJECTIVE DECISION. YOU
DIDN'T LOOK INTO THE EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY

2544 MH We asked you to provide evidence
2545 KP I wasn't there I didn't have access to my laptop. Both laptops were at work
2546 MH So how did you have access to this e-mails?You did have access
2547 KP I did print those e-mails
2548 MH So why didn't you print those e-mails that you say there were issues?
2549 KP Because I didn't have any intent of litigation I didn't prepare to it
2550

Judge
SIMPLY WHY DIDN'T YOU ASK MR HARESNAPE LET US GO TO THE CLAIMANTS E-MAIL ACCOUNT TO SEE WHAT WE SEE
THERE IS THE ISSUE

2551 MH I don't believe that asking Chris Haresnape was what has happened
2552 KP Do you agree you didn't take all reasonable steps to make an objective decision?
2553 MH No
2554 KP I don't have any more questions.
2555 Judge Thank you. Anything from you Ms Halsall?
2556

LH There is just one Sir. The Claimant asked you that there was no judgment at the time of you refusing bad reference
2557 MH Yes
2558 LH Possibly a bad reference. What did you understand happened in that hearing in Aug 2017?
2559 MH It was dismissed because the Claimant didn't turn up and that she run through her appeal rights
2560 LH What was your view what dismissed is?
2561 MH That's it its done with.
2562 LH Thank you Sir no more questions
2563 Judge On pg 289(15 Sep'16) you have signature Training Manager
2564 MH Yes
2565 Judge And on pg 298 (21Sep'16)you are HR/Training Manager. Why is that?
2566 MH Uhmm, as in HR Representative at the time taking advice from Peninsula
2567 Judge So HR on 298
2568 MH Yes HR Representative at the time taking advice from Peninsula
2569 Judge Are you really HR or training Manager it is HR and Training Manager?
2570 MH Yes
2571 Lady Panel 

Member Where was the reference request sent in when it came in?
2572

MH
It was sent to out bookkeeper at the time Grace Lyons, I don't believe Grace ever worked with Kat, and as I was the one who did
work with her and involved in her case, she forwarded it to me.

2573 Lady Panel 
Member So when you got that request you decided to complete that and then you didn't speak to anyone within company?

2574 MH No
2575 Lady Panel 

Member Did you consider speaking to anybody in the company?
2576 MH No
2577 Judge Thank you
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2578 MH Thank you
2579 END X-EX OF MICHELLE HALLIWELL
2580

LH Sir, just for a clarifying issue is the grievance an act of discrimination because in my understanding it wasn’t sooner
2581 Judge A discrimination or protected act under Section 27 (Victimisation)
2582

LH If it’s a protected act it MY UNDERSTANDING

GRIEVANCE AGREED
BETWEEN JUDGE AND
RESPONDENT AND
NOT ON PAPERS TO
THE DETRIMENT OF
CLAIMANT

2583 Judge If it is your understanding it is what it is
2584 LH I appreciate it I appreciate it
2585

Judge

Let us see Section 27 "Each of the following is a protected act—

(a)bringing proceedings under this Act;

(b)giving evidence or information in connection with proceedings under this Act;

(c)doing any other thing for the purposes of or in connection with this Act;

(d)making an allegation (whether or not express) that A or another person has contravened this Act." SO THE CLAIMANT'S
GRIEVANCE IS

2586 LH IS AN ACT OF DISCRIMINATION AS FAR AS I AM AWARE
2587

Judge Not an act of discrimination it is a protected act and the Claimant bringing proceedings is also a protected act
2588 LH Bringing the proceedings is the protected act Claimant is relying on
2589 KP No it’s the entire proceedings
2590

Judge
What was the Claimant has started has raised the grievance she's made an allegation therefore the protected act
is going to start (accrue)

2591 Judge So are you going to call a witness?
2592 START OF X-EX OF ZARINA GREENHALGH
2593 LH Yes, its Ms Greenhalgh Sir
2594

ZG
I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I shall give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing
but the truth.

2595 Judge Thank you you may sit down. Find your statement and at the bottom signature
2596 LH Can you confirm your name, business address
2597

ZG My name is Zarina Greenhalgh and Im previous Vendor Manager, the address is 14 Riverview, Vale Road, Stockport, SK4 3GN
2598 LH Thank you, is this your witness statement in front of you?
2599 ZG Yes
2600 LH And its 4 pages long and 18 paragraphs
2601 ZG Yes
2602 LH Have you read read through it recently, are there any changes that you wish to make?
2603 ZG There is not.
2604 LH It is all accurate and true to your own recollection
2605 ZG  It is
2606 LH Sir, the witness is ready to give evidence in chief.
2607 Judge You might be nervous but this is a serious process
2608 ZG Absolutely
2609 Judge Right questions please
2610

KP Could I just for the purpose of this crossexamination I will distribute the screenshot of the text message I will be talking about
2611 Judge Where is it in the bundle
2612 KP The message is there but the screenshot is not, but I would like to refer to it
2613 Judge Where is the message
2614 KP Pg 25
2615 Judge Have you seen it
2616 LH The screenshot I think it was sent along with the opening statement
2617 Judge Do you have any objections to actually seeing this
2618 LH No
2619 KP Could you please confirm that you no longer work for the company?
2620 ZG That’s correct
2621 KP When did you resign?
2622 ZG It would have been beginning of Sep 2016
2623 KP Can I ask your new employer is TechData
2624 ZG Yes, it is
2625 KP And it is a vendor to R-com Consulting
2626 ZG No, distributor
2627 KP Distributor to R-com Consulting
2628 KP Does your work involve visiting R-com Consulting site?
2629 ZG Occassionally
2630 Judge You put this to us and why wasn't it put to Ashley Jackson (screenshot)
2631 LH It was showed to him. It was addressed
2632

KP
It was . Its just what is relevant is that in their statement they say weren't sure that text came from me but I did exchange
history of text messages with Ashley Jackson on casual mobile phones

2633 Judge So where is it?
2634

KP
So the first message is the previous message I exchanged with Ashley Jackson and the following one is the one
which we talk about. Its just an evidence that he did receive the message and he knew it was from me.

2635
Judge

It looks to me that you would be doing things like saying, I want to let you know you have two strikes of sexual harassment
where is that exchange of texts say unthinkable

2636 KP It is on page 25 on top
2637

Judge Sorry it came to that? Yes, got it, sorry Im getting confused, got it. Its all right I misunderstood what it was. Carry on
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2638

KP

Under the equality act s.112 it is unlawful to knowingly help to discriminate, harass, victimise another person or knowingly
help, instruct or cause or induce discrimination. Ashley Jackson in yesterdays testimony said that you and him agreed just to see 
how the day goes after seeing my written complaint. Do you agree to that

2639
ZG So I didn't see the text message from you it was forwarded from Ashley so you sent it to Ashley and it was forwarded to me

2640 KP Did it not say who was it from?
2641 ZG I knew who was it from it said " I just received this from Kat "
2642 KP Yes, so you knew it was from me and he forwarded it to you on Sunday
2643 ZG He did yes, Sunday morning
2644 KP And again you decided, you agreed to see how the day goes, do you agree?
2645

ZG That's right yes, because at that point it wasn't a formal complaint it was you sending an informal text message to a colleague
2646 KP Did you read the message?
2647 ZG Yes
2648 KP Deas it alledge sexual harassment?
2649 ZG I think it leads to it but at that point we were not convinced that the message was written by yourself
2650

KP

Sorry, is that all right if I will quote the message: "sorry it came to that just wanted to give you a heads up how I feel. I was
trying to send you e-mail on linkedin but couldn't.so I just want to let you know that you have two strikes with me towards
sexual harassment" Can you see this in the text.

2651 ZG Yes
2652

KP
Thank you. You could have taken a step to arrange a meeting or e-mail me to clarify anything that needed
clarification.Did you take ANY STEP as a supporting manager towards addressing this alarming grievance?

2653 ZG It wasn't my position to do that. As I said we didn't believe the text was written by yourself.
2654 KP But we just established that it came from my phone
2655

ZG
No, we just established that it came from your phone number. Anybody can get hold of your phone and write a text, the same
as I left my phone thare so you could be sending text to other people.

2656 KP But we just established that Ashley knew it came from me and he told you it came from Kat
2657 ZG He said it came from you as in your phone
2658 KP Yes
2659 ZG But I do not believe that knowing you…
2660 KP How can you say you know me
2661 Judge Let her finish
2662

ZG

So knowing you, and the way you conduct yourself in the office I would not say that it was you, that it was your wording. You
act in too much of a professional manner and speak too politely to send a text message like that. So at the time we thought
somebody else using your phone

2663
KP

DID YOU TAKE A STEP DURING THIS 3 DAYS FROM MONDAY TO WEDNESDAY DID YOU TAKE A STEP TO
APPROACH ME ABOUT IT?

2664 ZG NO IT WASN'T MY POSITION TO DO THAT
2665

KP
Further down in a text you could read I would be aming to sit eleswhare if possible in the future as far as possible from you. Did
you not see that did you not found that worth approaching in any way?

2666 ZG No because that's not my role within the company
2667 KP You were supporting Manager of Ahley who was my Line Manager
2668 ZG No I wasn't I was a Vendor Manager
2669

KP
SO IF YOU SAY YOU ARE NOT THE PERSON TO DEAL WITH IT, BUT IN AJ STATEMENT AND YOU JUST CONFIRMED THAT -YOU
JUST AGREED TO SEE HOW THE DAY GOES. SO YOU MADE A CALL BUT YOU SAY YOU WEREN'T THE PERSON.

2670 ZG ASHLEY SPOKE TO ME ON A PERSONAL LEVEL
2671 KP At work on Monday?
2672 ZG No he spoke to me about it on Sunday
2673 KP But he said in his statement that he sent you the text on Sun but he spoke to you on Mon
2674

ZG

Yeah obviously as soon as he received this text we had a discussion about it. I said he has to forward it to Ajaz
immediatelly so Ajaz is aware of it and then on Mon or Sun we said we will see how things will plan out tomorrow
and see what Ajaz would like to do. Its NOT MY ROLE TO GET INVOLVED IN THAT

2675 KP So can you agree that what you said we will see how the day goes it was the conversation you had at work
2676 ZG I don't know was it Sun or a Mon when we said that I cant confirm that
2677

KP
Can we please open pg295 testimony about this text. So what it says, its Ashley Jackson interview and he said in par 7 from the
top "ZG then showed message to Ajaz on Monday in the office"Is that correct?

2678 ZG Yes
2679

KP
On occasion even before this (sexual harassment)surfaced I did ask you with Ashley Jackson present to change desk and if I
could be moved

2680 ZG Yes
2681 KP Why wasn't I moved or the reasons behind my request explored as such?
2682

ZG

Because you needed to sit in a position you were so you could liase directly with the sales team. Sales team sat directly behind
you. At the time the sales team desk was full, it would have been ideal if you would sat with them, but at the time there was no
option of moving under the 'precariously' you've given

2683 KP Did you not find my request somehow strange why do I actually request to be moved?
2684 ZG I can't actually remember the reasons that you gave for wanting to be moved
2685

KP That was a conversation in an open plan office, so its reasonable I couldn't give my reasons when I asked you to be moved.
2686 ZG That would be UP TO YOU to take me to one side and give me the true reason why you wanted to be moved
2687

KP I WAS GOING TO BUT IT WAS ANNOUNCED THAT YOU ARE LEAVING and you were the only person I felt I could talk to about it
2688

ZG
I didn't leave till the end of Sep'16 (earlier testimony resigned beginning of Sep'16?)so there was plenty of opportunity you
could talk to me about it

2689
KP I found out you were leaving on the 9th of Sep2016 and I think it was a week or two, Ashley said you would be leaving soon

2690 ZG I left end of Sep
2691

KP
Its not what he told me. So for me it was very stresful to be sitting there from Mon, the 12 Sep to Wed,14Sep and no one
approached me or spoke to me, what do you say to that?
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2692

ZG

I don't have anything to say about it. It wasn't my place to investigate it, you brought up the issue with Ashley, I didn't believe
any of it, I sat opposite you for a very long time and saw no evidence of anything what you are saying, the things you say in the
text such as SHOWING HIS GUNS Ashley stretches all the time a lot of the guys do

2693 KP Discrimination cannot be justified
2694 ZG Excuse me?
2695

KP
Discrimination cannot be justified its been ruled in the case law in this country, that there is no justification to the
discriminative conduct , should I bring the case?

2696 Judge Well, at the moment you talking to the witness of fact and the witness feeling that that is not what happened
2697

KP
Yes, but should I not have some help on thematters of the law? When the witness is saying that there was a justication for in my
opinion SEXIST BEHAVIOUR

2698
Judge

In her view when a man SHOWES HIS GUNS, which is not a word I come accross until today, in her view is not a sexual
harassment, that is what you are telling us?

2699

ZG

Absolutelly. So there are two things here that you said Im going to pg23, it says the most recent one the dirty look that you
gave me on Fri was it the 2nd or the 26th of Jul I don't remember. The dirty look in my eyes IN MY OPINION IS NOT SEXUAL
HARASSMENT. Dirty look is when you look away from sombody you disgusted. THAT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH ANYTHING
SEXUALLY AT ALL

2700
ZG

The second one is that Ashley stretched and 'showed his guns' to me that's NOT SEXUAL he wasn't flaunting himself he simply
stretched

2701 KP Thank you (upset and down no Judges support at all being attacked by witness)
2702 Judge Is 'guns' another term for biceps?
2703 LH&ZG YES
2704

LH
it is a phrase a cartoon character(ZG DISPLAYING KISSING BOTH BICEPS ostentatiously) and he used to do this and this and
showed his guns saying welcome to the guns shop (hearing room laughing)

2705 Judge I was wondering what is it.
2706

KP
Could you please open on page 56 On the bottom of this page there is a description of harassment under Equality Act. Would
you be kind to read it?

2707 ZG Full description?
2708 KP Yes, harassment
2709

ZG

A person A harasses another B if engages in unwated conduct related to a relevant protected characteristic, and the conduct
has the purpose or effect of violating B's dignity or creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive
environment for B. Do you want me to continue?

2710
KP No, that's fine. What Im trying to put forward is that it is for the victime to decide, to know if it is got the effect on her or not

2711 Judge If you are quoting a Section of the Equality Act to a witness they need to be given the whole of it
2712 KP I didn't know that, sorry
2713

Judge

Its all right. What it says is IN DECIDING WHETHER THE CONDUCT HAS THE EFFECT REFERRED TO EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SHOULD BE TAKEN TO THE ACCOUNT: the perception of B and other circumstances of the case, whether it is reasonable for the
conduct to have that effect. So what one person perceives to be sexual harassment another one might not. So other
circumstances might be relevant for instance knee showing was that shown in connection with an operation scar or was that
shown in a different way. That would be surrounding circumstances. These are things intersection 26 that you need keep asking
questions about if you need to know the relevance watching the document on pg 56

2714

KP

As you can see the conduct could have the purpose or effect of violating B's dignity, creating ofenssive, hostile, degrading
and intimidating environment, so having just seen that, you just said before in your opinion, what I said in the text was not
a sexual harassment. HAVE YOU CONSULTED ANYONE FROM HR peninsula/HR department about making your opinion
about it?

2715 ZG No, I saw no need to
2716 KP Can I just ask if you have any HR qualification?
2717 ZG NO
2718

KP
In your statement par14 and 17 you said in par 14: "I was absolutely shocked when I saw the text message the Claimant sent to
Ash, just before she went off sick."Do you see that?

2719 ZG Yes
2720 KP Do you know the date I went off sick?
2721 ZG Not of the top of my head
2722 KP I went off sick on the 14th of Sep2016 and that was Wed and you HAVE SEEN THE TEXT SINCE SUN
2723 ZG Yeah
2724

KP

Again in your Witness Statement you say and that’s under oath," 14. I was absolutely shocked when I saw the text message the
Claimant sent to Ash, just before she went off sick."that would indicate you saw the text on Wed around 4pm, when in fact you
saw it on Sun, the 11th Sep. Do you agree?

2725 ZG No
2726 KP Could you explain why you don't agree?
2727

ZG

Because I'm not stating any time in there. So if I would say 3 days before she went off sick then I could understand your point
but I actually did not put that in my statement, I said JUST BEFORE YOU WENT OFF SICK. Bearing in mind this would have been a
couple of weeks, the statement would have been written some time after you went off sick, so I probably wouldn't be able to
recall exact dates

2728
KP JUST BEFORE SHE WENT OFF SICK would reasonably indicate it was on the day I went off sick (untruthful in statement)

2729 ZG Not to me it doesn't
2730

KP
Could you just confirm you have seen the text for 4 days, you were aware of the text for 4 days before I went off
sick?

2731 ZG What date you went off sick?On Wed?
2732 KP On Wed
2733 ZG So YES
2734 KP Thank you
2735 KP I would like to speak about par12 in your statement. It is in regards to the sales support meeting
2736 ZG It was sales meeting
2737

KP
I apologise, sales meeting. Could you just confirm, that after this meeting you asked me to the 1-to-1 meeting room to discuss
what happened

2738 ZG That's right.
2739

KP
In par7 of your statement is in regards to questioning me on the day of brexit referendum results ON 23 Jun 2016 is about
questioning me about my situation in an open plan office
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2740

ZG

That wasn't how the conversation went, so the conversation started because we were having an open discussion in the
office, I was speaking to people on the sales floor about the whole result, as everybody else in Uk probably was, and it
suddenly dawned on me that it would affect you probably more than us, so I asked you questions, I can't recallect my exact
wording but I asked you questions such as how do you think it would affect you, have you looked into it, do you think you
will have to go back to your native country, those types of questions

2741
KP

Yes. Would you agree that reasonably being the only Easter European on the floor and being asked those questions in front of
everyone would be upsetting to me, or offending

2742

ZG

I don't see why it was an open conversation. You could have turn around and say I prefer not to say anything, At the time you
answered my questions you said you didn't really know and that was the end of the conversation I was not aware that you were
upset about it and again you could have taken that opportunity to take me to one side and tell me how you felt about it
(STARTING TO HAVING A GO AT CLAIMANT -TRIBUNAL SILENT) but during this whole thing at no point you HAVE YOU EVER told
me that you were upset that you felt sexually harassed any of these things, there were multiple occassions when you could
have talked to someone

2743
KP

I did tell you that I was upset in a meeting after the 10th of Aug we had 1-to-1 meeting BECAUSE I WAS ACTUALLY DISTRESSED
ABOUT THE COMMENTS OF MD

2744 ZG Is this after the sales meeting?
2745 KP Yes
2746 ZG So you going back to what we previously
2747 KP Yes, because of what you've just said that I never told you that I was upset or something was wrong
2748

ZG
So that sales meeting, after that, we went into a room and I explained the situation to you and you told me after my explanation
that you were happy with everything its in my statement you said that you were happy with everything

2749 KP NO
2750

ZG

You lost respect for sales staff (member)but you were happy with everything else. I then said are you ok with everything else
which I did on multiple occassions and at no point did you offer any information that you were uncomfortable working with
Ashley, that you felt intimidated within the office because you were surrounded by males

2751 KP Yes, but you are NOT AN HR PERSON WEREN'T YOU, THERE IS NO HR
2752 ZG No, but you obviously saw me as a senior member of staff
2753 KP Yes, but I found out that you were leaving. I found out that you were leaving
2754 ZG Not at this point you haven't
2755

Judge

Sorry, two people shouting, not shouting, talking loudly or whatever, allow me to make a notes when the answer should be
given to the next question "I asked you if you ok with everything else you didn't say you felt intimidated, you didn't say problem
with Ashley, what else did you say that wasn't said? Was there anything else?

2756 KP Yes, I did say…(INTERRUPTED BY THE JUDGE)
2757 judge No, no I need to know what the witness is stating. Claimant didn't say that she felt intimidated 
2758 ZG Surrounded by males
2759 KP And can I just clarify that statement that I knew that Zarina wasn't HR and THERE WAS NO HR
2760

KP

Par 8 and 9 is in reference to the office games office olympics, if you could please open bundle pg245. I informed my Manager
on the top of this page that I "have been feeling stressed and exhausted, as the work has been hectic"recently (dated 12
Aug2016)Are you AWARE OF THAT?

2761 ZG No. What that has to do with the office olympics though
2762

KP

Because its about office olympics, it’s a response to is there an issue I need to know, it’s a question from my Manager, because
yourself and Ashley Jackson talked to me about what happened on the 10th of Aug(in a sales meeting) and then he follows with
Is there an issue I need to know about, and I did say that I have been feeling stressed and exhausted recently as work has been
hectic and that is why I didn't take part in office olympics

2763
ZG

So I spoke to, when I found out that you don't want to take part in office olympics I spoke to you to see if there was an issue and
you told me that you didn't want to feel silly or fulish

2764 KP No that wasn't the case
2765 ZG So that what you told me that’s what I recall from our conversation
2766 KP No
2767 ZG At that point I said is there anything that we can do so we moved your lunch hour to fit in
2768

KP
No I requested for my lunch hour to be moved and the office olympics were still made so I was there although on page before it
said they would be set at 2 o'clock

2769

ZG
So when you read my statement it actually says wait a second This was a series of games played over a few days, as and when
work allowed, so when people were on the phone that we would have to wait because business comes first

2770

KP

Yes, but as you said this statement has been written last year so in 2017, but in 2016 prior to office games can you please
confirm on page 244, "Can you please confirm you will be available each day next week at 2pm Mon to Thu?Just for maybe
15min to take part in the office olympics we have planned(10Aug2016)Its been set at 2 pm Mon-Thu to be known to everyone
HENCE I ASKED MY MANAGER TO RESCHEDULE MY BREAKS SO THAT I AM NOT IN THE OFFICE AT THE TIME BUT THE OFFICE
GAMES WERE STILL ARRANGED SO I WAS THERE

2771 ZG Office games were not arranged so you were not there office games were arranged to fit in with business
2772 KP Yes, but I(interrupted)
2773

ZG
So if people were on the phone we couldn't just start starting shouting and screeming running around in the office its not
professional

2774 KP I indicated (interrupted again ZG shouting at Claimant)
2775

ZG This had absolutely noting to do with your lunch time, it was not arranged around you! It was arranged around business!
2776

KP

Yes, because MY WELLBEING wasn't at all considered at the time although I did tell my Manager I was feeling
stressed and exhausted, the office olympics were planned at 2pm, I've arranged my breaks to be gone from the
place

2777 Judge Can I just ask you which allegation this relates to?
2778 KP This allegation is number 8, Sir
2779

Judge
Ok, thank you. (to witness) You may not know what it is Claimant has set out a summary opening statement setting out her
allegations

2780 ZG Ok, I thought you were referring to my statement
2781 Judge That’s ok I appreciate you didn't know
2782

KP

On pg245 what is Manager saying that I didn't go to the meal after Expo, as if implying I wasn't team player and my response
was that I do enjoy team activities at r-com like charity match I took part in and two sweepstakes I did dress down Fri's and paid
£2 towards it, I did donate £10 towards r-com thanksgiving page

2783 ZG Im sorry Im not understanding what your point is
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2784

KP

My point is that your opinion, in your statement you say,she finds such games silly and do not want to play as she may look
foolish, in another paragraph this was generally in keeping with her personality, she was quite -I even don't know this word-
insular, 

2785
ZG

It means inside yourself(google deffinition: narrow-minded, ignorant of or uninterested in cultures, ideas, or peoples outside
one's own experience)

2786 KP Inside myself?
2787 Judge Insular, like an island, keeping yourself to yourself
2788

KP
So what Im trying to ask you, on pg245, you can see indication that I did take part in team games prior to this event, as I said I
did also donate to r-com colleague marathon

2789 ZG This is on the point Im making in statement
2790 KP But you have made some comments about me that are untrue
2791 ZG This statement is my opinion so you can not tell me that they aren't true. This is my opinion
2792 KP Yes, but this is my case and you put bad light on me which is untrue
2793 ZG I don't see why this is a bad light
2794 KP This is a bad light
2795

ZG 

(Talking over Claimant) Let let me explain! The reason I don't see this as a bad light is because we did have a conversation why
you didn't want to participate in office games, you said that you don't want this kind of thing because you don't want to feel
silly and foolish and I responded to you that I can understand what you mean because we all are gonna look that way, we were
all sat on chairs calling each other in the office we all felt ridiculous but we all got involved in it, so in my opinion which you cant 
change

2796 KP Yes
2797

ZG
Then this is the reason that you didn't participate in the games and we have made evry effort possible so that you wouldn't
have to be there

2798 KP You didn't make an effort. I arranged my lunch break so I wasn't there
2799 ZG That’s fine! That’s the effort we've made!
2800

KP
And I did inform my MANAGER. No I have made an effort, nobody asked me if I would need some reasonable
adjustment(STRESS)

2801 Judge Do you think you would have an awul lot for this witness? 
2802 KP No
2803 Judge We are having break at some stage in the morning and adjourn if we about to lunch. You not, no
2804 KP No
2805 Judge So it would be sensible to have a break now
2806 KP Yes, thank you
2807

Judge So 5 to 12 please. Because you are giving evidence you should keep yourself to yourself and not talk to anyone
2808 ZG Ok
2809 Judge You should come back to the stand
2810 BREAK CLAIMANT THOUGHT IS LUNCH AT 11:45
2811 EVERYBODY ON 1H BREAK (CLARK JAMES SEARCHED FOR CLAIMANT)
2812 Judge We were expecting you at 5 to 12, where have you been?
2813

KP I apologise I misunderstood that it was a break till 5 to 1. I don't know why I thought that I just thought it was a lunch break.
2814 Judge 10min. If you haven't finished we were not having break
2815 KP I apologise I have not cought that I do not recall that
2816 Judge We had a building search for you. You are taken ill or whatever.
2817 KP I do apologise. No I was outside to eat.
2818 Judge Hmmm. All right we better carry on. Thank you James for all your effort and search.
2819 James(Clerk

) You wellcome.
2820 Judge Please do carry on
2821

KP
Thank you. Just going to ask about the time it was announced that you will be leaving, I have been told about it only on Fri, the
9th of Sep by AJ.

2822 ZG Ok
2823

KP
So, he told me when you left he would take your responsibilities, as if your role, he would take over your responsibilities and
also he told me that he was going in a week or so to Madrit with Shanny to vm ware (event)

2824 ZG He was going to vm world
2825 KP So is that right until now?
2826 ZG I don't know I can't confirm the dates.
2827 KP So when he went to Barcelona with Shanny who would be expected to cover his job?
2828

ZG
I have no idea it was not my role to say whos cover whos job. I would assume that YOU WOULD DO THE SALES SUPPORT WORK
and MANAGE the inbox. Apart from that I cannot say.

2829
KP Can you recall that at the time a new software was being launched and being tested from LeadMaster to BrightOffice?

2830 ZG I do remember
2831

KP
So it was in a testing period and its been launched at the time as if I was asked to test it and search for any faults with it so it
was at the time it was being launched[pronounced launched]

2832 ZG [Correcting KP on prononcuation lounched]
2833 KP [Correcting prononcing lounched]
2834 ZG I don't remember. I can't remember how far we have gotten through the process with BrightOffice
2835 KP But the fact is that its been  change around that time from Leadmaster to Brightoffice around that time
2836 ZG It was a suggestion it wasn't actually enforced I don't believe
2837 KP If we could open ET3 form of the Respondent from 59 and then 81. Its about increasing my workload…
2838 Judge You say 81? I don't think this witness is responsible for your workload.
2839 KP No, no but the Respondent denied that my workload would increase at all at the time
2840 Judge Yes, but she is not the person to answer questions about your workload because she was not your manager
2841

KP

No, but AJ my Manager took over her job, was leaving to Barcelona and at the time the new system was also launched which
was our team responsibility, so it is reasonable to say that my workload was about or was at the time increasing but the
Respondent is denying that in their ET3 form

2842 Judge Can you answer any questions about Claimant's workload? (to ZG)
2843 ZG Not really, no. It wasn't my responsibility.
2844 KP But you were overlooking…(interrupted by Judge)
2845 Judge Ohh, did you ask AJ that?
2846 KP Yes, I did ask him that.
2847 jUDGE On what specific point you want to ask her that?Is it a point of asking this witness responsibility.
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2848 KP Not directly but in a way…
2849 Judge Which paragraph in the document, which paragraph do you want to ask her that?
2850 KP Its number 9 on my incident list
2851

Judge

Incident on 01 Sep "Increased workload under pressure for D4digital Ltd. Marketing and financial Power Point presentation and
drafting employees
commission terms and conditions in separate meeting room"etc, etc. What this has to do with this witness?

2852

KP

So I'm just trying to find it because ffffrom what I asked this witness the witness was leaving at the time and my manager was
about to take over huge responsibility of Vendor Manager at the time and on the 9th of Sep he announced me those things
along with that he is leaving for Barcelona in a short time and as well the system the major sales database was being tested to
be started as new one and I was responsible to test it and give feedback on it.

2853 Judge What we are not getting is[inaudible]
2854

KP
Because that was on the 9th of Septemeber and that was after the Brexit referendum so my workload increased significantly
despite me already before that complaining about STRESS.

2855 Judge Have you got anything to do with this at all?
2856 ZG Absolutely not.
2857 Judge No point asking this witness questions if she is not responsible for.
2858

KP
Also in the same response form the Respondent denies that the instruction was provided to a Claimant to not speak in Polish
anymore 

2859 Judge Who gave the instruction?
2860

ZG
It was myself. It wasn't an instruction to not speak Polish it was an instruction not to speak Polish with Damian
while on the shop floor in front of other people because it made them feel intimidated.

2861 Judge [inaudible] Who instructed you to do that or did you do it of your own volition?
2862

ZG

I did that of my own volition and the reason to did that is because previously we had the same incident with Umer and Shanny
when they were speaking their native language in front of people and it made people uncomfortable. So it was only right that
we should do the same to Kat and Damian. And in a meeting with Kat and Damian I did tell them that I did have the same
conversation with Umer and Shanny.

2863

KP
So can I just ask I was there and Damian was there and we were talking in Polish since May , to the day you told us
which was on the 12 Jul'16, why we were not approached before Brexit referendum?

2864

ZG

[inaudible,Because it has nothing to do with the Brexit referendum.] This was the date that I witnessed you two speaking Polish
to each other on the shop floor. I hadn't personally witnessed you before and at that point I thought it was my duty as a
Senior Member of the team to have this conversation with you.

2865
KP

So Damian was sitting opposite to me so we were chatting quite often. Are you saying you were not at your desk most of the
time?

2866
ZG

No, Im not saying I was not at my desk most of the time I was saying that was the only incident that I literally heard you
speaking Polish with each other.

2867
ZG

Actually I have head you in the car park and also in the kitchen but that was quiet conversations and that was away from
everybody else on the sales floor. 

2868

KP

In the Respondent's Form 8 the Respondent saying: "It is denied that the Claimant was told by Ms Zarina Greenhalgh that she
was to not speak in Polish with a colleague as it caused Mr Rathore to become angry. It is denied that this instruction was
provided to the Claimant."

2869 Judge So you have the witness here who doesn't say it wasn't
2870 KP Yes,thank you.
2871

KP

In the paragraph 15 of the witness statement you said that you were called to meeting on 21 Sep'16 by CH and MH and you said
in the end: "I guessed it was probably to do with the text I have seen". So giving what you have read in the text were you in any
way aggraviated reading accusations in the text were you at all angry having seen the text?

2872 ZG When? When I was asked to this meeting or after reading the text?
2873 KP No, at all.
2874

ZG
So at any time. Yes. The reason I was angry was because I gave you opportunity to bring any issues you have within the office
and you chose not to do so. AND THEN YOU SENT A TEXT LIKE THIS.

2875 KP So would you say you went to this meeting with CH and MH to give your statement angry?
2876

ZG
No, I wasn't angry at the time because I had no idea what the issue was about. I was asked to go to this meeting I wasn't told
what it was about I was told that somebody made complain about AJ.

2877 KP But you said in your statement that "I guessed that it was probably to do with the text I had seen."
2878 ZG Yes but I didn't say that I was angry.
2879 KP But you were angry about what you've seen in the text.
2880 ZG I WAS ANGRY AT YOU!
2881 KP At me.
2882

ZG
In fact I think I used the wrong word I was more upset with you, I was very hurt by you that you didn't approach me about this
things.

2883
KP Could you just confirm on page 294 in your previous statement that at times you were the only female in a sales meetings?

2884 ZG Yes I was. 
2885 KP Thank you.
2886 ZG At no point I ever felt intimidated or uncomfortable
2887

KP Could you explain what do you mean AJ keeps himself to himself? Would you say it means he is perceived as secretive?
2888

ZG

I wouldn't say secretive I would say he keeps himself to himself as in he doesn't tell everybody his business all the time he
doesn't come in and tell everybody what he is doing every moment of every day he doesn't post what he's up to on Facebook.
He is a quiet person

2889 KP On occassions did you and AJ go to lunch together?
2890 ZG Yes
2891 KP And did you go for a business trip together?
2892

ZG
I think the only business that we did together outside of the office was attending events and what you call Partner meetings or
Vendor meetings that he would come in with me

2893 KP I just recall him describing going together to business trip
2894 ZG For what?
2895 Judge What it has to do with anything? Bear in mind we lost an hour with you not being here.Finish point
2896

KP
The point that I was making is that Zarina was Line Manager of AJ when he was promoted and it could be perceived as a
SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP because they did go to lunch together I wasn't invited to the lunch and I was in his team
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2897 Judge Did you have a special relationship with AJ?
2898

ZG

I employed AJ, YES. I developed the team that I employed him to go into when I employed two people at the same time that was
Ashley Jackson and Amir Khan. When Amir left Ashley was NATURALLY promoted because we needed the team leader. At that
point I moved out from that role and moved to Vendor Manager role hence the need for Ashley being promoted (Note: that was
just after employing Claimant in May'16 without letting her know Zarina is no longer her Manager despite being introduced on
interview as her Manager and Claimant being told she will be in a team of two in the same role)so myself and Ashley may have
poped out of the office and have lunch together, that would have been business meeting at the same time as being lunch there
were very few places you could go for lunch so we would sat together and have lunch together. The same you did and Damian.

2899

KP

I met with Damian after he left because he didn't have job to go to. Thank you. So could you just confirm about the interview
that you were called by Ajaz on the 27th of Apr(2016) to the interview WITH ME and you were the interviewing Manager
ALONG WITH AJAZ?

2900 ZG YES
2901 KP And Ashley Jackson was never brought to the interview?
2902

ZG
NO, HE WASN'T. I was brought to the interview because I developed the team and I trained Ashley and Amir so Ajaz wanted
to get my approval so you would be suitable for the job

2903 KP Thank you. I have no more questions.
2904 Judge Right. You ready for releation?
2905 LH Its just clarification on the ET3 pg36 and 60
2906 Judge This document is a Response to the Claimant's claims and paragraph 8
2907 LH The last bit of that last sentence - have you ever said that?
2908

ZG

"As it caused Mr Rathore to become angry" So I wouldn't have said that in so many words -what Ajaz didn't appreciate was
people speaking another languages in the office because he though it was rude because we were English speaking office so
rather them him hear Kat and Damian speaking Polish I though I speak to them first and prevent the situation should ever
arise

2909 Judge Does that answer your question?
2910

Male Panel 
Member

Come back to your witness statement paragraph 6 you say that you continued to act as a SUPPORT FUNCTION for Sales
Support. Were you Ashley Jackson Manager at that time or not?

2911 ZG At the time of Kat joining the company I don't believe that I was 
2912

Male Panel 
Member Right

2913

ZG

So we had a Sales Support team of Ashley and Amir. Amir has left. We needed someone else to replace him and Ashley should
step up as Team Leader. At that point I moved to a role as a Vendor Manager, Kat confirmed the dates, but because I developed
that team, trained that team I said if you need anything, if thare is anything needed you can consult me 

2914
Male Panel 
Member So you were still active as a MENTOR to them?

2915 ZG Yes, but I wasn't his Line Manager
2916

Male Panel 
Member

Ok. Ashley shared a text with you on the 11th of Sep(2016) and I think that it was you that said that you didn't think that
Claimant had written the text that it would come from her phone. Why didn't you suggest to Ashley Jackson that he ask the
Claimant if she has written the text?

2917

ZG

So at that point Ashley had really no idea what to write back as he was just absolutelly shocked as was I. We had a
conversation when we discussed the wording in the text and say from what we Knew about Kat didn't belive she
knew this word, would use that wording so it would be genious if that come from her so this is when I said send it
to Ajaz streight away and tomorrow we go in the office we should know how on earth, if she sent the text. Would
she be still angry with you, if she actually turns up to work

Policy?
Discriminatory
ref to written
English/English
person would
have been
approached
streight away

2918
Male Panel 
Member Maybe somebody else has send the text?

2919 ZG Absolutelly
2920

Male Panel 
Member So why didn't you ask that question DID YOU SEND THAT TEXT?

2921 ZG I didn't think that was my place to
2922

Male Panel 
Member Or did you suggest that to Ashley Jackson?

2923
ZG

I honestly can't remember. It probably did come through in conversation but I don't believe I told him go back to Kat and ask
that question

2924
Male Panel 
Member Right, so you didn't give him instruction but did you suggest it to him

2925 ZG I can't remember
2926 Judge Thank you very much
2927 ZG Thank you
2928 END OF X-EX OF ZARINA GREENHALGH
2929 Judge That leaves us with…how long do you think you will ask questions to the final witness?
2930 KP I do my best I do my best
2931 Judge Do what?
2932 KP To approach it as fast as possible
2933 Judge Bear in mind you have some questions about disability
2934 KP Yes
2935

Judge

(TO THE CLAIMANT)We won't be finishing through that route, its gonna have to be probably be next year when
we get back. Does it make sense? Do you hear me. Because you will have to wait for the Employment Tribunal to
get together before this case concludes. Well now 2 o'clock please, 2 oc'lock to resume.
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2936 KP All right.
2937 Judge What did you think?
2938 KP I didn't think anything really.
2939 Judge You had your lunch, we were waiting for you
2940

KP
I barely struggle to, I'm hanging there by a thread I didn't think anything (CRYING VERY UPSET, MADE UPSET BY
THE JUDGE)I DIDN'T PLAN TO GO OUT I DIDN'T PLAN IT

2941 Judge Well, you may not have done, but you had your lunch BREAK now we have ours we are going to have an hour
2942 KP Yes, I don't object to it (CRYING)
2943 Judge We will come back at 2 o'clock we will have a final witness and depending on a time we will have to consider
2944 1 HOUR BREAK
2945 CLAIMANT CRYING FOR ENTIRE HOUR LEFT HOPELESS 
2946 Judge Right, Ms Dando?
2947 LH Yes Sir
2948 START X-EX OF SUSAN DANDO
2949 SD I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I shall give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing

but the truth.
2950 LH Have you got your witness statement in front of you
2951 SD Yes
2952 LH Please can you confirm your full name and your professional address for the tribunal
2953 SD Susan Dando, 14 Riverview, Vale Road, The Embankment Business Park, Stockport, SK4 3GN
2954 LH Please can you confirm you have your witness statement in front of you and it is 4 pg long and 16 paragraphs
2955 SD Yes
2956 LH Have you read through it recently
2957 SD Yes
2958 LH Are there any changes that you wish to make?
2959 SD Just to my job tiltle, it was Group Sales Director, I think some of the group needs explaining, I'm not, I wasn't a Sales Director

anything to do with R-com, group is just a small started company so I was trying to give out an impression of a bigger company
and I am Managing Director (note: 27.07.2017 promoted on Companies House to a Director: "The company confirms that the
person named has consented to act as a director. Authorisation: Director, Secretary, Person Authorised, Administrator,
Receiver Manager, Charity Commission Receiver and Manager, etc" for D4Digital Ltd. along Director-Ajaz Rathore under the
same address as R-com Consulting Ltd. representing company on social media and web page. Changing job tiltle misleading
tribunal to suit conviniently)

2960 LH Everything is accurate to the bast of your recollection?
2961 SD Yes
2962 LH Witness may stand examination in chief
2963 Judge Thank you
2964 KP Sorry did you say your name is Susan Foster Dando (note: witness statement reads Sue(Foster)Dando)
2965 SD Its now Susan Dando I was going through divorce and Foster was my married name I changed by default going back to Dando

now kind of transition
2966 KP Its just the witness statement says Sue Foster Dando, is that correct, is that acceptable, because it doesn't say full name?

2967 Judge Yes, it is
2968 KP Its just not a full name
2969 Judge And this is name is matters of opinion NOT FACT
2970 KP Could you confirm in your role as a Group Sales Director did you earn commission?
2971 SD Yes
2972 Judge What is the relevance to this case
2973 KP So I just try to establish because earning comission is based on how many employees is being hired, so for every employee in

recruitment there is a comission
2974 Judge Uhmmm, ok. So the business earns comission?
2975 SD So do all of the consultants on the placements that they make, in this side of the recruitment Im in charge of there is a

percentage of a monthly salary of person placement and then the consultant will get a percentage of that
2976 KP Could you just confirm about your witness statement, that you were requested to write a witness statement and you provided

it to the Representative on around 18 Jul 2017 ?
2977 SD Yes
2978 KP Around that time, mid July
2979 SD Yes
2980 KP Thank you. You were NOT on the original witness list for this case, weren't you?
2981 SD No
2982 KP So going to the 'Disgrace' e-mail on the pg353, so the e-mail was sent on 29 Jun 2017 at 11:15 do you agree
2983 SD Yeah, that's what is says on that
2984 Judge At 11:15 , not 23:15
2985 SD Yes
2986 KP And around this time you were made aware of the the the allegations of sexual discrimination, harassment, and race

discrimination 
2987 SD Yes, I was only made aware of this claims by yourself because you have requested e-mail evidence from myself and everyone

else that you could follow this case, so its not something that was publically talked about anywhere between managers or

anybody. I wasn't aware that you were doing this until that point that I was asked for e-mail evidence and then I leant the

severity of your claims (note:referring to Claimant's SAR request under Data Protection legislation, which was made on

28.06.2017 found as non compliant refusal by the Respondent by ICO)
2988 KP But you weren't informed by me about the allegations, as such, I've only requested Subject Access Request, I did SAR and you

said I informed you about sexual harassment, race discimination 
2989 SD No, I was only informed about it when you requested report, so
2990 KP Yes, from the Respondent
2991 SD Yes
2992 KP Would you be able to read the e-mail you wrote?
2993 SD Yeah
2994 Judge Well we have all read this
2995 KP Right.So do you agree with everything that you said in the e-mail?Do you agree with everything?
2996 SD Yes
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2997 KP So, just about the incident that took place in the cinema, just want to roughly catch up on that, because, you said that you met
Ajaz(Rathore) at the cinema, in your statement point 14, you said that you met Ajaz Rathore in the cinema and he gave you
some money for cinema tickets

2998 SD No. I was running late because I was coming from Homes Chapel
2999 Judge Have to say this is not the matter tribunal is interested in
3000 KP I appreciate that, however I just want to show the truthfulness of Ashley Jackson statement, because how would I know about

this that this happened when I was in the office, I wasn't there wasn't I? Was I there in the cinema?
3001 SD No, you weren't there
3002 KP Was Ashley Jackson there?
3003 SD Yes, he was
3004 KP And he said this never happened in his statement. So how would I know about it and say about it, if I wouldn't hear from

anybody in the office?And the only person was there Ashley Jackson so he did lie on his statement
3005 SD He didn't say that it didn't happen
3006 KP I did ask him specifically can you confirm tht you told in the office that you have seen yourself
3007 SD See me yes, but not that Ajaz paid for my tickets
3008 KP But how would I know that, how would this be in my submissions, if he wouldn't tell me that. It wasn't Ajaz Rathore who told

me that and only yourself, Ajaz and Ashley were there, was it?
3009 SD I can't answer for Ashley but I can tell you I was running late, Ajaz was already at the cinema, he got the tickets, he phoned me

so that I can get to see Disney film with my kids, he didn't accompany me to see the film, Ashley was already there watching a

different film, and Ashley did know about the situation but not that Ajaz bouught the tickets
3010 KP No, he said that he didn't say in in the office but how else would I know about it
3011 Judge You understand this is not the mater tribunal is interested in
3012 KP So the truthfullness of witness statement isn't it relevant?
3013 Judge The statement itself is not relevant
3014 KP What does it mean?
3015 Judge Because this witness offers opinion on matters on which she's already given her opinion voluntarly , where idealy they not have

been given, she doesn't deal with the events that you particularly are dealing with apart as litigator
3016 KP I appreciate that, but is this witness no the only person on stand , who can confirm that it was only herself, Ajaz and Ashley

Jackson in the cinema, and Ashley Jackson…
3017 Judge We do, but it is not a matter that is of interest of this tribunal. Our findings will not have anything to do with this! We are

interested in the matters you setting out on your little sheet of allegation
3018 KP So Ahsley Jackson said untrue statement in his testimony, can we establish that?
3019 SD No you  said he recalls there was no conversation
3020 KP no he didn't, because I did ask him from the start I think 3 or 4 questions, which he answered no, no, no, no and one of them

was did you say in the office that you have seen yourself and Ajaz in the cinema and Ajaz paid for your tickets
3021 Judge So there is no way to know Ajaz paid for the tickets?
3022 KP Yes, but how would I know about this if somebody didn't talk about it in the office
3023 Judge The question is, did the witness paid him back
3024 SD Yes, I did
3025 KP Can you prove it?
3026 SD Possibly not because I possibly gave him cash, its been 2 years ago and I won't recall going through bank statements from 2

years ago
3027 KP Thank you. And the least, I just wanted to congratulate you on the business awards, the accolades ts a huge achievent, I really

envy you as a business woman (note: Claimants's in break down breaking up voice, really put down, crying) 
3028 SD Thank you
3029 KP NO MORE QUESTIONS (NOTE: Claimant struggle in break down, constant put downs by the Judge)
3030 Judge Your examination
3031 LH No examination Sir
3032 Judge Can I understand this please the relationship between your company and r-com or what can be your involvment with r-com

3033 SD Yeah R-com are a sister companies so to speak, I recruited there for a couple of years for a separate company and then Ajaz has

asked me to set up a recruitment company, as one of his companies grown up so I don't have any relation to r-com personally in

terms of employment or shares or anything whatsoever and I still recruite for r-com
3034 Judge So is Ajaz an entrepreneurial investor who contracts people for certain purposes you sit well in that skills 
3035 SD Absolutely
3036 Judge (So there is a common ground to be shown but there is no actual connection to r-com before?)
3037 SD Yeah
3038 Judge And you are at the same premises?
3039 SD Yes
3040 Judge And how far were you connected with the claimants recruitment?
3041 SD So I recruited Kat, had a number of conversations, sent job specifications of Sales Support, she was on one of the job sites cv-

library I think, I did a search, called her, and she was listed, Kat was very strong
3042 END OF X-EX OF SUE DANDO
3043 Judge Ok, the relationship that’s all I wanted to ask you. Thank you very much.Is there an issue you wanted to discuss privately (Ms

Halsall stays as she was here from the beginning representing the company)
3044 KP Yes
3045 Judge What is it you wanted to raise around the question of disability we havent had the chance? DISABILITY
3046 KP So basically I sent some more evidence I did come across, I did ask the respondent prior to this hearing what gaps they refer to

because Im not an expert in gathering evidence to prove disability this is not something I know how to do I really didn't know
what was meant by that, so I provided some more prescription receipts and I just want to confirm that current state is
satisfactory to this tribunal in regards to disability evidence?

3047 Judge You have provided some further information as prescriptions and forms and you have sunnarised the information provided on
the sick notes, but you have not provided dates for them?

3048 KP THE DATES ARE CONSECUTIVE FROM 14 SEP 2016 UP UNTIL 11 OF THIS MONTH (11 SEP 2018)
3049 Judge 14 Sep 2016 up until 11 of this month. Is there a reason you have not see that information (to LH)?
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3050 LH The only prospective reason that I can think of is we haven't received confirmation from the Claimant that its her full extent of
the treatment unavailable document so that's why we were in objection, we were told this was all the information and that's
what we have got on (note: doesn't make any sense they had all the monthly sick notes and pile of medical records and
information gathered since first full medical disclosure ordered on the 30 Oct 2017 then just added to in in months to come,
then full disclosure for the hearing)

3051 Judge Yes. Its more less the same, is it?
3052 LH It doesn't make any difference to our substantial internal argument of disclosure
3053 Judge Yeah. So if we receive that reconsider this part of the matters that we were looking on coming to the question on disability,

then is that all we have to say about it?
3054 KP There is a matter of my witness statement, because I didn't have Representative I am not sure if I signed both witness

statements
3055 Judge Well, it doesn't matter whether you signed it or not because you confirmed when you were giving evidence that it is your

witness statement
3056 KP But I think I have not signed one of them
3057 Judge Listen, if you want to sign them fine, I don't mind because you confirmed on oath that they were your statements

3058 KP I would prefer to sign it
3059 Judge We have your main statement and your disability statement, the disability statement isn't signed, so if you want to sign it,

thank you very much.
3060 KP Yes
3061 Judge That’s all the issues you wish to raise and I said I would come back to this question of Miss Dando and D4Digital. As I understand 

it the Equality Act does not provide for you a remedy against Miss Dando and D4Digital because there isn't (a conceptual 
certificate from you) and it seems to me that whatever was said by ETJ Warren that is the same way that takes (the 'furlough') 
amendment to the first claim. That is my inicial finding and if you like you can talk about it or raise it as part of your submission 
you want to make

D4DIGITAL 
Note: ETJ 
speaking 
very quietly 
at times

3062 KP No, I just would like to address ir, I cannot find the documents now, if I can just have few minutes, because I thought by taking a
witness statement Sue Dando was here in connection, Sue Dando was asked by the Respondent to give evidence for r-com
consulting, it wasn't me who requested this witness

3063 Judge Sorry, it was you who brought proceedings against her
3064 KP Yes
3065 Judge That's what brought her to the tribunal
3066 KP NO, NO BECAUSE THE PROCEEDINGS WERE BROUGHT MUCH LATER
3067 Judge She was asked by the Respondent
3068 KP By the Respondent in connection to the Respondent, as a Gropu Sales Director
3069 Judge As a which group
3070 KP Can I just have a few minutes, I cannot locate relevant paperwork
3071 Judge All right
3072 KP So in a Company House both Mr Ajaz Hussain Rathore and Susan Dando are listed as Directors for D4Digital Ltd.
3073 Judge Yes I agree
3074 KP Mr Rathore is an active Director of 5 companies, 
3075 Judge Yes
3076 KP And he hold 5 appointments at 5 different companies incl D4Digital Ltd (note: it could be up to 13 companies active on

Companies House for Mr Ajaz Rathore)The case for D4Digital Ltd was launched on 08 Sep 2017
3077 Judge What was the date?
3078 KP 08-Sep-17
3079 Judge Yeah
3080 KP Sue Dando sent the e-mail in question which is the the 'DISGRACE' e-mail on 29 Jun 2017 AND SHE WAS ASKED TO GIVE HER

WITNESS STATEMENT FOR R-COM CONSULTING I RECEIVED IT ON 18 JUL 2017. So the company, the Respondent connected
her themselves to the case without without me interfering in it the Respondent treated her as their employee in relation of
r-com consulting only case, there was no mention at the time, the case wasn't launched until 08 Sep 2017 so r-com
consulting connected this employee to this case as a witness themselves. So therefore Judge Warren on 16 Mar 2018 ruled
that the connection was sufficient for the cases to be joined and for my incident of harassment being included in this case.
Sue Dando also appears on the D4Digital awards ceremony with Ajaz Rathore (note: evidence submitted by Claimant from
public domain of event in Nov 2017) Im sure you have seen this

3081 Judge I have seen that,
3082 KP So there is clear connection, as well as job tiltle which states Group Sales Director or a Manager throughout her employment.

She was based on the same OPEN PLAN OFFICE, if we could see the office plan?
3083 Judge Well I don't know how we seeing the plan will change 
3084 KP We have seen each other on the stair case, in the kitchennete, in the office, it was open plan office, we exchanged hello, we

exchanged casual talk
3085 Judge Not withstanding all those facts where as a matter of law can you connect Miss Dando as a Respondent to your claim?

3086 KP it is not my place as a matter of law I am not qualified to connect, I only could have made my argument which was sustained by
Judge Warren on the 16 Mar 2018, 

3087 Judge Ok. Do you want to respond?
3088 LH Yes, it was my submission in that PH that it should have been dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. I submitted that there was no

connection of D4Digital with R-com legally, the Judge did make a decision ON THE FACTS and in particular the -email with the
tiltle Group Director. SHE SAID THAT THEY WERE SUFFICIENTLY CONNECTED. I was then asked to make a concession which
happened to be an instruction and the concession was that we won't go into statutory defence, because the Judge made it clear
that she was going to order it to be joined together. My submission remains the same that legally they aren't joined together,
but in terms of the event that was Judges need

3089 LH In terms of the facts of the case and that the Respondent approached Ms Dando in Jun or Jul 2017, it was a matter of course Ms
Dando had recruired the Claimant and I dare say she was asked by the Director what happened and she had to explain the
recruitment process to him. That would be the only reason at that point Ms Dando was involved she hadn't been involved prior
at all. Thank you Sir

3090 Judge Would you like to add to it
3091 KP Yes thank you I just would like to add the Respondent forgot to mention that they have accepted liability at the hearing on 16

Mar 2018 for Sue Dando actions and it would cause me a massive detriment if this would be now changed because I put a lot of

effort into this separate case and I did insist on keeping them sepatrate but the Judge convinced me to conceal on this point and

I am convinced that it was a threatening e-mail and it was a harassment conduct
3092 Judge Well here this is not the question on whether it was a harassment e-mail it is a question on whether Ms Dando she can be liable

for what she's done 
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3093 KP But it was R-com Consulting who accepted liability
3094 Judge Well, yes I know but in fact as the matter of law she cannot be liable not in case of accepting liability for her, that's the problem,

the Equality Act unlike the Employment Rights Act doesn't know the deffinition of ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

Claimant note-MsDando was Claimant's recruiter and a Group recruiter on site and in S.79(9) EQUALITY ACT 2010 (ALSO IN THE 
EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS ACT)
For the purposes of this section, employers are associated if–
(a) one is a company of which the other (directly or indirectly) has control, or
(b) both are companies of which a third person (directly or indirectly) has control.

Column
1

Column2 Column3 Column4

3095 Judge So I think I understand why yoy brought the claim and the effect of everything that happened, the question for the tribunal is 

whether or not there can be a vicarious liability if there is liability by the sound of it it will fall up on r-com based on that 

concession, but as a matter of law it can't be done. I do not think it would be right to make a decision now it will be a matter 

that comes out in the end of the day. The only potential date I have between now and next year is 10 Dec 2018
3096 LH Im not available Jul 2019
3097 KP Can I just say that in this case there were many Representatives of Peninsula who dealt with this case
3098 Judge This case is not part heard
3099 KP But I did wait 6 months just for this hearing and 2 years 2 years to resolve the matters
3100 Judge You have done, but we are in a position where we are now that we can't reach a conclusion today and as I said yesterday 

rather than hurryingly have submissions today it would be  to give you time and opportunity to do it properly
3101 KP There is a matter also of further detriment caused to me being still employed, further detriment is that more and more time to 

the judgment it is a detriment because the Panel will not have afresh view of the case as if would have today, so my argument is 

that it will cause me detriment for the judgment to be heard half a year or year from now
3102 Judge WELL WHAT ELSE DO YOU THINK WE SHOULD DO?This case was allocated 3 days
3103 KP Is there a way for safety matters or reasonable adjustment for the case to be allocated a day immediatelly like it was done in 

January by Judge
3104 Judge Your submissions will be limited to an actual half an hour each
3105 KP Yes
3106 Judge Do you have them in writing?
3107 KP No, but I didn't give my opening submissions and I just have few things to say
3108 Judge If the Respondent can't be there for the 10th of Dec 2018, I would have to make inquiries with the listing team as to if they 

can find a day AND THAT WOULD MEAN THAT MY TWO COLLEAGUES WOULD ALSO BE AVAILABLE ON THAT day
3109 KP Can I just ask is today not sufficient time, as it is 45 past 2pm
3110 Judge Are you able to give your submission now, 
3111 KP Yes
3112 Judge Are you able to give yours
3113 LH I wouldn't mind to confine my submission to half an hour
3114 Judge Well you are given half an hour
3115 LH That’s' fine if Im given half an hour
3116 Judge So that's what we could have done, and if that is the case then WE are able to come back on the 10th of Dec, even if you are not

3117 KP Yes
3118 LH Can the Claimant go first I know its not the normal way but Im just concerned if we go over exception made

for the
Respondent
benefit.Respond
ent's lawyer had
written
submissions
prepared which
unrepresented
Claimant didn't,
didn't even
know of such to
be needed at all

3119 Judge If what will go over
3120 LH Because the time gone over we got allocated for witnesses
3121 Judge Yes
3122 KP I will keep my time I will keep my time
3123 Judge It make sense for the Claimant to say why she thinks she should succeed and then for you to say why she shouldn't. Bear in 

mind we make notes of what you are saying, we will now hear from yo to summarise the case
3124 CLAIMANT'S CLOSING SUBMISSIONS
3125 KP I just would like to bring attention to the most recent report of House of Commons which is sexual harassment in the workplace 

which has been published on 25 Jul 2018, the findings of this report that say that sexual harassment in the workplace is wide 
spread and common place based on BBC statistics interviewing 6206 people 40% of women and 50% from other survey said 
that they were in some way harassed in the workplace.

3126 On pg 6 of this report the House of Commons says the scale of this issue is masked within organisation by the fact that majority 
of the incidents are never reported to an employer

3127 On pg7 is an important note, throughout the word of work in spite of the law sexual harassment is an everyday common 
occurance

3128 As well as perpetrators are disproportionally man.
3129 On pg13 HOC state in the absence of the comprehensive action by employers and on stringent regulatory regime, the burden of 

tackling sexual harassment at work rests with individual workers, Elizabeth Prochaska Legal Director of EHRC, IT IS A CRUSHING 
BURDEN
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3130 On pg36 it further states toxic organisational culture and poor management practices have the potential to make sexual 
harassment and other forms of workplace discrimination more prevelant

3131 And also I would like to mention some of the case law related to my case, in particular
3132 In Driskel v Peninsula Business Services 2000 is a successful sexual harassment claim, it says women are more likely than men, 

to find such remarks intimidating and those are the remarks which find them offenssive
3133 In Law Society v Bahl 2003, the discriminatory reason for the conduct needs not to be the sole or even principal reason of the 

discrimination. It is enough that it is a contributing cause in the sense of significant influence
3134 As well as Nagarajan v London Regional Transport 2000, the rulling was discimination maybe on racial grounds even though it 

is not the sole ground for the decision
3135 Discrimination requires that racial grounds where a cause the activating cause as well as substantial or effective cause 

substantial reason an important factor
3136 In a B and another v A 2010, the EAT in sex discrimination case ruled Tribunals must be alive to the fact that stereotypical views 

of male and female behaviour exists
3137 And the last one in Alan v London Probation Trust, is a race discrimination case, EAT ruled, what is required is not that a 

treatment is solely because of a protected characteristic but that a protective characteristic is an effective cause of the 
treatment

3138 And I feel from the start from my interview with Ajaz Rathore when my nationality was brought up I feel the elephant was 

always in the room because social-economic culture at the time was brexit campaign following by brexit referendum which 

stated that UK will leave the Union, and it could have an impact on cansious or subconscious bias
3139 And the fact also that I was being asked personal questions by MD in my interview was never denied by the Respondent

3140 I was also consistent with every detail because there was a massive background information without it maybe maybe it could 
innocent but if there is this background information which is just a 4 month information but is all relevent to the culture of the 
organisation

3141 I had NO REASON WHATSOEVER to leave the company I happily trained I was flying in my role I was flying with all the tasks I 

had no reason whatsoever I earned 19000 a year I've made some friends, I was happy where I work, I was happy with the 

commute, I donated to the charity supported by the company, I had no reason whatsoever to leave the company and 
3142 Judge You didn't left there, didn't you
3143 KP To go on benefits, like it was suggested that I happily sit at home to take benefits but I didn't have a reason, I don't have 

dependants, I don't have a mortgage, the money I earned was enough for me
3144 And lastly I would like this tribunal to address the matter of moving on, what am I supopose to do in this predicament, because I 

am currently off sick but if I will get better I just would like to seek recommendation how to resolve my employment situation at 
present

3145 jUDGE We are not here to do that
3146 KP But recommendation
3147 Judge Recommendation that the Tribunal gives in discrimination cases doesn't include that
3148 KP Thank you 
3149 Judge Sorry, we are not allowed to do that I didn't realise that was dilemma that you have
3150 KP Thank you that’s all I have to say
3151 Judge Well on time, you may take a little longer Respondent's

lawyer
encouragement

3152 START LAURA HALSALL FOR THE RESPONDENT(PRE-PREPARED) CLOSING SUBMISSIONS
3153 LH Thank you Sir. The inicial claim that is before you today is of race discrimination and sexual discrimination and it is a case that 

rest solely on a witness evidence that you provided. The Respondent has brought 6 witnesses with them, 2 of which have given 

up their time to be here, and travelled to tell their side of their story, they denied things that they didn't believe happened, but 

they also admitted things that they didn't have to, and it is for this reason I say you can prefer their evidence, 
3154 Taking allegations as listed in the openning statement, 
3155 The 1st one were the comments made in the interview by tMr Rathore, the Director, the Respondent did accept that these are 

probably comments he asked but they occurred in April 2016, it was an isolated incident that hasn't been mentioned until 

tribunal, they are out of time, and there was no such reason given by the Claimant to extent such time
3156 If you accept that these comments were made this are the comments that the Director made to all staff
3157 Judge But we don't know that because Mr Ajaz wasn't here
3158 LH Yeah, but the staff was here
3159 Judge Maybe just didn't know
3160 LH Ms Greenhalgh said he asked those questions to everybody
3161 Judge Ok
3162 LH This were questions asked of all his staff in order to get to know them, and whether they would be hired for r-com

3163 If she believed that those comments were discriminatory at the time she didn't have to take up the job at all
3164 Turning to a second point that she was called on the carper harshly by the Managing Director this is in reference to two points 

that’s clean desk policy and why she was late this was confirm were conversations that took place in the office in private
3165 She was simply informed that there was clean desk policy and again this was throughout the premises
3166 This was something that Mr Rathore would do to anybody who left computer on their desk and has nothing to do with 

characteristic that she was female or Polish
3167 In terms of the Claimant being late again Mr Rathore asked her why she was late when she wasn't sat at her desk at 8:30, again 

it is a question asked of averybody being late and it is not related to her sex or indeed her race
3168 All of this allegations relate to Mr Rathore who you haven't heard evidence from, but they were isolated incidents at the start 

of the employment and havent been approached until they reached tribunal
3169 Looking at the post brexit allegations 3 onwards, all of the witnesses before you accepted that there was some talk of brexit 

after the referendum. Ms Greehalgh told you that was a conversation of the sales team and not the Claimant directly 

ALTHOUGH THERE WERE QUESTIONS SHE ASKED. She told you the questions  that she asked. Ms Greehalgh was genuinly 

interested in the Claimant, and therefore they were the questions that would have been asked anybody else have they been 

relevant, the Claimant didn't object to them being asked and she actually answered those questions, 
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3170 No 4 increased scrutiny, targeting and fingerpointing, the e-mail in question you read, an error was picked up, YES IT WAS 
AFTER THE REFERENDUM, but that was after the meeting that Claimant's Manager has had with the Director, who went and 
asked streight away, its a coincident that it was after brexit, 

3171 In that e-mail hes positive, he doesn't say it cant be fixed, he says it’s a mistake, its happened to me, and he offers help and 
training should she so wish

3172 It has nothing to do with the claimant being Polish or indeed female.It is the manager approaching the issue with the staff that 
he managed

3173 No 5 Being denied to speak Polish in the office. Ms Greenhalgh gave evidence today, she gave the evidence that she approached 
the issue with not just two members of staff speaking Polish, but also with other members of staff (Urdu). SHE FELT THAT IT 
WAS NOT APPROPRIATE IN ENGLISH OFFICE

3174 The comments allegedly made by Mr Haresnape, that brexit won't be happening soon enough and that people will still be 
coming here expecting iceing on a cake, his evidence is quite clear on this, he didn't say that. 

3175 No 7 the MD sudden outburst in a meeting 10 Aug 2016, it was a sales meeting everybody was present, and any statements 
were directed at the members of the sales team, they were criticised for not passing the work on to not only to claimant but 
also to her manager Ashley Jackson, 

3176 It is accepted that the Claimant was upset by the comments made to sales person but Ms Greehalgh and Mr Jackson spoke to 

her, and were content that she understood why those allegations, well those statements were made to sales people
3177 The claimant made no issue about those after that date
3178 No8 the race and sex discimination about not taking part in office ollympics, as per e-mails that you have read in the bundle, no 

one knew why Claimant wasn't taking part, she just told them that she was stressed and tired, the issue was to do with her 
workpload

3179 Mr Jackson also offered assistance, if she needed it, assistance which she didn't take
3180 This claims have nothing to do with the Claimant being Polish
3181 Judge There was also Ms Greenhalgh whos comment Claimant (didn't want to feel silly)
3182 LH Which one? Oh silly, yeah. There was a meeting of Ms Greenhalgh and the Claimant and Ms Greenhalgh asked percisely is there 

a reason you don't want to take part and the Claimant told her that she didn't want to feel silly and look foolish
3183 Again this has nothing to do with her being Polish or female. In a Respondents view its that the Claimant didn't want to join in, 

nothing to do with protected characteristic
3184 Point 9 the increased workpload and being asked to do work for D4Digital. It is accepted that the Claimant was asked to assist 

with work for D4Digital, anybody in that office would have been asked to help again it has nothing to do with any of hers 

protected characteristics, she was qualified and it was felt in the office that she could help
3185 Point 10. staring down by Line Manager on the 2 of Sep this is now changed from being dirty looks on her bottom to being 

stared down, Mr Jackson evidence is quite clear he didn't stare at her in any way
3186 He said and he told you he might have looked at her as a manager but this was nothing more and it was certainly not sexual, he 

says he didn't engage in any unwanted conduct that the Claimant now alledges, 
3187 Point 11 the casual Fri and the biceps, he accepts the acl knee reconstruction, but he doesn't talk about trausers or showing his 

scar
3188 KP He did
3189 Judge I thought that he accepted to  shown someone his scars this means that you witnessed it
3190 KP Yes
3191 LH I apologise, I was not going to address it till the end I was going to address ice creams, grapes
3192 Judge You just said Ashley Jackson never to accepts anything, denies any unwanted conduct, well the Claimant found the business 

with the legs to be unwanted conduct but did he accept next to Claimant being frisky what the contex for 
3193 LH He says he doesn't encourage any of that conduct
3194 Judge Yes, yes, but the conduct he engaged in, unwanted conduct could potentially meet the end of the weld
3195 LH In terms of the acl reconstruction Sir, the Claimant told you circumstances of that case and he says he said he was talking to a 

male member of staff who also had the same operation, he showed him his scar, it certainly wasn't in a sexual way, and 
therefore it is not feasible to hold this as an unwanted conduct, not to look at the surrounding circumstances of this, and those 
are quite clear he had a purpose to show someone his scar, it has nothing to do with Claimant's protected charecteristic of 
being female or indeed Polish

3196 In terms of bare biceps and showing of the biceps on casual Friday, Mr Jackson accepts that he might have stretched in that 

meeting, and that it was normal for him to do so, he was wearing a T-shirt on that day and there was nothing he says that was 

degrading, humiliating or offensive , he simply stretched, and it is for this reason Respondent will say its not reasonable to 

perceive him as doing this because the Claimant is female or Polish
3197 He was quite clear to you that he had no feelings like that to Claimant

3198 Turning to point 12, and the incident regarding fan again Mr Jackson is quite clear he says it is hot, refering to the temperature 
of the room, it was not made in a sexual manner, and it was comment made in an open office to everybode, the Claimant to 
assert that was a sexual induendo, Mr Jackson answer is it wasn't at all 

3199 No 13, feeling uncomfortable wolking around the office, the Claimant has alledged that it was a lads culture, it is an accusation 

that Mr Jackson denies, as certain Respondent witnesses say there ware females present in the office, there were more male 

than female, but this on its own does not make a lads culture, we have not heard any specifics other than comments made in 

the office towards a female member of staff, we don't know when they were said, who they were said to or by who, 
3200 Point 14, and the raising of sexual harassment grievance with the manager on the 11 Sep 2016, we looked at the harassment 

policy, the Respondent would say that it was an informal aknowledgment, it was written outside of work time, 
3201 Judge So the informal aknowledgment, stage 1 of the Harassment Policy
3202 LH Yes NOTE:
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3203 LH It was a text sent during the weekend, and she told him it was two strikes on harassment against him, and he should stop, Mr 
Jackson was suspicious of the language, as Ms Greenhalgh, both of them didn't think it sounded like her, although they accept it 
is the same phone number that the Claimant holds, 

3204 In line with that Policy, Mr Jackson stopped whatever the Claimant was alledging, there was no further accusations from this 
place, in fact Mr Jacksons evidence was that he didn't speak to her during that time, he felt hurt and he felt victimised, what she 
was saying

3205 Mr Jackson did all that he could in this circumstances, he raised it with other experienced members of staff and a decision was 
made to see how this played out

3206 It is unclear if it was a formal stage 2 step in the process, how would Respondent expect Mr Jackson to investigate himself in 
line with that Policy

3207 Judge I presume in the second the Manager's in
3208 LH Doesn't say that in the Policy
3209 Judge My prediction Is banish Peninsula(note: Employee Handbook is likely to be produced by Peninsula for r-com)
3210 LH Point 15, and the unspecified e-mails such as you will love me for that, keeping you sweet, or I will calm you down whenever 

you need me to, or I will make things happen for you, now it is the Claimant's positon that the Respondent had deliberatelly 

concealed those e-mails. The Respondent hasn't delliberately concealed those e-mails, the e-mails before you in the bundle 

were disclosed by the Claimant, the Respondent does not have any of this e-mails, it seem odd that the Claimant would keep e-

mails that you see now, and not the e-mails she now alledges were sent around the same time
3211 Judge He also sent response down to Microsoft, won't find them
3212 LH As was explained by Mr Khan in his evidence 
3213 Judge Well yes, but whatever he says it seems very likely for this documents ever gone missing, look around that's what 

we are missing, that's the evidence from microsoft
3214 LH This e-mails it was suggested to the witnesses that this e-mails should have been thought about in litigation, any 

correspondence that was sent during this period that was saying well done, good job, wouldn't be expected to be in litogation 
in 2 years time

3215 There was no expectation until those case management orders that asked for those specific dates, the Respondent would have 
been asked to look for them

3216 Judge Its in the grievance, the Claimant mentioned e-mails
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3217 LH I didn't look for them, that's all what Im saying
3218 Judge What you are asking here , you've not had the opportunity, you didn't
3219 LH But the Grievance is not an act of dicrimination
3220 Judge Hmmm
3221 LH The company cannot be responsible for microsoft, they did raised that issues and they've got the answer
3222 Mr Jackson admits that he uses word sweet, and he was quite clear that it was common word that he used, I suggested to the 

Claimant that could have meant GOOD, it has nothing to do with the Claimants protected characteristics and cannot reasonably 
be seen to have any effect on her for that reason

3223 Point 16 and the Russian model comment, Mr Jackson told you in his evidence that he could not recall that conversation, he 

certainly didn't say anything but something maymay have been said because, THERE WERE RUSSIAN MODELS PRESENT
3224 It is not reasonable for the Claimant to be offended by that
3225 Point 19, I've addressed
3226 It seems from the evidence you've heard and the bundle before you, that the Claimant doesn't like Mr Jackson, she didn't like 

that he was younger, and she didn't like that he didn't have managerial experience
3227 She's form the view that Ms Greengalgh was to be her Manager, althought she interviewed her, there was no expectation that 

would be the case
3228 Mr Jackson was nothing but nice to this Claimant, he reassured her and remained professional, from what we have seen

3229 It is the case from all of the members of staff that you heard from, appreciated the Claimant's work, and tried to be as nice as 
possible to her, 

3230 There were few issues that haven't been mentioned in the Claimant's statement but have been mentioned in the pleadings, in 
terms of the employee retention rate, this has nothing to do with the Claimant's race or sex, 

3231 The highly man dominated environment, we have been told Ms Greenhalgh sat opposite her, and it’s the environment that she 

new about before she entered the company, simply because there is more males than females does not make it discriminatory
3232 The eating of the ice creams in the office, it was accepted that the ice creams were eaten, but there was nothing to suggest that 

it was in an intimidating manner, it was offered to everybody and the Claimant was free to accept or reject it, this is not 
discriminatory because of her race or sex

3233 The eating of the GRAPES
3234 Mr Jackson's evidence is clear, he picks up the bunch and eats them, just because he didn't eat them the same way as the 

Claimant, does not make it discriminatory
3235 That was his evidence, he didn't dangle them above his head as alledged, he was simly eating from fruit vine
3236 Judge He was eating from branch
3237 LH Not one at the time like that
3238 KP No
3239 Judge I've got the impression that he did hold it, not necessarly above the head, but not picking the grapes of the vine
3240 KP Yes
3241 Judge I thing he said ho got the grapes from the kitchen bowl, and then went out to eat them
3242 KP At his desk from the vine
3243 Judge Yes, not dangle (above his head) but he bit them off from the vine
3244 KP Yes
3245 LH Using the seductive voice, Mr Jackson again denied
3246 All communication going through Ashley, Mr Jackson was the Claimant's Manager, therefore her work was being monitores, as 

was everybody elses who was new to the business, its not about her race or her sex
3247 The grievance itself was not alledged to be discriminatory, however it is important in this case
3248 The Claimant tells you that the Management should have been there for that text, BUT THE REALITY IS THEY 

WERENT
3249 The first thing they knew about it was on the 14th of Sep (note: again misleading Tribunal)when the Claimant told them she 

was going off sick
3250 Judge Ms Greenhalgh knew, Mr Jackson knew
3251 LH Mr Rathore didn't know
3252 Judge Yes he did, he knew from Mr Jackson
3253 KP He knew on Monday
3254 LH He knew of the text?
3255 Judge Yes
3256 LH Yes?
3257 But they didn't know the details of the allegations they needed to investigate
3258 Judge They knew the allegations in the text
3259 LH No, she just said 2 strikes
3260 KP Sexual harassment
3261 Judge They knew what was in the text, no doubt that Mr Rathore was told, on Monday(12 Sep2016)at the latest, and the two 

Managers, Mr Jackson and Ms Greenhalgh know
3262 LH Yes, they have seen the text but they were not aware of the grievance which was Wed
3263 Judge Unless that is a stage one
3264 LH The trigger point in that case is that text message, he didn't think its own by that person he didn't act on it, he just 

told people and they all agree to see HOW IT PLAYED OUT
3265 The Grievance the Claimant raised after she went home sick, didn't mentioned the race discrimination, but it does mention the 

accusations against Mr Jackson, the Claimant weaved her right to attend meeting and it was held in her absence, interviews 

were taken, from those mentioned and they were addressed to the letter to the Claimant, the Claimant appealed and this time 

the Respondent faced allegations of bias, asked an external consultant to do that hearing, it was offered to be put off, until the 

Claimant was feeling better, but she declined, and therefore, the appeal outcome was delivered in her absence.
3266 The Claimant tells you that she ask to MOVE SITS, but in that text message it says in the future I will be looking TO MOVE SITS, a 

future that wasn't possible with the Respondent, because the Claimant hasn't been into work since that day
3267 LH Turning to the question of disability
3268 KP Im sorry can I just interrupt, I thought we had half an hour for our submissions
3269 Judge You have 3 min
3270 LH Thank you Sir
3271 Judge What Im going to do once this side finishes, let you come back
3272 LH Turning to the question of disability, we are looking there is a mental imairement that has substantial and adverce effect on 

Claimant's to carry on normal day to day activities, we haven't been told about day to day activities other than what you have 
seen in medical evidence, this is the Claimants' burden
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3273 Judge We have got a statement as well
3274 LH The statement doesn't mention day to day activities (note: off work unable to work ever full time or in the office and since Sep 

2016, 4 month therapy all mentioned in the statement)
3275 LH The Claimant relies on anxiety and depression they are not in the statement (note: 4 month therapy and a separate document 

submission on anxiety and depression delivered by the Claimant)
3276 But the evidence that you have seen in material time is that The Claimant was diagnosed by a doctor on sick note with low 

mood, it does fluctuate, we accept that, but there is no reason for the Respondent to  believe this will have a substantial effect 
on Claimant's ability

3277 We don't know if it was long term, it cerainly doesn't appeas so from the medical evidence we have received
3278 Looking at the case of Jv DLA Piper and also on the case of 'H Kids W Metropolitan Council' IT IS A Respondent's view that this is 

a medicasation of work related problem and as such cannot be classed as disability under S.6 of the Equality Act 
3279 The Respondent did not have knowledge and could not have a constructive knowledge of disability at that material time (note: 

Respondent received consecutive Sick Notes since Sep 2016), same Ms Dando wasn't aware what the Claimant was off sick with
3280 They were only privy to the Sick Notes that they received and at the time it was low mood (note: Claimant off sick for over a 

year, long term)
3281 KP Can I just ask if the time is monitored
3282 Judge Yes, she is in a place where she has to finish, after that you will have a chance to come back and comment on what was said

3283 KP Thank you
3284 LH Turning to the last allegation Ms Dando e-mail, it is the Respondent's submission that Ms Dando is not liable under the Act, BUT 

NEVER THE LESS, Ms Dando sent that e-mail, as she felt responsible, that she hired the Claimant, 
3285 This was an e-mail sent very late into proceedings (note :29 Jun 2017 one  month before scheduled first full hearing in already 

unbearable burden for the Claimant)one monthh before the final hearing that was originaly made
3286 She's cleared the information, that she was given, that the Claimant was giving was false, and they were false allegations

3287 Turning finally to the reference, the two protected acts that I wish to discuss, are the grievance and the bringing of the 
proceedings, turning to the grievance, MS Halliwell did carru out Grievance investigation, but this was a year earlier, she was 
hurt by the Claimant bringing those proceedings, but there was no evidence given to you today or indeed in Ms Halliwell 
statement, that she didn't refuse that reference, possibly because the Claimant has raised the Grievance, she just didn't want to 
say anything that could upset them both. In terms of the bringing of proceedings, at that point intime when a reference was 
refused, the claim has been struck out, there was no reason for Ms Halliwell to refuse that reference on the basis of those 
proceedings, as far as she was aware, those proceedings have finished and its for that reason she can not be said to possibly 
refuse the reference because the claimant was bringing proceedings or have brought proceedings (note: evidence heard she 
requested for the references e-mail request to be sned to her and didn't consult anyone or ask MD or Peninsula, just blocked 
the from being addressed by other people, she admited she would provide full references to someone who did not bring a case 
against the company on 11 Jul 2019)

3288 LH That's everything Sir
3289 END OF RESPONDENT SUBMISSIONS OF OVER 30MIN
3290 Judge Right your opportunity if you want to respond to those answers
3291 KP I just want to say, the Respondent didn't take all reasonable steps from doing that thing of that description, to protect me from 

the conduct. The Policy (note:Employee Handbook by Peninsula)has flows, wasn't followed by the employees, and it wasn't 
properly implemented, 

3292 Judge This is the grievance policy?
3293 KP Yes
3294 Throughout the case I also during disclosure of documents, I also requested diversity information, from the Policy and 

Respondent admitted they do not collect the data when in their Policy, it says they do collect data on diversity.
3295 It is common that sex discrimination cases or sexual harassment, are very difficult to prove
3296 On the balance of probabilities taking how many witnesses were presented for something that they have denied in their ET3 

form, they have denied EVERYTHING, they denied that I was asked not to speak Polish, they denied Ashley Jackson showing his 
knee, they denied him showing his biceps, when their witness actually presented how he's done it and accepted as a normal 
behaviour, and common place

3297 In Section 40 of the Equality Act it is unlawful for the employer to harass employee 
3298 In a case of Strathclyde Regional Council v Porcelli[1986]IRLR134CS, sexual harassment case, EAT held that single incident, if 

sufficiently serious, could amount to sexual harassment for which the employer could be liable. And the treatment included 

treatment of sexual nature, which a waman was vulnerable , but a man would not have been
3299 What mattered was the treatment not the motive behind it
3300 So the motive of stretching, or showing knees, or discussing operations, or peeling his tan, is not relevant when there are 

people who may take offence at it, and 
3301 Judge Nobody is taking offence in a discrimination
3302 KP No, harassment if it has got effect, on the person sitting in the same room, for example, and like witness Zarina Greenhalgh said 

she was the only female on occassions in this place, so that is a common, circumstance, that I was the only female sitting there 
as well

3303 Judge Sometimes you were the only female, sometimes she wasn't in the room
3304 KP Yes and woman would be more vulnerable, but man would not have been
3305 Regarding the Russian women comment which was confirmed throughout this hearing that the comment took place, that about 

Russian models, there was loughs, there was banter, everyone laught, so in case of Heafield v Times Newspapers Ltd it says the 
context in which the phrase was used was relevant to its effect, and in this case, the contex was to laugh, at Russian women as 
easy subjects, and the context was made between men, with I think I was alone  (note:female)in this meeting so the effect 
would be different maybe if there was mix of people, mix of genders, but not if I was alone only female, so the phrase was 
relevant.

3306 Why I didn't bring the racial discrimination while at the employment, I was certain I could overcome, whatever I faced, up until 
sexual harassment which was, new to me (note: Claimant crying) and this is why I have not raised it while I was there, there 
was also no one to go to, there was no HR, and the relationships were really complex, like people leaving and I didn't have 
anyone to go to

3307 Judge Ms Greenhalgh was there at the time
3308 KP She was there, but I , as I said, about the racial complaint, I thought I can salvage myself to stay there, once I wanted to go to 

her about sexual harassment I found out she was leaving
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3309 Thank you
3310 Judge All right.
3311 Thank you very much we will meet again on the 10 of Dec 2018, the Judgment will be send out and at the same time will be 

posted over the internet for the whole word to see . Imight be of no interest to anyone but this is what will happen
3312 END OF THE HEARING AT 15:40 BEFORE TIME
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NOTE: ET JUDGE SHERRATT SPOKE VERY QUIETLY AT TIMES NOT TO BE HEARD
RESPONDENT WITNESS MICHELLE HALLIWELL GAVE A SECOND EVIDENCE ON STAND ON 11 JUL 2019 REGARDING REFUSAL OF REFERENCES ON BASE OF WHICH THE 
PANEL DECIDED THE CLAIM FOR CLAIMANT
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